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I. INTRODUCTION
This thesis describes the design, development and
characterization of a variable-diameter, six-electrode, direct
current plasma source for atomic emission spectroscopy (AES).A
brief review of atomic emission spectroscopy techniques will be
given, including a comparison of the analytical utility of different
plasma sources.The introduction illustrates the advantages of
plasma sources for atomic emission spectroscopy.A historical
section follows the introduction and focuses on the development of
the direct current plasma (DCP) and the inductively coupled plasma
(ICP).The history of these methods is presented to shaW the
evolution of AES, significant improvements that have been made in
plasma spectroscopy, and recent research activity.
A. General Atomic Emission Spectroscopy
As a qualitative tool for element analysis, AES has been used
ever since specific colors of a flame were linked with spPcific2
elements of the sample introduced into the flame by Kirchhoff and
Bunsen in 1860 (1).Initially, atomic spectroscopy used the flame as
an emission source.Direct current (DC) and alternating current (AC)
arcs and spark sources became common excitation sources for AES
elemental analysis because of their increased sensitivity, minimal
sample preparation, and the ability to analyze refractory elements in
solid samples.In 1955, Walsh developed flame atomic absorption
(FAA), and in 1966 the inductively coupled plasma (ICP) was developed
for atomic emission spectroscopy by Fassel and Greenfield (2,3,4,5).
These techniques have become very important for elemental analysis.
ICP-AES is presently used extensively in trace and ultra-trace metal
determinations.ICP-AES can determine about 60 elements at the level
of a part per billion, with a linear dynamic range of 4 to 6 orders
of magnitude (6)
All liquid sample streams for atomic emission undergo similar
steps after sample introduction.By using heat, electrical, or light
energy, the liquid sample is converted to an aerosol, desolvated,
vaporized, and atomized.The atoms are energized, moving electrons
into an excited electronic energy levels.Finally, by adding enough
energy, electrons may be removed from the atoms to form ionized
species.3
The excited atoms and ions engage in a release and exchange of
energy through collisions with electrons, molecules, radicals, and
other species.Energy is also released by the emission of a photon.
The energy of the photon is the difference between the energy of the
excited atom or ion and the final energy of the atom or ion after
releasing the photon.The intensity of light is proportional to the
concentration of the element in the original sample.Light intensity
is also influenced by the plasma shape, gas flow rates, energetic
particle density (collisional excitation), external light energy
(atomic absorbance), and local thermal environment.A set of
compromise operating conditions is often used for atomic emission
sources so many elements can be determined simultaneously, or in
rapid sequence without having to optimize the plasma conditions for
each element.
Temperature plays an important role in reducing chemical
interferences caused by differences in volatilization, vaporization,
and atomization efficiencies.By increasing the net energy flow into
the sample, the number of free excited atoms and ions in the sample
stream can be increased.By containing or entraining the sample
stream in the center of the plasma, the sample stream loss around the
outside of the plasma, corrosion of the plasma source by highly
acidic samples, and possible self absorption effects from the outer
cooler atoms can be decreased.Also, the heat transfer between the
plasma and sample stream can be optimized.4
For electrical plasmas current travels through the plasma,
completing a circuit between a pair of electrodes, capacitor plates,
or inside an induction coil.The arc density, temperature, and shape
are all related to the plasma gas patterns, power supplied to the
plasma, conductivity of plasma gas (Ar, N2), and plasma geometry.
B. Atomic Emission Sources
Atomic emission sources in use today are DC and AC arcs, sparks,
flames, and glow discharge sources, as well as DCP, ICP, and
microwave induced plasmas (MIP).Although a review of these methods
is beyond the scope of this thesis, the advantages of each of these
emission sources is briefly described.
Arc and spark methods are most commonly used in the metal and
manufacturing industries as fast methods of solid sampling.The time
and spatial emission characteristic of spark sources are complex, but
good precision is obtained by averaging thousands of individual
sparks.Solid sampling offers the advantages of minimizing sample
preparation time, sample contamination, and sample dilution errors.
Flame atomic absorption (FAA) and flame emission are still
widely used techniques.In the early 1960's, FAA was the method of
choice because of its sensitivity, precision, and decreased problems
with spectral and chemical interferences.For about 45 elements,
graphite furnace atomic absorption (GFAA) still provides better
detection limits than ICP and DCP (6).However, GFAA is limited by5
needing to operate one element at a time, having a linear dynamic
range of only two to three orders of magnitude, and needing an
intense external light source for each element.In addition, GFAA is
quite sensitive to matrix interferences (7).However, the
Perkin-Elmer Corporation recently introduced a GFAA instrument for
field testing oil samples with the ability to analyze six-elements
simultaneously using two multielement hollow cathode lamp sources
(8).
Plasma sources offer unique advantages and have replaced flame
techniques for many uses.Chemical interferences from incomplete
sample atomization in flame techniques are drastically reduced in the
higher temperature environment of a plasma.Some plasma sources use
a continuous liquid sample introduction system which can be
interfaced to a variety of techniques, such as flow injection
analysis (FIA), liquid and gas chromatography, or on-line process
stream analysis.
The most important feature of any atomic emission technique is
the ability to measure simultaneously many elements.Flame emission
techniques also have this advantage but due to the low temperature of
the flame many of the high-temperature refractory oxide compounds are
not atomized enough for atomic emission to be significant.
The inductively coupled plasma (ICP) has many features of an
ideal source for element determinations.Most elements are
detectable by ICP at the ultra-trace to major component levels and
the ICP linear dynamic range is about five to six orders of6
magnitude.An ICP is a very stable emission source, with relative
standard deviations of the background emission signal of one to two
percent (9).By using different sample introduction systems, solids,
liquids, and gases can be analyzed (8). The excitation temperature of
the ICP has been calculated to be between 6,000 to 10,000 K.At
these temperatures, plasma methods are able to atomize and analyze
high-temperature refractory metal oxides.To summarize, the ICP has
remarkable detecting power and stability for liquid samples, along
with some sample versatility.
The high, radio-frequency ICP power supply is costly and
complicated.Present research in ICP spectroscopy points out other
disadvantages.The ICP has a high operating cost due to the
consumption of 10 to 14 L/min of argon gas.This has stimulated
research into low gas flow ICP designs (9,10,11,12,13,14,15).
Another area of ICP research involves developing increased heat
exchange between the hot plasma and the sample by changing the type
of plasma gas, plasma shape, and power input (16,17).One method
increases the sample contact time with the hot plasma by placing two
ICPs together (18).By changing the frequency of the ICP power
supply, different plasma shapes have been used to increase sample
flow, contact time, and sample loading (19).The influence of
various plasma torch sizes has also been studied (14).These methods
change the shape of the ICP in an attempt to obtain better detection
limits, decreased interference effects, and increased sensitivity.7
An advantage of the DCP over the ICP is the use of a relatively
inexpensive, rugged, simple power supply, that does not radiate radio
frequency noise.Another advantage of the DCP is the ability to
change the plasma shape more easily.The arcs between the electrodes
can be moved by changing the electrode positions and electrode gas
flow patterns.Using multiple electrodes, various plasma shapes can
be formed.This will become evident in the historical review of the
DCP.A final advantage of the DCP is price.Zander estimated the
price of a sequential DCP system, in 1985, at $25K with a similar ICP
system being two to three times this price (20).
The high tungsten electrode background of the DCP has been
blamed for limiting detection limits and research interest in DC
plasma.However, little evidence of a high continuum background or
of electrode spectral interferences has been documented in the
literature.With a high resolution echelle monochromator, some of
these apparent background continuum and spectral interferences can be
minimized or eliminated (21).It is interesting to note the
detection limit for tungsten, the same material of the upper DCP
electrode, is 30 ng/mL for the DCP compared to 28 ng/mL for the ICP
(22).
The DCP has a reputation for having poorer detection limits and
smaller linear dynamic range than the ICP.However the DCP detection
limits are within a factor of 10 to 100 of the ICP for most elements
in simple solutions.For complex samples, the DCP has better
detection limits for some elements.In the present commercial DCP8
source, the optimum gas flow rates and observation heights differ
more from one element to another than in the ICP, and considerable
losses in detection power may result from using compromise conditions
for multielement analysis with the DCP (23).The first commercial
DCP, SpectraJet I, had a limited linear dynamic range due to the
electronics used for signal detection.
In the SpectraJet III the sample aerosol passes around the hot
plasma and the analytical signal is observed through this relatively
cool outer sample vapor (24).This cooler sample vapor can limit the
linear dynamic range of the calibration curve due to possible self
absorption effects.By surrounding the sample aerosol with the hot
plasma this self absorption problem can be eliminated.Also a longer
plasma contact time can help create a better atomization and
excitation source for atomic spectroscopy.
Both the DCP and ICP are used extensively for element analysis.
Well over 1,000 DCP systems have been sold compared to 6,000 ICP
systems, according to estimates made by Meyer in 1987 (25).Until
1983, the DCP claimed 20 to 30% of the plasma emission spectroscopy
market.With only one manufacturer of direct current plasma sources,
Applied Research Laboratories (ARL) (whose products were originally
manufactured by Spectrametrics, Inc.), little competitive effort has
been placed on the design and development of a better commercial DCP
system.This lack of a competitive market for the DCP has decreased
research interest into new DC plasmas compared to research on new ICP
plasmas (20).9
Recent work in our laboratory (26,27) and by Meyer (24) created
quasi-cylindrically and conically shaped DC plasmas that are changing
the way we view the DC plasma.These plasmas have similar shapes to
the ICP, so logically much of the ICP optimization research will be
useful in developing these new DC plasmas.These new DCP shapes may
eliminate the present advantages of the ICP for atomic emission
spectroscopy (28,29).10
II.HISTORICAL REVIEW
A. General History of Atomic Emission Spectroscopy
Atomic emission spectroscopy has been around for more than 100
years.A wide variety of sources are used for AES.DC and AC arcs
and sparks, theta pinched plasmas, Z-pinched plasmas, exploding thin
films, and glow discharge lamps are all discrete sampling sources.
Four major continuous solution sampling sources for atomic
spectroscopy are flames, inductively coupled plasmas (ICP), microwave
induced plasmas (MIP) and direct current plasmas (DCP).Each atomic
emission source meets special application needs and some techniques
give complementary information.
Initially, flame, spark, and arc emission sources were the
dominant element analysis methods.Arc and spark emission sources
were used to determine element concentrations in solid samples.Due
to matrix interference problems, time consuming photographic emulsion
detection, and irreproducible arc and spark discharges, much of the
initial work produced only semi-quantitative results.
In 1955, flame atomic absorption (FAA) was invented (30).Five
years later, FAA became commercially available.By 1966, a part per
million was the common detection limit for FAA.In 1966, the ICP,
DCP, and electrothermal graphite furnace atomic absorption (GFAA)
were all only academic curiosities (6).11
In 1974, ten years after the initial ICP-AES experiments, the
first ICP became commercially available and later became a prominent
method for element analysis (4,5).By 1981, a part per billion was
the common detection limit for the ICP.The inductively coupled
plasma detection limits were the best for 36 elements when compared
to GFAA, DCP, and FAA methods.The ICP is also capable of
simultaneous multielement analysis, while using a set of compromise
conditions for all elements.The DC plasma, also using multielement
compromise conditions, had an average detection limit within a factor
of five of the ICP (6).
In 1981, graphite furnace atomic absorption gave the best
overall absolute detection limits, but was limited to sequential
element detection, non-refractory elements, and a linear dynamic
range of two to three orders of magnitude.The method generally used
different optimized conditions for each element.
Overall, microwave induced plasma (HIP) sources do not hold a
large part of the market for AES due mostly to problems with sample
introduction stability and the lack of a commercially available
stand-alone MIP-AES system.There are two commercially available
MIP-AES systems in which the plasma acts as a detector for a gas
chromatograph. These are the MPD850 (Applied Chromatography Systems,
Luton, Bedfordshire, England) and a system recently introduced by
Hewlett-Packard (Palo Alto, CA).An excellent review of the present
state of MIP-AES was written by Goode (31).12
The MIP is used for detection of high excitation energy halogen
elements and organic constituents, such as carbon, hydrogen, oxygen,
and nitrogen.Recently, some of the stability problems associated
with sample introduction have been eliminated by using a tangentially
flowing cooling gas giving flow characteristics similar to the ICP
with the sample being introduced through a central sample channel.
Discrete solid sample atomic emission devices of current
research interest are the exploding thin film plasmas, glow
discharge, theta pinched plasmas, and Z-pinched plasmas.These
plasma sources use electrical and magnetic fields to confine,
atomize, and excite solid samples (32).Recently there has been
renewed interest in solid sampling using a graphite furnace.The
problems with most discrete solid sample techniques, including GFAA,
are sample matrix interferences and reproducibility.
B. Reviews of Atomic Spectroscopy
The following is a brief review of the important literature on
various atomic spectroscopy techniques.This review of AES
techniques provides a helpful background about some of the advantages
and limitations of other atomic spectroscopy techniques.This review
also offers the reader a list of background articles about specific
AES methods.13
A general review of AES needs to include the biannual,
"Fundamental Reviews", of atomic emission spectroscopy published in
Analytical Chemistry (33,34,35,36,37).In addition, the Journal of
Atomic Spectroscopy, published by Perkin-Elmer, provides a very
useful bibliography of a variety of atomic spectroscopy articles
(38).The "Treatise on Analytical Chemistry" review of AES by
Scribner and Margoshes provides an excellent review of AES
fundamentals (39).A new text, by Crouch and Ingle, describes many
atomic and molecular spectrochemical methods in detail with an
emphasis on signal-to-noise (S/N), theoretical, and experimental
limitations (40).
A classic book on the theoretical and physical characteristics
of arcs and sparks was written by Boumans (41).An excellent
overview of various pulsed plasma sources for direct solid analysis
in Analytical Chemistry was written by Scheeline and Coleman (32).
Walters published a systematic explanation of various electrical
waveforms used in spark discharges (42) and later showed the
importance of temporal and spatial resolution on the emission spectra
of spark discharges (43).Early in the spark, the easily excited
atomic emission lines are prominent and later on the high ionization
energy atomic and ionic lines start to become the dominant emission
signals.The atomic emission lines are also spatially distributed
due to differences in element volatility rates, temperature effects,
and other factors.14
An historical review of flame atomic spectroscopy, the first
atomic spectroscopy technique, is given by Marodineau and Boiteux
(44).Schrenk also gives a more recent account of the history of
flame spectroscopy (45).An excellent book by Alkemade describes
flame atomic spectroscopy methods and applications (46).Flame
atomic absorption (FAA) and graphite furnace atomic absorption
spectroscopy (GFAAS) are still widely used and respected methods for
element analysis (7).
Recently, Zander compared the DCP, and ICP based on physical
characteristics, price, dependability, and other parameters for
ranking the importance of these plasma emission sources (20).Zander
points out the advantages and disadvantages of each source and the
present research activities in each field.Another comparison of the
DCP and ICP was written by Broekaert, which discusses recent trends
in AES (23).
The ICP and multielectrode DCP are similar in plasma shape,
temperature, and sample introduction methods.Because of these
similarities, the following historical review of the ICP discusses
the important design changes used to optimize the ICP.Following an
historical review of the ICP, the DCP is reviewed to show important
developments in the present commercial and research DCP instruments.15
C, History of the Inductively Coupled Plasma
Only the major points of interest of the ICP will be reviewed
here.There are many review articles which discuss the development
of the ICP (47,48,49,50,51,52,53,54,55).In 1978, Barnes wrote a
highly recommended critical review of the development of the ICP
(49). Recently, two books on the ICP have been written, one by
Montaser, etal., and the other by Boumans (56,57).An earlier
book, by Walsh, et al., discusses the many applications and
developments of the ICP (58).Also no list of ICP research articles
would be complete without mentioning the ICP Newsletter publications
and the annual special issue of Spectrochimica Acta devoted to plasma
spectroscopy from the Winter Plasma Spectroscopy Conferences.
Babat was the first to describe an atmospheric-pressure
radio-frequency inductively coupled plasma in 1942 (59).Babat used
frequencies from 2 to 77 MHz to create plasmas inside a 15-cm
diameter by 150-cm long quartz tube with argon pressures ranging from
0.1 to 760 Torr.His work in Leningrad was mostly ignored by atomic
spectroscopy researchers.In 1961, Reed used an open-tubed,
atmospheric-pressure ICP for growing crystals at high temperatures
(2,3).Reed commented on the use of the ICP as a spectral emission
source for solid samples.16
After Reed's comment, two independent research groups initiated
work on the ICP as an atomic emission source.In London, under the
guidance of Greenfield (4), the first application of the ICP to
atomic emission spectroscopy was published.Greenfield's ICP had a
radio frequency of 36 MHz and 2.5 kW of power.The ICP used a
tangentially flowing argon cooling gas.This torch had the familiar
toroidal or donut shaped plasma of the present ICP.The sample was
injected through the center hole of the donut shaped plasma.
Later that same year, Wendt and Fassel (5) described a laminar
flowICP using an ultrasonic sample introduction system.Detection
limits were similar to the tangential flow ICP of Greenfield.The
laminar flow created a plasma shape similar to a teardrop and the
sample was injected into the plasma.No central channel or hole in
the plasma was seen.This laminar flow was thought to decrease the
turbulence and increase the stability of the plasma.This plasma
used a radio frequency of 3.4 MHz and 5 kW of power.
In 1969, Dickinson and Fassel (60) characterized a tangential
flow ICP for optimum operating conditions, spectral line selection,
and interference effects.Detection limits were on the order of
parts per billion for most elements.They showed that by careful
attention to operating conditions the detection limits could be
lowered by a factor of about 100.These results were comparable to
the best detection limits of other atomic spectroscopy techniques of
1969.A small change in the plasma geometry and gas flow patterns
allowed an increase in sample injection efficiency into the plasma
and improved sensitivity.17
The first commercial ICP was produced by ARL (Applied Research
Laboratories) in 1974.Research groups characterized and optimized
the ICP for proper flow patterns (60,61), power input (62), sample
introduction system (63), signal to noise ratio (64,65), and
interference effects (66,67,16).A set of compromise conditions is
now used for simultaneous multielement determinations with the ICP.
With a total argon gas flow rate of 10-14 L/min, the operating
cost of the ICP is high.Miniature torches have been designed to
decrease the power and argon gas consumption (9,10,11,12,13,14).
Commercial plasmas with reduced flow rates are now available.The
ARL MinitorchTM(Applied Research Laboratories Inc., Dearbon,
Michigan) and the MAKTM torch (Sherritt Gordon Mines Limited,
Sherritt Research Centre, Alberta, Canada) are the most popular
mini-torches.As the ICP plasmas gets smaller interference problems
become more significant.Water and air cooled torches have been
designed that can operate at 0.2 L/min of argon and 200 W of power by
eliminating the plasma cooling gas (68).Non-cooled ceramic torches
have been used to eliminate the cooling gas, but replacement of the
ceramic tubes is needed every 90 hours of plasma operation (69).
By using mathematical models developed by Miller and Ayen (70)
for the ICP, and later modified by Barnes (71,72), improved ICP torch
designs were tested.The computer models were used to calculate
effects of changing quartz tube sizes, frequencies, power input,
sample flow rates, gas flow rates, and different plasma gases.
Experimental ICP designs correlated well with the computer modeled18
ICP predictions.Mermet used these computer models to design a new
low-power, low-flow ICP (15).From this research other low-power,
low-flow plasmas were designed (9,14).
Other developments have helped establish the acceptance of the
ICP.Researchers working with the ICP have developed comprehensive
wavelength tables based on a standard argon ICP (22,73).These
wavelength tables give wavelength information specifically for the
ICP for selection of wavelengths based on relative intensities and
spectral interference problems from the sample matrix.Currently,
thirty different companies manufacture the ICP and over 6,000 are in
use today (25).Higher frequency power supply generators have
promoted ICP work using helium, nitrogen, and other plasma gases.A
nitrogen gas ICP, using different optimized conditions and atomic
emission lines, has exceeded the standard argon ICP detection limits
for many elements (23,25).
Currently, much research is being devoted to using the
inductively coupled plasma as an ion source for mass spectroscopy
(74).The inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometer (ICP-MS) can
analyze 70 elements with detection limits down to ten part per
trillion.These detection limits are 10 to 100 times better than the
detection limits of ICP-AES for many elements (74).
Many researchers have attempted to characterize the physical
properties of the ICP and the complex excitation mechanisms (66,75).
This ICP research can be helpful in developing and understanding new
DC plasma shapes, flows rates, mechanisms, power input, and torch
size limitations.19
D. History of the Direct Current Plasma
Several review articles dealing specifically with DC plasmas,
(76,77) or including the DCP as part of a more general review
(33,34,35,36,37), are useful for background information not given in
this brief historical review.
The historical development of the DCP will emphasis plasmas with
thermally pinched arcs, other design improvements, and plasmas with
theobservation zone in the non-current carrying portion of the
plasma.A thermally pinched arc is caused by the cooler outer
electrode gas increasing the outer resistance of the arc, forcing the
arc to contract upon itself.The contraction creates higher electron
densities with much higher arc temperatures (18,78).Many similar DC
plasmas will not be described here for lack of significant analytical
utility.
In 1959, two independent groups, Margoshes and Scribner (79),
from the USA, and Korolev and Vainstein (80), from the USSR,
described the first plasma arcs for atomic emission spectroscopy.
The plasma arc of Margoshes and Scribner was called the "plasma
jet".The "plasma jet" used graphite ring electrodes for both the
cathode and anode.Helium gas was used to sustain the plasma.The
sample stream was introduced by direct injection into the plasma.
The arc operated at currents from 15 to 20 A using a standard dc arc
power supply.The graphite cathode arc had a tendency to wander,
causing signal instability.20
The plasma arc of Korolev and Vainstein used nitrogen as the
plasma gas.The sample solution stream was nebulized into a spray
chamber before injection into the plasma.Korolev replaced the
bottom ring anode of the Margoshes design with a vertical graphite
anode.
In 1961, Owen (81) improved the "plasma jet" by transferring the
upper cathode potential from the graphite ring to an electrode
placed horizontally above the now electrically floating upper
graphite ring.Margoshes modified Owen's design by replacing the top
electrode with a water cooled tungsten rod and placing it directly on
the axis of the plasma.The new device of Margoshes was designated
the "gas-stabilized" arc, and observation of the atomic emission was
made in the current carrying portion of the arc above the top
graphite ring.Gas was circled around the bottom electrode creating
a thermally pinched arc.
Various researchers worked with devices similar to the
"gas-stabilized" arc of Margoshes.In 1971, Elliot (82) described a
gas stabilized device, called the SpectraJet, which was made
commercially available for DCP-AES by Spectrametrics, Inc..The top
tungsten cathode rod was positioned off the central axis and at a 90°
bend from the thermally pinched bottom graphite ring.Only 500 W of
power, from a specially designed power supply, and 5 L/min of argon
gas were needed to sustain the plasma.21
In 1970, Valente and Schrenk (83) described a plasma with a 30°
angle between the two electrodes forming an inverted "V" type
plasma.Measurements were made in the plume above the strong
background continuum from the current carrying arc.The plasma was
sustained with 10 A and2.5 L/min of argon.
A similar inverted "V" type plasma was commercially developed by
Spectrametrics, Inc. and called the SpectraJet II.Two thoriated
tungsten electrodes were drawn into ceramic sleeves.Argon cooling
gas flowed around the electrode arcs causing a thermally pinched
arc.The nebulizer gas flowed between the bottom of the arc and
around the apex of the inverted "V".The region of observation was
just below the apex of the arc in the non-current carrying region of
the plasma.This reduced the high background emission from the arc.
The new DCP required a total argon flow rate of 5 L/min and 500 W of
power.Detection limits of this device were in many instances at
least an order of magnitude lower than those of previous DCP
designs.Drift of the observation zone created stability problems in
the SpectraJet II (84).
In 1975, Rippetoe described a plasma jet device with a "U"
shaped arc (85).The horizontal electrodes were separated by 2.5 cm
and used about 11 A and 800 W of power.Previously, Marinkovic and
Vickers (86) and Murdick and Piepmeier (87) had described similar "U"
shaped plasmas.The Rippetoe plasma jet observed the sample emission
in the flame-like non-current carrying tail plume of the plasma.22
Spectrametrics introduced the SpectraJet III, that reduced the
observation zone drift problem of the SpectraJet II.Spectrametrics
added a third electrode directly above the apex of the inverted "V"
giving an inverted "Y" type plasma.This additional electrode
stabilizes the position of the arc.The plasma has three electrodes,
a top tungsten cathode and the bottom two graphite anodes.Seven
amps of current flow from each of the anodes to the upper tungsten
cathode.A total argon gas flow rate of 8 L/min is used.The
SpectraJet III partially entrains the sample stream between the
bottom two legs of the inverted "Y", but much of the sample steam
bypasses the hot plasma.A relatively cool sample vapor cloud
surrounds the SpectraJet III and is suspected of causing self
absorption and reducing the linear dynamic range, although this has
never been documented.The small contact time between the plasma and
sample may limit the efficiency of the plasma to vaporize, atomize,
and excite the analyte and thereby reduce sensitivity.
Meyers modified the SpectraJet III by placing each of the three
electrodes at the corners of a horizontal equilateral triangle
(24,88).The sample stream was forced through the junction of the
three arcs and viewed above the current carrying arcs.The conically
shaped plasma gave detection limits similar to the SpectraJet III.
Meyers stated he wished to entrain the sample stream in the DC plasma
and increase contact time and residence time seen by the analyte.23
E. New Multielectrode Plasmas
As described previously in 1974, Murdick and Piepmeier developed
a "U" shape DC arc (74).Since then many different DC plasma shapes
have been tested in our laboratory.A brief summary of some of this
research is presented to clarify the reasoning and direction behind
the current multi-electrode DCP research.
In 1983, a new type of alternating current plasma (ACP) was
developed by Mattoon and Piepmeier (89).This plasma used a
three-phase, 60-Hz, alternating current power supply.Three
electrodes were placed at the corners of an equilateral triangle,
similar to but prior to Meyers conical DCP design.Each electrode
was connected to a different phase of the three-phase, ac power
supply.The arcs formed a triangularly shaped plasma with the sample
stream being introduced vertically through the hole in the center of
the arc triangle.The electrodes were positioned above a quartz
ICP-like torch.The atomic emission was viewed in the plume-like
region above the arcs.Masters and Piepmeier (90) modified this
torch by bringing the electrodes up through the bottom of the
ICP-like torch cooling tube.Sample loading, ac current
fluctuations, and turbulence created arc instabilities, limiting the
usefulness of this plasma design.
Multi-electrode plasma sources use electrodes to shape the
plasma to entrain a sample stream in the center of a hot gas.Lee
and Piepmeier described different multi-electrode, DC plasma24
systems (26). One design used four tungsten electrodes with the top
two electrodes placed horizontally above the cooling tube of the
torch.The other two electrodes were brought up vertically through
the inside of the torch cooling tube.Two variable-length vertical
arcs were formed between the two sets of upper and lower electrodes.
The sample gas was introduced parallel to the arcs and
sandwiched between them.The top cathodes are held inside water and
argon cooled electrode jackets.Thermally pinched arcs are created
by constricting the gas flow rate of the top electrodes by ceramic
sleeves, similar to the SpectraJet III, DCP (91).Two compact dc
power supplies were used to supply current to the arcs.The linear
log-log slopes for the calibration curves were less than unity.
Since the sample stream was not contained within the hot plasma, self
absorption and limited contact times were assumed to cause the
non-unity, log-log slopes.
Another design of Lee and Piepmeier used six electrodes by
adding another pair of electrodes to the above four-electrode
design.This created three vertical arcs at the vertices of a
horizontal equilateral triangle.A sheath of plasma surrounded the
central sample stream and the log-log slopes were unity within
experimental error.Tangential cooling gas was used with a total
argon gas flow of 6 L/min and 19 A to each arc.The excitation
temperature, assuming local thermodynamic equilibrium, was determined
to be from 6,000 to 9,000 K.An electron density of about 1.0 X
1015cm-3was calculated from the Saha-Eggert ionization25
equilibrium equation.The best detection limits and minimum chemical
interferences were obtained at a plasma length of 25 mm.Detection
limits for twelve elements were comparable to ICP detection limits.
Limitations of the torch were the size of the sample introduction
hole, sample loading, and limited current range.
Shields and Piepmeier (27) described another variable-length, DC
plasma with two sets of three electrodes forming two equilateral
triangles with a movable vertical separation of up to 30 mm.The
difference from Lee's six-electrode torch was that the top electrodes
were brought up through the bottom of the torch and were parallel to
the vertical anodes.No ceramic sleeves were needed with this
design.Typical operating conditions were 40 V and 20 A to each
electrode set, with a total argon gas flow rate of 7.4 L/min.
Detection limits for five elements were 15 to 50 times higher than
ICP detection limits.The main reason for the higher detection
limits was thought to be because the emission signal maximum moved
below the top of the quartz tube with increased plasma length.
In this thesis, a new variable-diameter, multi-electrode,
direct current plasma source using six electrodes is described and
preliminary results are presented.The upper set of three tungsten
electrodes is cathodic.The top three electrodes are placed 120°
from each other in a horizontal plane.Another set of three graphite
electrodes is placed 25-mm below the three top electrodes.The top
and bottom electrodes are movable in the horizontal direction to
change the diameter of the plasma.Previous designs have not26
included an adjustable diameter.The electrode material and
electrical potential applIed to the electrodes are the same as the
previously described SpectraJet III, DCP (20).
This thesis describes the simplex optimization of a
variable-diameter, six-electrode, direct current plasma for atomic
emission spectroscopy.Also, a photodiode array (PDA) spectrometer
was developed and calibrated for time, wavelength, and spatial
resolution.Radially inverted intensity measurements are used to
calculate radially and spatially resolved excitation temperatures and
electron densities.The temperature measurements are based on the
Boltzmann energy distribution using a two-line method.The electron
density measurements are based on the assumption of an equilibrium
between the atom and ion emission lines of magnesium.Interference
studies, spatial profiles of plasma at different variable settings,
and univariant plots are presented to investigate the characteristics
and optimum plasma conditions for this new plasma source.27
III. INSTRUMENTATION
The instrumentation used for this research can be broken down
into seven major systems.Figure 3-1 is a block diagram of these
systems: plasma emission source, DC power supply, gas flow, sample
introduction, echelle spectrometer, photodiode array spectrometer,
and LSI-11/73 computer system.The plasma has three distinct
radiation zones.The hot inner radiation zone (IRZ) is mostly below
the top the plasma jacket.The analytical signal is observed
directly above the plasma jacket in the observation zone (OBZ).
Finally the cooler tail plume zone (TPZ) is reached at about 20-mm
above the top of the plasma jacket.
A. Plasma Source
A schematic of the DC plasma source is shown in Figure 3-2.The
variable-diameter, six-electrode DCP consists of a cylindrical plasma
jacket with three electrode holes separated by 120° in a horizontal
plane, Figure 3-2 a). A second set of electrode holes is placed 25 mmDCP INSTRUMENTATION
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Figure 3-1.Experimental system.The plasma has three distinct
radiation zones: the inner radiation zone, the observation zone,
and the tail plume zone.Photodiode array and echelle
spectrometers are used to view the atomic emission of the DC
plasma.a ).
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Figure 3-2.Variable-diameter, six-electrode DCP design. a) top
view; b) side cut-away view; (1) sample introduction tip;
(2), cooling gas inlet; (3) electrode gas inlet; (4) water cooling;
-(5) brass water-cooled plasma tube; (6) electrode; (7) electrode
holder; (8) electrical connector.30
below the first set as seen from Figure 3-2. b).One electrode,
inside a ceramic sleeve, is placed into each hole of the plasma
jacket.Each electrode is enclosed in an electrode holder with water
and argon gas inlets to cool the electrode.The three 25-mm
vertically separated electrode pairs creates three vertical DC arcs.
The sample is introduced through the center of the 18-mm plasma tube
and the three vertical arcs.
The tips of both the bottom and top electrode sets form two
equilateral triangles, as seen in Figure 3-3.The distances of the
electrodes from the center of the cylindrical plasma tube are
controllable, allowing various plasma shapes.A quasi-cylindrical
type plasma is used for most experiments with the electrodes recessed
inside 9.5-mm inner diameter, ceramic sleeves (99.8% Alumina, East
Coast Sales, New Rochelle, N.Y.).Figure 3-3 shows the top and side
view of large diameter and small diameter quasi-cylindrical DC
plasmas.When viewing the larger diameter plasma a larger sample
introduction hole and more columnar DC arcs are produced.The brass
plasma jacket is water cooled to prevent the jacket from melting and
to help create an inward thermal pinch on the three plasma arcs.
Each electrode position is manually adjustable by a set screw.
The top cathodic electrode is a 2.4-mm diameter, 2%
thoriated-tungsten electrode (Anchor Brand, NASCO, Birmingham, AL).
A 6.4-mm diameter, high-purity, high-density, graphite electrode
(Spex, Edison, NJ) is used for the bottom anode to reduce the31
Figure 3-3.Types of DC plasma shapes.Top view a) and side view
c) showing small electrode tip separation and sample channel.Top
view b) and side view d) showing large electrode tip separation
and large sample channel.The sample stream flows through the
center of the plasma tube and the three vertical arcs.Dis
the diameter of the fixed plasma tube.De is the electrode
Ptip
separation diameter, an imaginary circle which includes the
electrode tips.
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electrode erosion rate.Graphite top electrodes were tried but arc
wander caused plasma instability.The 2% thoriated-tungsten, top
electrodes increased stability and the sample loading ability of the
plasma.
The water-cooled electrode holder and electrode cooling gas
helped reduce the wear rate of the ceramic sleeves.Each electrode
is retractable into a ceramic sleeve in order to increase the thermal
pinching effect of the electrode gas and decrease arc wander at the
electrode surface.Argon gas is also introduced tangentially below
the bottom electrodes as a plasma cooling gas, creating another
inward thermal pinch on the vertical DC arcs.
Other researchers in this laboratory using similar
six-electrode, DC plasmas have studied the influence of plasma length
on the emission signal.Shields (27) found 21.5-mm and Lee (26)
found 29-mm as the best vertical electrode separation for different
six-electrode, DC plasma geometries.For this work an intermediate
value of 25-mm vertical electrode separation was chosen for the
variable-diameter, multielectrode, DC plasma.
The electrode tip separation diameters of the top and bottom
electrode sets is an important factor in creating a large enough
sample channel and optimal contact between the sample stream and the
hot plasma.The electrode tip separation distance determines how far
the electrodes are drawn into the ceramic sleeves andplasma tube
water jacket and limits the size of the sample introduction hole,
which is an important optimizing variable.The diameter of an33
imaginary circle which includes the electrode tips is used to define
this variable.Previous multielectrode plasmas in our laboratory
used 16-mm and 8-mm diameters for the imaginary circle on which the
electrode tips were positioned for the top and bottom electrode
sets.This diameter is adjustable up to 32 mm.
1. Gas System
A diagram of the gas flow system is shown in Figure 3-4.The
nebulizer gas is separated from the other plasma gases to minimize
fluctuations in the nebulizer gas with changes in other gas flow
rates.Each tank has a two-stage regulator (Airco, Murray Hill, NJ)
to control the pressure at the flow meter entrance.
Four separate gas lines are used to supply gas to the nebulizer,
top electrodes, bottom electrodes, and plasma cooling gas.Each line
contains a rotameter with an adjustable needle valve (Matheson Gas
Products, Secaucus, NJ) for manual flow rate adjustments.These
rotameters differ only in their flow range and precision.The
nebulizer rotameter contains a high precision needle valve (Matheson
Gas Products, Secaucus, NJ).The nebulizer and plasma cooling gas
lines are connected to mass flow meters (Tylan Corp., Carson, CA) for
a digital readout of the argon gas flow rate.The plasma cooling gas
mass flowmeter (Model FM360) measures argon flow rates up to 10
L/min.The nebulizer mass flowmeter (Model FM361) measures argon
flow rates up to 1 L/min.Both mass flow units are factory
calibrated for argon gas.GAS TANKS &
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Figure 3-4.Gas flow system.Mass flow meters measure cooling
gas and nebulizer gas flow rates.The nitrogen gas line can be
used as an auxiliary cooling gas line to create a laminar or
tangential gas flow.The gas filter takes small particles out of
the gas stream to prevent nebulizer clogging.35
A particle filter is inserted into the nebulizer gas line.This
filter (Model 6183, Matheson Gas Products, Secaucus, NJ) prevents
small particles in the argon gas from clogging the concentric glass
nebulizer orifice.The filter retains particles down to 0.2-Am
diameter.The fittings used for gas lines consist of a combination
of Swagelok components (Crawford Fitting Co., Solon, OH), Cajon
components (Cajon Co., Macedonia, OH), and Clippard components
(Clippard Instrument Laboratory, Inc., Cincinnati, OH).
The plasma cooling gas system has two different 1-mm inlets to
control the direction of the plasma cooling gas.Figure 3-5 shows
the cooling gas setup in more detail.Either a laminar or a
tangential cooling gas flow pattern is available depending upon which
gas inlet valve is opened.During most of the work presented here
only the tangential cooling gas inlet was used.
An auxiliary gas line is used to gradually switch from
tangential to laminar flow cooling gas during plasma operation or for
introducing a mixing gas.Nitrogen gas can be used as a mixing gas
to change the shape and heat transfer characteristics of the plasma.
Any of the gas lines can be used with a mixing gas by proper
connection of the auxiliary gas line.
2. Electrical System
Figure 3-6 shows the two different power circuits used for the
DC/AC plasma system.The AC power circuit, Figure 3-6. a) uses aa
36
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Figure 3-5.Tangential and laminar flow plasma cooling system.
a) top view cut at the tangential flow inlet; b) side view cut at
the laminar flow inlet.Cooling gas can be changed from laminar
to tangential flow by supplying gas to the proper inlet.37
Figure 3-6Electrical system for DC/AC plasma.Top electrodes
are 2.4-mm diameter, 2% thoriated-tungsten.Bottom electrodes are
6.4-mm diameter graphite.a) AC power circuit; b) One of the
three DC power supply circuits.Each phase of the three-phase AC
power supply is connected to a different top cathodic DC electrode
(C1, C2, C3).Cl, C2, C3 are each connected to a separate DC
power supply of the type shown in b).
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60-Hz, three-phase, AC power supply (Superior Electronics Co., CT).
The DC power circuit, Figure 3-6. b), uses a 40V, 35A, DC power
supply (Electronic Measurements, Inc., Neptune, NJ).
a. Alternating Current Power
Figure 3-6. a) shows the 60-Hz, three-phase, alternating current
circuit.The AC voltage regulated power supply (Stabiline Automatic
Voltage Control, The Superior Electric Company, Bristol, Connecticut)
was connected to the top DC electrodes to create a DC/AC plasma.The
1N1184A power diodes (35A, 100V) are used to stop the AC current flow
from entering and damaging the DC power supplies.Each phase of the
three-phase, AC power supply is connected to a different top
electrode.
Figure 3-7 shows the voltage waveforms of each phase of the AC
power supply and the voltage waveform difference between two AC
electrodes.A triangular shaped arc is formed between the top
electrodes with a hole in the center.The sample aerosol stream is
surrounded by the triangular AC arc similar to the donut shaped ICP
discharge.
The three-phase, 120 VAC (Line-to-Normal) AC wall voltages have
been stepped down by transformers to 24 VAC (Line-to-Normal) or 42
VAC (Phase-to-Phase). The voltage is also regulated by a servo
system.Current to the plasma is controlled by manually adjusting
variable-resistance rheostats from 0 to 10.TIME(ms)
Figure 3-7Alternating current, three-phase, 60-Hz voltage signal
verses time.Each phase of the AC voltage signal is separated
from the others by a 120° phase angle.The voltage between two
adjacent electrodes (V01 - V03) is also a sine wave.40
b. Direct Current Power
Each DC power circuit for the three DC electrode pairs is
identical to Figure 3-6. b).In addition to the DC power supply,
each DC circuit contains two high power rheostats (Ohmite, Chicago,
IL) connected in parallel.The purpose of the rheostat is to allow
for quick voltage fluctuations at the electrodes during plasma
initiation.Each DC power circuit contains a DC volt meter and
current meter.The top electrodes are cathodic.
The DC power supply regulates the power input into the plasma by
controlling either the voltage or current supplied to each electrode
pair. The control mode is dependent on the circuit resistance and
power conditions needed.Typical start-up procedures use the voltage
control mode.The plasma is then adjusted to the current control
mode for all experimental measurements.
3. Sample Introduction System
The sample liquid is introduced into the nebulizer by a
peristaltic pump ( Minipuls 2, Gilson Medical Electronics, Inc.,
Middleton, WI).This allows the liquid flow rate to be kept constant
regardless of changes in the nebulizer gas flow rate or sample
viscosity.Sample flow rates up to 3 mL/min can be obtained by
varying the sample tube diameter or the peristaltic pump speed.41
A Scott-type spray chamber is used to selectively isolate the
smaller aerosol droplets for sample introduction into the plasma
(92).The larger droplets, after condensing on the walls of the
spray chamber, are pumped out by the peristaltic pump.This method
ensures that all of the nebulizer gas flows into the plasma.
The aerosol, which leaves the spray chamber, passes up to the
plasma by a quartz sample introduction tube.Since the injection
velocity of the sample aerosol into the plasma is inversely
proportional to the square of the sample tip diameter, the hole size
of the sample introduction tip plays a critical role in the sample
stream velocity (92,93,94).Sample tip hole diameters used in this
research ranged from 0.5 mm to 1.5 mm.
The Hildebrand nebulizer (Leeman Labs, Inc., Lowell, Mass) was
compared to the Meinhard concentric glass nebulizer.Figure 3-8
shows the two nebulizer types used to convert liquid sample into an
aerosol.The Hildebrand nebulizer, Figure 3-8 a), uses two
fine-mesh, platinum screens.The sample liquid flows between the
screens.The nebulizer gas forces the liquid through the screens
creating a finely dispersed aerosol.Researchers have characterized
the Hildebrand nebulizer as a very stable, high efficiency (5%), high
solids nebulizer (95).The Hildebrand nebulizer is typically
operated at 40 psi applied pressure, 1 mL/min sample uptake rate, and
above 0.4 L/min nebulizer gas flow.a) HILDEBRAND
SAMPLE
GAS
b) MEINHARD CONCENTRIC
SAMPLE
GAS
Figure 3-8.Nebulizers.a) Hildebrand nebulizerb) Meinhard
concentric glass nebulizer.43
A Meinhard concentric glass nebulizer (Model TR-50-CL, J. E.
Meinhard, Inc., Santa Ana, CA), commonly used for sample introduction
in the ICP, was also used.The Meinhard typically operates at 50 psi
applied pressure, 1 mL/min sample uptake rate, and from 0.5 L/min to
1.2 L/min nebulizer gas flow.
4. Plasma Ignition
For starting the plasma, the DC power circuit rheostats are
adjusted to 0.5 0.This added resistance allows the voltage at the
electrodes to rapidly fluctuate as necessary to ignite the plasma.
Next, the water cooling system is turned on and checked for proper
flow rate.Then, the three DC power supplies are turned on and put
in the voltage control mode at 40 V.The electrodes are brought to
the center of the plasma tube.The argon gas tanks are turned on and
the top and bottom electrode gas and plasma cooling gas are set to
the values in Table 3-1.The nebulizer gas is adjusted to 0.1
L/min.44
Table 3-1). Initial DC Plasma Conditions
Variable (units) Initial settings
Plasma tube diameter (mm) 18
Ceramic sleeve 9.5 top and bottom electrodes
inner diameter (mm)
Electrode diameter (mm) 2.4 top electrode tungsten
6.4 bottom electrode graphite
Vertical electrode 25
separation (mm)
Diameter of electrode 20 top electrode
tip separation (mm)c 24 bottom electrode
Sample introduction
tip distance (mm)a
10
Sample tip inner
diameter (mm)
1.0
Cooling gas (L/min) 1.75
Nebulizer gas (L/min) 0.6
Top electrode gas (L/min) 1.0
Bottom electrode gas (L/min) 1.5
DC current (A)b 25.0
Sample flow rate (mL/min) 1.2
a- Sample introduction tip distance below bottom electrodes.
b- For each DC electrode pair.
c- Diameter of imaginary circle on which electrode tips are
located.45
A graphite rod is used to short out the top and bottom
electrodes to start the DC arcs.Once the plasma is operating, the
sample pump is turned on and DC power supplies are adjusted to the
current-control mode.Then, the rheostats are lowered to 0.3 0 to
deliver more power to the plasma, but maintain a sufficient response
time to prevent extinguishing the plasma by changes in the gas and
aerosol flow rates.The electrode tips are adjusted to specific
distances from the center of the plasma tube by placing machined
spacers bars between the electrode holder and the electrical
connector (see Figure 3-2).The electrodes are held at this distance
by set screws.Finally, the nebulizer gas is increased and the
sample introduction tip is positioned to introduce the sample stream
between the three vertical DC arcs.
5. DC Plasma Maintenance
Daily maintenance for the DCP requires replacement of cracked
ceramic sleeves, and replacement or reshaping of the graphite
electrodes after 3-4 hours of plasma operation.Ceramic sleeve
cracking may be reduced by centering the electrode inside the ceramic
sleeve and alignment of the ceramic sleeves with the electrode holes
in the plasma water-cooled jacket.Electrode replacement time may be
reducable by redesigning the electrode holder to better cool the
electrode and create a more symmetrical electrode gas flow.46
During plasma operation an asymmetric plasma can be caused by an
off centered sample introduction tip, large difference in electrode
resistance due to bad connections or uneven circuit resistance, worn
graphite electrodes, melted asymmetric sample introduction hole,
cracked ceramic sleeves, or tilted cooling tube.
B. Echelle System
A PLASMA-SPEC (Leeman Labs, Lowell, MA) high-resolution echelle
spectrometer was used to acquire spectral information.The merits of
the echelle spectrometer for high temperature, line-rich, plasma
emission sources have been described by Keliher (96).The most
frequently cited merits for the PLASMA-SPEC Echelle spectrometer are
the high-resolution and the fixed nature of the two dispersive
devices, the grating and prism.The echelle grating has 79
grooves/mm and is blazed at 63° 26'.The echelle spectrometer uses a
fixed prism to separate and view the higher diffraction orders from
30 to 120.The entrance slit is 80-pm wide and the exit slit
aperture is 40-pm wide.
1. Wavelength Resolution
A 2-dimensional order sorted and wavelength dispersed image is
focused on the focal plane of the echelle spectrometer.An aperture
plate is positioned at the focal plane allowing selected wavelengths47
of light in specific grating orders to pass.A wide spectral range
photomultiplier tube (PMT) (Hamamatsu Inc., Model 1463) is positioned
behind the aperture plate slit to collect the light.The PMT housing
slit is larger than the aperture plate slits.An aperture plate slit
can be scanned across the PMT slit to acquire a small wavelength scan
or to collect an off-line background emission signal.
Resolution of the echelle varies from 0.0075 nm at 200 nm to
0.24 nm at 800 nm.The Hg doublet at 313 nm is just resolved with a
0.029-nm separation.Most visible plasma emission lines are on the
order of 0.001 nm to 0.01 nm wide due to Doppler line broadening,
collisional broadening, Stark broadening, and atomic hyperfine
structure.Therefore the PLASMA-SPEC echelle spectrometer resolution
is adequate to reduce most spectral and background interference
problems on the analytical emission signal.To calibrate and
optimize the wavelength position, an internal mercury penlight source
and various hollow cathode lamps are used as wavelength references.
The PLASMA-SPEC contains computer controllable mirrors, which
focus an image of the emission source on the entrance slit of the
spectrometer.By moving the entrance mirror horizontally and
vertically a spatial map of the emission source can be acquired.The
PLASMA-SPEC spectrometer spatial resolution at the source image of
the entrance mirror is 0.21-mm horizontally and 0.34-mm vertically at
the source image (27).When moving the entrance mirror in the
vertical direction a correction is needed to compensate for the
horizontal image shift of 0.25-horizontal steps per vertical step.48
2. Microprocessor
The PLASMA-SPEC echelle spectrometer contains a Zilog Z-80
microprocessor.A special PLASMA-SPEC command language called P-Code
(pseudo-code) controls the motor movements, timing, and communication
functions of the spectrometer.The PLASMA-SPEC can be operated
manually by menu driven software.However, for our applications,
external computer control of the aperture and PMT position was
required because of the limited number of spectral lines available in
the echelle spectrometer wavelength library. Flexibility not
available from the echelle software was needed to control background
correction, integration time, wavelength optimization, and spatial
positioning.Also the experimental measurements could be stored on
the external computer for later evaluation.
The P-Code is accessible to the user, and modifications and
additions can be made via the PLASMA-SPEC keyboard or an external DEC
11/73(Digital Equipment Corporations, Maynard, Mass) computer by
the PLASMA-SPEC RS-232 (revision C) serial port.Therefore,
versatile control of the spectrometer is possible.
3. Echelle Program
A DEC 11/73 program was written in Fortran-IV for collecting
signal, background, and blank emission signals.The program name is'49
ECHELLE and the program code is listed in the Appendix.Three
different options are available from the ECHELLE main menu.The
first option moves the PMT and aperture plate until a specific
wavelength position is optimized.The wavelength can be checked
throughout the day by running this option.The second menu option
acquires multiple analyte, background, and dark signals and
calculates the standard deviation of these signals.The last menu
option collects spatial profiles of the plasma at a specific
wavelength.The wavelength, spatial position, integration time, and
number of scans are controllable from the DEC-11/73 computer.
Each data acquisition collects 32 data points.The integration
time of each point can be varied from 0.03 s to 3.0 s.The
experimental data are used for stability, univariant, and calibration
experiments for plasma optimization.
C. Photodiode Array System
The photodiode array (PDA) spectrometer is useful for various
plasma diagnostics.Figure 3-9 is a block diagram of the PDA
system.The main components are the optical system, signal
processing electronics, and computer storage, display, and retrieval
system.
The spectrometer is a Czerny-Turner design with a one-meter,
over-and-under mirror pair, 2400 grooves/mm grating, 8.75 f/number,
and variable size entrance slit.A cooled photodiode array is usedPHOTODIODE ARRAY SYSTEM
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Figure 3-9.Photodiode array system.Main components of the
PDA system are the spectrometer optical system, signal
processing electronics, and computer system.51
as the light sensor.Wavelength, time, and spatial resolution can be
achieved with the PDA spectrometer.
The RL1024S PDA (Reticon, Sunnyvale, CA) is the scientific S
series.Each diode is 25 pm wide by 2.5 mm high.A quartz plate
protects and covers the photodiodes.An RL1024SA evaluation board is
used to provide timing control and process the PDA video signal.The
twelve integration time switches make up a binary number ranging from
20to 212-1.The minimum binary integration number is 1028
(1024+4) because of the need for 1024 clock pulses for the diodes and
4 extra clock pulses for resetting the PDA for the next integration.
The maximum and minimum integration times at the present PDA clocking
speed are 120 ms and 30 ms, respectively.Higher integration times
are available by slowing down the PDA evaluation board clock speed or
adding additional integration time switches.Integration times from
30 ms to 300 ms are possible at room temperature.One- to
five-second PDA integration times are possible by lowering the PDA
temperature to about 5°C with a Peltier cooler.The video output
signal range with the RL1024SA evaluation board is 3 V.
1. Optical System
The PDA spectrometer was designed to acquire spatial,
wavelength, and time resolved information.Depending on the position
of the photodiode array in the exit slit plane, either a spatial52
image of the plasma at a specific wavelength or a wavelength profile
of about 20 nm can be acquired.A specially designed PDA mounting
bracket was built to position the PDA either vertically or
horizontally within the PDA spectrometer as shown in Figure 3-10.
An extension cable was used to locate the PDA chip away from the
PDA evaluation board.Table A-5 in the appendix describes the ribbon
cable connections.Some of the cable connections are shielded by
intervening ground wires to reduce noise pickup in the video signal
from timing signals connected to the PDA through the same ribbon
cable.
a. Spatial Resolution
A vertically positioned photodiode array images the vertical
entrance slit across the diodes.No exit slit is used on the PDA
spectrometer.The entrance slit was set at the width of the PDA and
was 25-pm in horizontal position and 2.5-mm in the vertical PDA
position for most experiments.
Stigmatic Optics. Figure 3-11 illustrates the high-fidelity,
stigmatic optics used for producing a one-to-one image of the DC
plasma on the spectrometer entrance slit (97).Table 3-2 describes
the PDA spectrometer optical components.The side-by-side external
mirror pair is used to correct for astigmatic aberration of thea).
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over-and-under internal spectrometer optics.The astigmatic image of
the external mirror pairs exactly compensated for the spectrometer
astigmatism creating a stigmatic image at the PDA.
TABLE 3-2.PDA OPTICAL COMPONENTS
LABEL DESCRIPTION MANUFACTURER
M1 & M2 3" O.D. UV coated front surface
concave mirrors, f=70.67 cm
M3, M4,3.75" x 1.75" x 0.3" UV coated
& M5 rectangular flat mirrors
M6 & M73" O.D. UV coated front surface
concave mirrors, 1-1.0 meter
G1 2400 grooves/mm, 3" square
holographics grating, blaze-6.5°
Optics for Research
Caldwell, NJ
Optics for Research
Caldwell, NJ
Ealing Optical
South Natick, MASS
Ealing Optical
South Natick, MASS
To directly compensate for the astigmatic image of the
spectrometer, the proper angle of incidence for the external mirror
pair needed to be calculated.From a review of high-fidelity imaging
by Walters, et al.(98,99,100), a set of detailed formulas calculate
the location of the sagittal and tangential image planes.A simpler
formula was used by keeping the mirror incident angle, Ai, small
and the source image at the external mirror focal point.The
separation of the sagittal and tangential image planes is calculated
by the following formula.Symbols:
Ss, Sr,, f2sin82tan82
SS Sagittal image plane distance
ST " Tangential image plane distance
82 - Incident angle of image to mirror
f2 Focal length of mirror
56
For the 1-m PDA spectrometer, with a fixed incident angle, 82,
of 6.5° and focal length, f2, of 1000 mm, the separation distance
of the two astigmatic image planes is 12.9 mm.The external mirrors'
focal length is 706.7 mm.By plotting the relationship of the
astigmatic separation to incident angle, Figure 3-12, an incident
angle of 7.7° is found to exactly compensate the astigmatism of the
1-m PDA spectrometer .
Each diode in the vertical PDA is 2.5 mm wide x 25 pm high.
Image distortion was checked directly in front of the PDA, at the
entrance slit of the spectrometer, and at the plasma source
position.Figure 3-13 shows the PDA spectrometer signal, when
operated in spatial resolution mode.A plate with multiple, 2.4-mm
slots was placed at the source position with back lighting.The
spatial resolution calculated using entrance slit the maximum spatial
image is about 18 mm.Figure 3-13 shows the 18-mm spatial image
cutoff region.20
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Figure 3-13.Spatial resolution of multiple 2.4-mm slots
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Image Rotator: An image rotator is used to rotate the plasma image
90° for collecting either a vertical or horizontal spatial profile on
the PDA (101).Figure 3-14 shows how the image rotator works.An
image striking the front mirror, M5, is reflected up to the top
mirror, M6, and reflected again by the exit mirror, M7.For a
vertically positioned rotator an object image is inverted.The top
of the image becomes the bottom. Figure 3-14. a) shows a 180°
rotation of an arrow image.Figure 3-14. b) shows for an angle of
45° between the object and image rotator, the object image is rotated
90°.
The image rotator aperture is 30 mm for a round optical beam.
Formulas used to construct the image rotator are from (101).The
optical path length of the external optics is shortened by 3.9 cm
from redirecting the light through the image rotator.Therefore the
distance of the collimating lens, M2, from the PDA spectrometer
entrance slit is decreased by this same amount.
b. Spectral Resolution
The spectral resolution, based on the minimum wavelength
interval to baseline-resolve two adjacent wavelengths, varies with
slit widths.Table 3-3 gives the spectral resolution at different
slit widths.For most experiments a 50-pm slit width was used.Theal. 3-13 IMAGE OF ROTATION
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Figure 3-14.Image rotator.a) An external image parallel to
the image rotator is rotated 180°; b) After the image rotator is
rotated 45° from vertical, the external pointing vertical arrow
image is rotated into a horizontal direction.Vex - external
vertical.
'Vin ' - internal image vertical; Hexexternal
horizontal.61
spectral resolution of the photodiode array spectrometer is 0.026
nm/diode for a 25-pm entrance slit width.The mercury doublet at 579
nm and the copper doublet at 324 nm were used to calibrate the
wavelength resolution.The spectral resolution of 0.026 nm/diode
comparable to 0.030 nm/diode calculated using the 1.2 nm/mm
reciprocal linear dispersion of the PDA spectrometer.Figure 3-15
shows a photodiode array spectra of a manganese hollow cathode lamp
at two different slit widths.The first two peaks (259.29 nm and
259.32 nm) are baseline resolved with a 100-pm slit width.
Table 3-3. PDA Spectral Resolution a
Element Wavelength Resolution (nm/diode)
(nm) Slit Size
100 pm. 50 pm 25 pm
Copper 324.7 0.036 0.026 0.026
Mercury 576.9 0.030 0.026
a- Completely baseline-resolve two adjacent wavelengths.
The wavelength dial of the PDA spectrometer was calibrated with
a group of reference lines from various hollow cathode lamps and neon
lines of the hollow cathode lamp fill gas using a photomultiplier
tube detector.Figure 3-16 is a linear calibration plot of the
reference wavelengths verses dial settings.Table 3-4 gives the
coefficients for different order polynomial fits of wavelength to
dial setting for different regions of the spectrum.As seen from
Figure 3-16, for most experiments a first order fit was sufficient0
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Figure 3-15.PDA wavelength resolution. ( ) 200 pm slit;
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for setting the wavelength dial to the approximate wavelength region
for the 20 nm PDA spectrometer range.The third order wavelength
calibration fits were used, when greater wavelength accuracy was
needed.The wavelength of each diode could be found by calculated
the wavelength for the center diode and adding or subtracting the
wavelength resolution per diode for a specific diode away from the
central diode.
TABLE 3-4. Calibration of Wavelength Dial:
DialAX0+BX1+CX2+DX
3
X0 X
1 UpperLower X X
2 X
3
Standard
(A) (A) A B C D Errora
2150 7000 -528.01.0613-1.62E-5 3.66E-9 3.4
2150 7000 -850.21.15120.0 0.0 59.7
2150 4700 -453.90.99701.529E-6 2.081E-9 3.4
5400 5600 -1223.81.20930.0 0.0 102.2
aThe square root of the sum of the squared residuals of
the dial settings divided by the degrees of freedom.
c. Timing Resolution
A Hurst (Princeton, ID), 20-RPM, Model-A, synchronous motor is
used to spin the exit mirror of the PDA spectrometer.A gear ratio
of 30/64 (motor/mirror) is used to decrease the mirror rotation speed
to 9.375 RPM (0.156 Hz).Since the focal length of the mirror is 1
meter, the circumference of the rotating image is 6.28 m.Using the
mirror rotating speed and the distance traveled by the image for each65
rotation, the image velocity is calculated to be 0.981 m/s.For the
25.6-mm PDA length the total time captured by the PDA is 25.5 ms,
which is 24 ps/diode for a narrow image traveling along the PDA.
The minimum readout speed of the PDA is about 30 ms.Since one
spinning mirror rotation is 6.4 s, only one PDA scan with useful
timing information is collected every 6.4 s.The computer software
uses the difference between consecutive PDA video signals to store
the useful PDA scan.
The timing resolution is linked to the speed of the spinning
mirror.By using different (motor/mirror) gear ratios, a variety of
time resolutions are available as shown in Table 3-5.For the 100/64
(motor/mirror) gear ratio about 2-60 Hz time intervals are captured
on the PDA.The timing resolution of the PDA spectrometer was
originally developed to investigate time discrimination of the
analyte and background emission signals of the alternating current
plasma.
Table 3-5. Spinning Mirror Time Resolution:
Gear Mirror PDA Diode
Ratio RotationTotal Time
(motor/mirror) (s) (ms) (ps)
30/64 6.4 25.5 24.9
80/64 2.4 9.6 9.4
100/64 1.9 7.6 7.4
A single photodiode is used to calibrate the speed of the
spinning mirror.Figure 3-17 shows the relationship of the2 -
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Figure 3-17.Timing calibration of the spinning mirror usinga
single photodiode detector.67
photodiode signal to time.Using the photodiode array length and the
speed of the spinning mirror, the timing resolution of the photodiode
array was calculated to be 24 As/diode.
To obtain frequency related information about the plasma, noise
power spectra can be acquired.From sampling theory, to obtain
information about a frequency dependent signal, the sampling
frequency must be twice the frequency of the highest signal
frequency. This sampling frequency is called the Nyquist frequency
(102). The sampling frequencies of the echelle spectrometer, PDA in
the wavelength integration mode, and PDA in the time resolving mode
are 42 Hz, 66 Hz, and 40 kHz, respectively.Therefore, the Nyquist
frequencies are 21 Hz, 33 Hz, and 20 kHz, respectively.
When noise is present in the signal, a more realistic sampling
frequency is 5 to 10 times the Nyquist frequency.The signals from
the PDA and the PLASMA-SPEC echelle spectrometer can be used to
calculate the noise power spectrum (NPS) by using a computer and a
fast Fourier transformation (FFT) program.The signal from the PDA
spectrometer can be collected and transformed into a voltage noise
spectrum for one specific wavelength at multiple spatial positions or
multiple wavelengths at a specific spatial position depending on the
PDA position.
Table 3-6 shows spatial, spectral, and time resolutions
determined experimentally.They compare well to the theoretically
calculated values.68
TABLE 3-6.CALIBRATION OF PDA SPECTROMETER
PER DIODE PDA
RESOLUTION FULL
EXPER.THEORY SCALE
SPATIAL (pm) 25 24 25 mm
SPECTRAL (nm) 0.026 0.030 26.6 nm
TIME (As) 24 24 25.5 ms
In addition to rotating the PDA from the horizontal to vertical
position, the whole PDA mounting bracket is movable 25-mm vertically
by a 20 turn screw.By using the mounting bracket screw, different
2.5-mm spatial intervals can be acquired at each photodiode.By
using the PDA time resolution mode different time segments of a 20-nm
spectral range can be acquired by moving the whole PDA.
2. Signal Processing Electronics
a. PDA Noise Characteristics
The total dark current noise of the PDA is composed of three
sources as indicated by the following equation (103).'69
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The variance, a
2
,and the standard deviation, a, are measures of
the variability or precision of a given measurement.
The amplifier readout noise, aar2, is the thermally
generated random recharging noise of the diode capacitors and is
reducable by lowering the PDA temperature (104).The dark current
2 thermal shot noise,asdoriginates from the randomly created
thermally generated electrons in the P-N semiconductor junction and
is exponentially related to the temperature of the diodes.For every
11°C drop in temperature the thermal shot noise is decreased by a
factor of 2 (105).
To increase the signal to noise ratio (S/N) of the photodiode
array, the total dark current noise was reduced by cooling to about
5°C using a Peltier cooler.This temperature decrease reduces the
thermal dark current by factor of four, enabling longer integration
times for increased S/N for shot-noise and readout-noise limited
signals.70
b. Peltier Cooler
The Peltier cooler system used to cool the PDA is shown in
Figure 3-10 and consists of the Peltier cooler (Model SP1546-01AC,
Marlow Industries, Inc., Dallas, TX), a water-cooled heat exchanger,
a hot and cool thermistor, and a Peltier power circuit.To create
good thermal contact for heat transfer between the PDA, Peltier
cooler, and water cooling block, two layers of nonconductive grease
were used at the adjacent surfaces.
A special power circuit, Figure 3-18, is used to regulate the
current to the Peltier cooler.Table 3-7 lists the electrical
components used to power the Peltier cooler.The power circuit is
controlled by a resistance bridge that includes the cool thermistor.
As the thermistor cools the resistance increases.While the
thermistor temperature is higher than a specified value, the
comparator, Cl, output is 5 V.The 5 volts applied to the base of
the first transistor, Ql, turns on all the transistors allowing
current to flow through the Peltier cooler.At a fixed thermistor
temperature the resistance is increased, raising the negative input
voltage of the comparator enough to turn off all the transistors and
stop current to the Peltier cooler.The other comparator, C2, turns
on an LED when the Peltier cooler and cool thermistor reach a
specific cooling temperature.Ip5V (3 AI
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Figure 3-18.PDA electronics for Peltier cooler.Electrical
component values are given in Table 3-6.The LED turns on when
the cooling temperature has been reached.72
Table 3-7.Peltier Electrical Components.
Resistors Other Components
R1 1 KO
R25 KO
R3 1000
R44.7 KO
R5 2.2 KU
R6 10 KO
Ql & Q22N2222 transistors
Q3 = MPSUO1 power transistors
Cl & C2 = LM339 comparators
2 thermistors = 2228-03, 1.7k0 @25°C
Two miniature thermistors (2228-03, 1.7 kU @25°C, Marlow
Industries, Dallas, TX) are used to measure the temperature at the
hot and cool side of the Peltier cooler.A current limiting
resistor, R7, limits the Peltier cooler current flow keeping the hot
side of the Peltier cooler below the 132°C melting point.The
thermistors are measured by an ohm meter.The Peltier current is
regulated until 5°C is reached at the cool thermistor (4.0 kU).The
hot thermistor is kept below 50°C (500 0).
The digitizing readout noise, aro2, is influenced by the PDA
video signal size.The noise is related to the number of voltage
steps the A/D converter can distinguish.The full scale voltage of
the 12-bit A/D is 10 V.The A/D can distinguish two analog voltages
that differ by more than 3 mV.
c. PDA Operational Amplifier
To use the full scale range of the A/D the PDA video signal was
amplified to 90% of the 10 V full scale voltage of the A/D.73
The follower-with-gain operational amplifier circuit is shown in
Figure 3-19.The AD-507, wideband operational amplifier (Analog
Devices, Norwood, MASS) was used because of a high gain bandwidth
product of 100 MHz.Since the maximum clocking speed of the A/D is
100 kHz in the external trigger mode and the signal gain is less than
5, the AD-507 can track and amplify the PDA video signal with little
signal distortion.
d. PDA Setup
The PDA setup procedure uses various potentiometers and a
capacitor to adjust the zero voltage, dark voltage, gain of the video
signal, and reduce the capacitive noise in the signal.A manual,
supplied by Reticon, gives instructions on how to optimize the PDA
video signal.A Tektronix 7904 oscilloscope is used to observe the
manual optimization of the PDA video signal.
3. Computer System
a. A/D Board
A high speed model 122-BA/D converter (Grant Technology System,
Chelmsford, Mass), connected to the DEC 11/73 computer, is used to
digitize the analog PDA video signal from the PDA evaluation board at
100 kHz.To synchronize the A/D with the PDA video signal, a PDA
trigger board was built.OFFSET
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5k CI
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Figure 3-19.Follower-with-gain operational amplifier circuit
for PDA video signal.75
b. PDA Trigger Signal
Figure 3-20 is a schematic of the PDA trigger board logic.The
PDA trigger board modifies the PDA evaluation clocking signals for
use as an external trigger for the A/D converter for data collection
by the DEC 11/73 computer.Figure 3-21 is a timing diagram showing
the PDA evaluation board and trigger board signals.
The odd and even PDA clocking signals are combined by the 7432
OR gate.The combined clocking signal is sent through a 7404
inverter.Next the inverted combined clocking signal is sent through
a 74121 monostable multivibrator input gate.The 74121 monostable
multivibrator is hooked up to lengthen the clock pulse to the 3.5 ps
needed to trigger the A/D converter board.The elongated trigger
signal is sent through another inverter so the falling edge of the
trigger signal can clock each PDA diode's video signal.
The PDA trigger signal is connected to one input of the upper
7408 AND gate and by controlling the other AND gate input the A/D
trigger signal can be turned on and off.The odd and even clock
signals are always running even when the PDA video signal is not
being sent.A switching circuit is needed to send the PDA trigger
signal, only when the PDA evaluation board is sending a video
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The start pulse and end of line (even) pulse of the PDA
evaluation board control the output of a 7474 D-flip flop andstart
and stop the PDA trigger signal.The start pulse is controlled by
the lower AND gate.When the lower AND gate is activated, the start
pulse is sent through an inverter.The inverted start pulse sets the
7474 D-flip flop sending a logical "1" to the upper AND gate turning
on the PDA trigger signal.The end of line (even) pulse clears the
D-flip flop turning off the PDA trigger signal at the upper AND gate.
The computer needs to be synchronized to the PDA evaluation
board to prevent the computer from starting an acquisition in the
middle of the PDA array readout.The lower AND gate was used to
allow the computer to control the start pulse, which turns on the A/D
trigger signal.The DEC 11-73 model 1300/TTL-64 digital I/O port
(ADACC, Woburn, Mass) sends a logical control pulse to turn on or off
the lower AND gate.This software-controlled AND gate enables the
next start pulse to turn on the A/D external trigger signal.
4. PDA Software
The PDA software collects the dark, background, and analyte
signals and calculates the variance in these signals.The spectra
can be manipulated to create signal to noise, signal minus
background, line to background, or dark-corrected background
spectra.These spectra are stored onto disk for later analysis.79
Software signal integration can be used to increase the signal to
noise ratio and the resolution of the PDA signal.Plots of these
manipulated spectra are made to a graphics screen or plotter using
revised Complot plotting software (Oregon State Computer Center,
Corvallis, OR).Plots of specific diodes and ratios of different
diodes are used for time analysis or internal referencing.
When collecting the plasma emission spectra, the signal from
each diode is summed for 10 to 100 consecutive integrations and
stored in memory.The shutter is closed and an equal number of scans
are recorded to acquire the dark signal, which is subtracted from the
first plasma emission scan to eliminate the dark current and pattern
noise from the spectrum.Alternately, a blank solution could be used
as the second scan to obtain a background corrected emission
spectrum.The dark current scans remain fairly constant throughout
the day.A tungsten light source was focused directly on the PDA
without wavelength selection and a signal was acquired to calibrate
the sensitivity of the photodiodes.
D. Positioning Equipment
Two translation stage types are used for various plasma
positioning requirements.The first type of stage is a simple ball
slide translation stage (Model 4410 Daedal), with a range of three
inches, but no micrometer positional control.Two stages of this80
type are used for vertical and horizontal movement of the whole
plasma assembly.Computer controlled stepper motors are attached to
these translation stages to provide positional control.The second
type of stage is an adjustable translation stage, which can be
controlled manually with a micrometer device (Newport Corp., Fountain
Valley, CA; Brinkman Instruments, Westbury, NY), with a range of 1.5
inches.One stage of this type is used to adjust the sample
introduction tip distance from the bottom electrodes.
E. Solution Preparation
All standard stock solutions were prepared according to the
methods of Dean and Rains (106) and Smith and Parsons (107).
Calculated volumes of Analysis Grade HNO3 or HC1 acids (J. T. Baker
Chemical Co., Phillipsburg, NJ), whichever was used to prepare the
stock solution, were used to adjust the pH to 2 for all solutions.
This pH adjustment was done to avoid any possible pH biasing effects,
help preserve the solutions, and reduce adsorption effects onto the
walls of the storage containers (102).All solutions were stored in
high density polyethylene bottles (Nalge Co., Rochester, NY) to
prevent evaporation losses and contamination from leaching.
For the interference study sodium in the form of NaCl was used
for the easily ionized element (EIE) interferent.The phosphate
interference was added in the form of H3PO4 to avoid the
introduction of another cation such as NH4 in (NH4)3PO481
F. Computer System
1. Hardware
A Digital Equipment Corporation LS1-11/73 computer was use for
instrumentation control and data acquisition.Additional DEC
computer hardware is described in Table 3-8.Fortran-IV programs
were used for controlling the spectrometers, data storage, and data
analysis.The analysis and plotting of the data for this thesis was
done on an IBM compatible computer system described in Table 3-9.82
Table 3-8.DEC 11/73 Computer Equipment
Description Manufacturer
LSI-11/73, 640Kb RAM
high speed cache
DSD 880 20Mb hard disk
DSD8836 interface card
Modgraph GX100 graphics
and text terminal
Model 306 real time
programmable clock
Model 122-B high speed
A/D DMA input system
DSD 1664 ATTL 64-line
digital input/output panel
HP-7475A 6-pen color
plotter
PDP-11, Fortran, RT-11
Ver. 5.01
Digital Equipment Corporation
Northboro, Mass
Data Systems Design
San Jose, CA
Modgraph Incorporated
Waltham, Mass
Grant Technology System Corp.
Chelmsford, Mass
Grant Technology System Corp.
Chelmsford, Mass
ADAC
Woburn, Mass
Hewelett Packard
Cupertino, CA
Digital Equipment Corporation
Maynard, MassTable 3-9. IBM compatible Computer Equipment
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Description Manufacturer
Turbo-Plus IBM/AT clone
640 Kb, 12 MHz, single floppy
Monochrome-Graphic Card
Hercules 720H x 348V
Disk I/O Card,RS-232, games
port, parallel port, clock
20 Mb Seagate Hard drive
and controller card
Logitech C7 Mouse
serial port type
Panasonic KX-P1080I
8-pin dot matrix printer
Comtek Computers
Corvallis, OR
Computer Technology
Los Angels, CA
Computer Technology
Los Angels, CA
Seagate
Seattle, WA
Logitech Incorporated
Freemont, CA
Panasonic Incorporated
Tokyo, Japan
Software used:
Descriptions Manufacturer
SigmaPlot, graph plotting,
combining, and data analysis
Lotus 1-2-3, spreadsheet
and data analysis
Multimate Advantage II,
word processor
Jandel Software
Sausalito, CA
Graphics Communication, Inc.
Waltham, Mass
Multimate International
East Hartford, CT84
2. Software
DEC 11/73 software programs developed for this project are an
asymmetric Abel inversion, a photodiode array acquisition and
manipulation system, a controller for the PLASMA-SPEC echelle
spectrometer, and a simplex optimization routine.The echelle and
the PDA software have been described in previous sections.A
flowchart and computer listing of all these programs are available in
Appendices A-1 to A-4.
a. Asymmetric Able Inversion
The Abel inversion routine converts lateral intensity profiles
from the DC plasma to radial intensity by using the Abel inversion
integral (108,109).The major interest in transforming the data is
to plot physical plasma properties (i.e., electron density,
excitation temperature).The most important radial region is where
the sample stream and hot plasma gas are interacting with each
other.
Each lateral intensity is made up of all the radial intensities
at radii greater or equal to this lateral position.By forcing the
radial intensity and lateral intensity to be zero at the outer plasma
edge, the inner lateral intensity values are the sum of all the85
radial intensities at radii making up that lateral position and is
described by the Abel integral.
IR(r)
Jr
IX'(x)dx
=
(x
2
r
2
)1/2
x lateral distance from the center of the plasma
r radial distance from the center of the plasma
IR(r)= radial intensity at radius r
IX'(x) first derivative of lateral profile
The asymmetric Abel inversion corrects for asymmetric lateral
intensity profiles.This allows a better estimate of the true radial
intensities by adjusting for an asymmetric plasma intensity profile.
This is accomplished by creating a function, G(x), to estimate the
asymmetry of the lateral profiles (108).
G(x) IX(x)/ (IX(-x) + IX(+x))
IR'(r) G(r) * IR(r)
IR'(-r) (1-G(r)) * IR(r)
G lateral and radial estimates of asymmetry
IX intensity of lateral position
IR uncorrected Abel inverted radial intensity
IR' asymmetric corrected radial intensity
The asymmetric Abel inversion program uses a 32-point lateral
profile of the plasma from -4 mm to +4 mm.The estimate of86
asymmetry, G(X), is calculated.The lateral profile is reduced to
16-points,by averaging the right and left sides together.The
16-point averaged lateral profile is split into three overlapping
zones of eight points each.Each zone is fit to a 4th order
polynomial to determine the coefficients for a direct mathematical
Abel integration.The radial intensities are calculated using the
Abel integral and then corrected for the plasma asymmetry by the
asymmetry function, G(x).
A test of the software was done using an asymmetric lateral
function, I(x), and comparing the program's calculated radial profile
to an exact radial solution of the Abel integral IR(r,x).The
calculated radial asymmetric Abel inversion profile compares well
with the true radial profile in Figure 3-22.Each lateral x-axis
intensity is assumed to be symmetrical about the y-axis.The y-axis
is perpendicular to the lateral x-axis and is the integration area
for each lateral x-axis intensity.The asymmetry function, G(x), is
only valid for a symmetric plasma in the y-direction.For this
reason the test functions do not include a term for the y-axis.
Test Function:
IR(r,x) (1 + 0.5 sin nx)(1 + 10r2- 23r4+ 12r6)
I(x) 16(1 + 0.5 sin irx)(19 + 34x2 - 125x4
105
+ 72x
6)(1- x
2
)1/20
-14
LATERAL TEST FUNCTION
RADIAL TEST FUNCTION
CALCULATED RADIAL VALUES
-10 -6 -2 2 6
DISTANCE FROM PLASMA CENTER (mm)
Figure 3-22.Abel inversion test data: ( ) a test radial
profile; (----) resulting lateral profile;( A ) radial data
calculated using the asymmetric Abel inversion program.
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b. Simplex
The Simplex program is used to find the best variable settings
for a group of interdependent variables for a certain optimizing
signal.Univariant experiments were performed to select the simplex
plasma variables and variable boundary limits.The simplex variables
used are top and bottom electrode gas, cooling gas, nebulizer gas, DC
current, and sample flow rate.The emission signal is peaked
spatially for each simplex experiment.
A variable-size, modified simplex algorithm is used that is
similar to that described by Betteridge (110).The steps used in the
simplex search are to initialize the simplex variables, evaluate the
initial simplex experiments, rank the experiments based on an
optimizing value, calculate the average for each variable from all
the simplex experiments excluding the worst experiment, use the
simplex decision rules to calculate the next simplex experiment,
evaluate the experiment, and again rank experiments until a simplex
stopping criteria is meet.
The initial simplex variable settings are calculated using the
lower univariant boundary of a variable and adding a fraction of the
variable's boundary range.Since the simplex cannot distinguish
between a global maximum and local maximum, three different sets of
initial simplex variable settings were examined and the final simplex89
variable settings were from the best simplex optimizing signal.
Generally, a simplex response region may be reached where little
signal improvement is seen because of a optimum response plateau,
signal to noise ratio limitations, or variable precision limitations.
The optimizing signal used for all simplex experiments was the
line to background ratio (L/B) of Mg(II) at 279.55 nm.The L/B
includes a measure of the magnesium ion line sensitivity and an
estimate of the background noise because the background signal is
related to background flicker and background shot noise.The ion
line of magnesium was used because of the prominence of ionic
emission lines in other similar plasma sources.
The rule used when an experimental variable exceeded the
variable boundary was to set the variable equal to the boundary value
(111).This enabled the simplex to hug the boundary areas much
faster than other simplex algorithms when the best variable value is
close to the boundary value.
To reduce the chance of the simplex becoming stranded on a noisy
experimental point, an experimental point was measured again if it
remained in the simplex longer than N experiments, N being the number
of simplex variables (112).
The simplex program issues warnings to the experimental operator
to give an indication of the simplex progress.If the maximum
relative difference between the current simplex optimizing signals is
smaller than 5%, a warning is issued.Also if the maximum relative90
difference for every simplex experimental variable is smaller than
5%, a warning is issued.The operator is asked to quit or continue
with the current simplex.A 5% relative difference was chosen as a
compromise between simplex optimizing gains, experimental
reproducibility of variables, and time limitation of the simplex
experiment.Since the precision of the experimental variables and
line-to-background are about one percent, the warnings indicate when
the simplex is approaching a level response area, an optimum, or a
decreasing simplex ascent towards an optimum.By choosing different
simplex starting points, the convergence of these different simplexes
to the same optimum variable settings indicates a possible global
simplex optimum.RESULTS & DISCUSSION
A. Design Features
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A direct current plasma was designed so that the distance of the
electrode tips from the center of the sample channel could be
varied.Experiments were done to find the best plasma design
features for the six-electrode, variable-diameter DC plasma.Table
4-1 lists the plasma design features, the experimental range tested,
and the best design feature values.The design features considered
were the top and bottom electrode tip separation diameters, sample
introduction tip distance from the bottom electrode arcs, top and
bottom electrode diameters, vertical electrode separation between the
top and bottom electrodes, diameter of the plasma tube, ceramic
sleeve size, and top and bottom electrode material.
Physical limitations, stability over time, and atomic emission
sensitivity were the criteria used to choose the best plasma design.
The initial plasma settings used to test the design features are
listed in Table 3-1.Table 4-1. DC Plasma Design Features
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Variable (units) Steps MinimumMaximumBest Electrode
Plasma tube
diameter (mm)
2 18 32 18
Ceramic sleeve 4 4.0 9.5 9.5Top
inner diameter (mm) 9.5Bottom
Electrode diameter 3 1.6 6.4 2.4Top
(mm) 6.4Bottom
Electrode 2 Tungsten Graphite WTop
material W G GBottom
Sample tip inner
diameter (mm) 4 0.5 1.1 0.7
Vertical electrode
separation (mm)
2 25 38 25
Diameter of electrode4 6 32 22 Top
tip separation (mm) '32 Bottom
Sample introduction
tip distance (mm)a 8 3 10 4
AC current (A)b 4 0 15 0
a- Sample introduction tip distance below bottom electrodes
b- Time discrimination between signal and background not used93
1. Plasma Tube
Initial variable-diameter DC plasma experiments used a 32-mm
diameter plasma cooling tube.Stability problems, voltage
limitations of the DC power supplies, and difficulty igniting the
plasma caused the development of a smaller 18-mm diameter plasma
cooling tube.A lower atomic emission signal for the 32-mm diameter
plasma tube was attributed to a lower plasma density and limited
nebulizer and sample flow rates with respect to the 18-mm diameter DC
plasma.The 18-mm diameter plasma tube is the same as the
conventional inductively coupled plasma and similar in size to other
multielectrode DC plasmas designed developed in our laboratory
(26,27).
2. Ceramic Sleeves
The ceramic sleeves and electrodes are placed inside holes cut
through the side of the plasma cooling jacket.The ceramic sleeves
start at the edge of the 18-mm plasma tube diameter and are enclosed
inside the brass plasma cooling jacket.
Various ceramic sleeve diameters were used to constrict the
electrode gas flow around the hot arcs to create thermally pinched
arcs inside the ceramic sleeves.Ceramic sleeves of 9.5-mm and94
6.4-mm inner diameter were used with the bottom graphite electrodes.
The 9.5-mm ceramic sleeves were better for long term stability,
increased nebulizer flow, and increased sensitivity for the bottom
electrodes.The ceramic sleeve sizes tested for the top electrode
were 9.5, 8.0, 6.4, and 4.0-mm.The 9.5-mm diameter ceramic sleeves
were also determined to be the best for the top electrodes.The
smaller diameter ceramic sleeves tended to crack because of closer
contact with the hot electrical arcs.Alignment of the electrode
inside the smaller ceramic sleeve was difficult because of the
smaller space between the ceramic sleeve and the electrode.
Turbulence created by the smaller sleeves, due to constriction of the
electrode gas flow, reduced the maximum nebulizer gas flow to 0.6
L/min causing a significant reduction in the emission signal.
3. Electrodes
Different electrode materials and diameters were used for the
bottom and top electrodes.The diameter of the electrode was chosen
to give 2 or more hours of plasma operation without electrode
replacement or adjustment due to electrode erosion.A 2.4-mm
diameter 2% thoriated-tungsten electrode is used for the top
electrodes because of excessive arc wandering when using a graphite
electrode.A 6.4-mm diameter graphite electrode is used for the95
bottom electrodes to reduce the erosion rate of the anodes, decrease
tungsten background emission, and eliminate tungsten oxide deposition
onto the cool inner wall of the plasma tube.
4. Sample Introduction Tip Diameter
Various sample introduction tip hole sizes were investigated for
improving the DC plasma emission signal.The different diameters
cause a change in the width of the aerosol channel and sample
residence time.Smaller sample introduction tip diameters force the
aerosol stream through the tip at increased velocities.Too fast a
sample stream flow blows the plasma arc away from the center, causing
plasma instability and reducing the contact time between the sample
and the hot arcs.
For example, a 0.5-mm diameter sample tip creates a small, fast
flowing sample stream.At higher nebulizer gas flow rates, any
asymmetry in the plasma gases, electrode positions, or sample
introduction tip forces the sample stream away from the center of the
plasma.At nebulizer gas flows above 0.7 L/min the plasma is
extinguished by an off-centered, fast flowing sample stream.
With a larger 1.1-mm diameter sample tip a large, diffuse sample
channel is produced.This large sample channel becomes difficult to
contain, inside the three electrical arc columns and the emission
signal fluctuates wildly due to changes in the sample channel
position creating irreproducible results.A compromise sample96
introduction tip diameter of 0.7 mm was used allowing a nebulizer gas
flow up to 1.3 L/min, improving sensitivity and stability.
The sample introduction tip diameter and nebulizer gas velocity
influence residence time of the sample aerosol in the plasma.The
sample residence time is important in allowing a transfer of energy
from the plasma to the sample.A long residence time or slow sample
stream velocity increases the number of times a single atom emits
light in the observation zone.Kirkbright has estimated about 30
emission cycles are possible with the conventional ICP (94).The
residence time of the sample is inversely related to nebulizer gas
flow and is directly related to the square of the sample tip diameter
(94).A low nebulizer flow and large sample tip diameter are best
for an increased residence time but the plasma needs to be stable at
these settings.
5. Sample Introduction Tip Distance
Figure 4-1 shows the affect of the nebulizer gas flow rate on
Mg(II) 280.27-nm emission signal at four sample introduction tip
distances.A sample tip distance of 3-mm below the bottom electrodes
gives the best emission signal.However, additional experiments with
the 3-mm sample tip distance melted the sample introduction tip.
Therefore, a larger 4-mm sample tip distance was used for all further
experiments.At 6-mm and 8-mm sample tip distances, the DC plasma
emission signal was reduced and the maximum nebulizer flow rate wasNEBULIZER GAS FLOW RATE (L/min)
Figure 4-1.Influence of nebulizer gas on the Mg(II) 280.27-nm
emission signal at four different sample introduction tip
distances. 8 mm (--11--), 6 mm ( 7- ); 4 mm (--X--); 3 mm0.78 L/min.At the larger sample tip distances the central sample
channel becomes wider due to lateral diffusion of the sample.With
an 8-mm sample tip distance, the Mg emission signal is reduced by
about 20%, when compared to the emission signal with a 4-mm sample
tip distance.
6. Vertical Electrode Separation
Two vertical electrode separations of 25 mm and 37.5 mm were
tested.While working at the 37.5-mm vertical electrode separation,
problems were encountered with voltage limitations of the DC power
supplies.At the 37.5-mm vertical electrode separation, the DC
plasma was extinguished unless a low sample and nebulizer flow rate
was used.The 25-mm vertical electrode separation was found to be
the most stable DC plasma configuration with the better signal
sensitivity.The 25-mm vertical electrode separation compares well
with previous work done with variable-length, DC plasmas.Shields
(27) found 21.5 mm and Lee (26) found 29 mm as the best vertical
electrode separation for different multielectrode, variable-length DC
plasma geometries.
7. Diameter of Electrode Tip Separation
By adjusting the electrode tip separation a variable-diameter DC
plasma is created.The electrode tip separation diameter is the99
diameter of a horizontal circle that just includes the electrode tips
of the top or bottom electrode sets.The best Mg ion emission signal
is obtained for an electrode tip separation diameter of 32-mm for the
bottom electrodes and 22-mm for the top electrodes as seen from
Figure 4-2.At these electrode tip separation diameters, each top
and bottom electrode is drawn inside a ceramic sleeve.
Increasing the top electrode separation diameter beyond 22-mm
extinguishes the plasma.Since the voltage limit of the DC power
supply is reached just before the plasma is extinguished, the voltage
limitation of the power supplies is suspected to be the problem.The
bottom graphite electrodes need to be inside the ceramic sleeves to
remain arcing.The plasma cooling gas and nebulizer gas pass by the
bottom electrodes and may cause the arcs to be extinguished when the
electrodes are outside their sleeves.Also, placing the bottom
electrode inside the ceramic sleeve reduces arc wandering.Previous
variable-length DC plasmas used fixed electrode separation diameters
of 16-mm and 8-mm for the top and bottom electrodes, respectively.
The general trend of Figure 4-2 is an increasing emission signal as
the electrodes are drawn farther apart.By increasing the size of
the 18-mm plasma tube and using higher voltage DC power supplies,
larger-diameter DC plasma tubes with increased electrode-tip
separation diameters may continue to increase magnesium emission
signal trend of Figure 4-2.1.2
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Figure 4-2.Influence of top-electrode separation diameteron
the Mg(II) 280.27-nm line.25-mm bottom electrode tip
separation diameter (--m--); 32-mm bottom electrode tip
separation diameter (--+--).(A, V) upper and lower 95%
confidence limit interval.101
Because the diameter of the electrode tip separation is changed
by electrode wear, the wear rate of the electrodes was measured:The
wear rate of the 2.4-mm, thoriated-tungsten top electrodes is 0.5
mm/hr, while the wear rate of the 6.4-mm, graphite bottom electrode
is 0.6 mm/hr.These wear rates were measured at 25 A to each
electrode pair.A decrease in the electrode length can cause signal
drift over an extended period of plasma operation.After 2 hours of
plasma operation both the top and bottom electrode sets are eroded by
about 1 mm.Figure 4-2 shows a fairly linear response of the
emission signal for a change in the electrode tip separation
diameter.For a 1-mm change in the bottom and top electrode
positions, a 5% change in the Mg ion emission is expected from the
graph, which is a reasonable signal drift for a DC plasma instrument
over 2 hours.By mechanically feeding the electrodes at a
predetermined rate the changing electrode tip separation diameter
could be reduced.Also, once the optimum electrode tip separation
diameter is found, a vertical electrode DC plasma torch similar to
Lee's variable-length DCP could be designed eliminating emission
signal drift problems due to changes in electrode tip separation
diameter from electrode erosion.
8. AC Current
In an attempt to surround the sample stream with a triangular
plasma, a three-phase, AC power supply was attached to the top102
electrodes, as shown in Figure 3-6.Although the plasma operated
with less apparent flickering, the increased current density from the
AC arcs tended to reduce the size of the sample channel.As AC
current is increased Figure 4-3 shows the Ca ion emission signal is
reduced.The cause of the reduced emission signal may be due to an
increase in the plasma density from the addition of the AC arcs,
which restricts the sample aerosol flow through the center of the
plasma.
9. Nitrogen Cooling Gas
Horlick and others found by mixing nitrogen gas with argon, the
ICP gave increased analytical emission signals (113).A mixture of
nitrogen and argon gas for the plasma cooling gas was tried in an
attempt to increase the atomic emission signals by using the higher
excitation energy available from a nitrogen enriched plasma.
However, the variable-diameter DC plasma was extinguished by any
introduction of nitrogen.Again the voltage limitation of the DC
power supplies was suspected because of the higher power requirements
needed for a nitrogen enriched plasma (113).
B. Plasma Operating Conditions
Besides the DC plasma design features, the plasma operating
conditions needed to be optimized.A simplex optimization routine200
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Figure 4-3.Influence of AC current on the Ca(II) 393.37-nm
line.
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was used to improve the plasma operating conditions.A simplex
optimization routine was used because of a suspected interdependence
of the plasma operating conditions.Table 4-1 lists the best plasma
design features used for the simplex optimization obtained from the
previous experiments.Table 4-2 lists the plasma operating
conditions used, starting simplex settings, boundary conditions, and
optimized simplex settings.The plasma operating conditions used in
the simplex optimization are DC current, top and bottom electrode
gas, plasma cooling gas, sample flow, and nebulizer gas.
1. Simplex Optimization
A modified, variable-length simplex routine was used to optimize
the line-to-background ratio (L/B) for the 280.27-nm magnesium ion
line for the six plasma operating variables listed in Table 4-2.The
boundaries for each variable were estimated from initial univariant
experiments and physical limitations of the DC plasma instrument.
Table 4-2 lists the simplex optimized settings after 50 simplex
experiments.
The L/B for the Mg(II) 280.27-nm line was used because of the
precision of the measurement and the prominence of sensitive ionic
emission lines in similar plasma sources.The background measurement
in the L/B is a useful indicator of the background noise for most
atomic emission sources at atmospheric pressure.The L/B may be
considered an estimate of the signal-to-noise ratio.Table 4-2. Simplex Optimization:Mg(II) 280.27 nm
Plasma Variables
(units)
Boundaries
MinimumMaximum
Starting
Simplex
Simplex
Optimum
Cooling gas
(L/min) 0.8 5.0 2.75 1.2
Top Electrode
gas (L/min) 0.2 4.0 3.5 3.8
Bottom Electrode
gas (L/min) 0.1 5.0 3.1 2.8
DC current
(A) 20.0 30.0 26.2 29.4
Sample flow
rate (mL/min) 0.50 3.20 0.66 0.90
Nebulizer gas
(L/min) 0.50 1.25 0.90 0.84
Line/Background 122 306
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To reduce the chance of an inaccurate L/B from falsely directing
the simplex, each simplex experiment remaining in the simplex longer
than N experiments (Nnumber of simplex variables) is reevaluated.
The new L/B replaces the old value and the simplex routine is
continued.
The simplex was stopped if the maximum relative change for the
current simplex L/B's was less than 5%.The simplex was also stopped
if the maximum relative change for all experimental variables in the
current simplex was less than 5%.Since the relative precision of
the L/B and each experimental variable is about 1%, a maximum
relative change of 5% for both these values is a reasonable simplex
stopping criteria.
Three different simplex starting conditions were used to
decrease the chance of the simplex becoming stuck at a local optimum
L/B.The simplex starting conditions were calculated by adding a
percentage of the boundary range to the lower boundary of each
variable.All three starting simplexes converged on similar plasma
operating conditions and L/B's as seen from Table 4-3.Table 4-3. Simplex Starting Conditions
Plasma Variables
(units)
Simplex
1
Simplex
2
Simplex
3
Cooling gas Start 2.75 1.85 4.00
(L/min) End 1.20 1.60 1.45
Top Electrode Start 3.5 3.0 1.2
gas (L/min) End 3.8 3.3 2.6
Bottom Electrode Start 3.1 1.3 3.8
gas (L/min) End 2.8 2.4 2.6
DC current Start 26.2 27.5 22.5
(A) End 29.4 29.0 28.8
Sample flow Start 0.66 1.2 2.5
rate (mL/min) End 0.90 1.1 1.2
Nebulizer gas Start 0.90 0.69 0.56
(L/min) End 0.84 0.82 0.80
Line/Background Start 122 158 95
End 306 293 285
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Figure 4-4 shows the gradual increase in the L/B as the best
simplex converges on the optimum L/B.The final L/B is 2.5 times
higher than the starting simplex L/B.The L/B's for simplex
experiments 26 and 51 are zero because the plasma would not operate
at these simplex settings.A fourth order polynomial is drawn
through the chosen simplex L/B's to show the convergence of the
simplex.
Figures 4-5 to 4-10 show the experimental variable values as the
simplex searched for the optimum plasma operating conditions.The
y-axis scale limits for each graph are also the lower to the upper
simplex limits for that variable.An estimated 95% confidence band
for the last simplex variable measurement is calculated using the
measurement precision of each variable and is shown in Figures 4-5 to
4-10.
A brief interpretation of the simplex experimental variables,
Figures 4-5 to 4-10, shows the DC current, bottom electrode gas, and
nebulizer gas, are fluctuating inside their 95% confidence limit
bands.The simplex was stopped because of the maximum relative
difference between the simplex L/B's was less than 5%.The other
simplex experimental settings, cooling gas flow, top electrode gas
flow, and sample flow rate are fluctuating outside their 95%
confidence limits when the simplex was stopped.However later
univariant experiments proved the L/B was insensitive to large
changes in these experimental variable settings explaining the
nonconvergence of these simplex variables.400
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Figure 4-4.Simplex optimization of the Mg(II) 280.27-nm
line-to-background ratio.5
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Figure 4-5.Top electrode gas flow as a function of simplex
experiment number.
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Figure 4-6.Bottom electrode gas flow as a function of simplex
experiment number.
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Figure 4-7.DC current as a function of simplex experiment
number.
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Figure 4-8.Cooling gas flow as a function of simplex
experiment number.
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Figure 4-9.Nebulizer gas flow as a function of simplex
experiment number.
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Figure 4-10.Sample flow rate as a furiction of simplex
experiment number.
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2. Final Plasma Operating Conditions
Further univariant experiments were used to validate the simplex
optimum, to check the sensitivity of each variable around the simplex
optimum settings, and to check for better plasma operating conditions
outside the simplex boundaries.Also experiments were performed to
evaluate new plasma design features.All the plasma operating
conditions in Table 4-4 were varied one at a time with all other
operating conditions at the simplex optimum values.The 280.27-nm
magnesium ion L/B was used for all experiments.For the best
settings and univariant experiments, the plasma was peaked laterally
on the maximum magnesium emission signal before measurement of the
emission signals.The L/B was viewed directly above the plasma
cooling jacket, 12-mm above the top electrodes.The best plasma
settings found used the Hildebrand nebulizer.Table 4-4. Plasma Operating Conditions: Mg(II) 280.27 nm
Plasma VariablesSimplexUnivariant Best
(units) OptimumOptimum Settings
Cooling gas
(L/min) 1.2 1.2 1.2
Top electrode
gas (L/min) 3.8 2.5 2.5
Bottom electrode
gas (L/min) 2.8 2.2 2.2
DC current
(A) 29.4 29.4 29.4
Sample flow
rate (mL/min)a 0.9 1.2 1.2
Nebulizer gas
(L/min)a 0.84 0.80 0.84
Line/Background 306 327 340
117
a- Using a Hildebrand nebulizer for the best settings and a
Meinhard nebulizer for the univariant and simplex optimum settings.118
Lateral and vertical profiles of the DC plasma emission signals
were acquired to help interpret the results obtained by the
univariant experiments.The vertical profiles verified that the L/B
maximum was always at the 12-mm observation height chosen for the
univariant experiments, regardless of the plasma operating
conditions.The operating conditions used for the spatial profiles
were adjusted one variable at a time similar to the univariant
experiments for a direct comparison with univariant results.
a) DC Current
Figure 4-11 shows the influence of the DC current on the
magnesium ion L/B.The univariate DC current maximum is at 29.4 A,
the same as found for the simplex search.At higher currents, the
bottom electrode heats up and cannot be cooled sufficiently by the
electrode water cooling system.The simplex upper current boundary
was 30 A because of this electrode cooling limitation.The DC plasma
was unstable below 28 A.
b) Electrode Gas
Top Electrode Gas Flow Rate.Figure 4-12 shows the variation in the
magnesium ion L/B with changing top electrode gas flow.The DC
plasma is extinguished by a top electrode gas flow below 2.4 L/min.300
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Figure 4-11.Influence of DCcurrent on theMg(II) 280.27-nm line-to-background (Bi--)and background(--+--).
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Figure 4-12.Influence of top electrode gas flow rate on the
Mg(II) 280.27-nm line-to-background ratio.
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This lower limit to the top gas flow may be caused by reduced thermal
pinching of the top electrode arcs or changed mixing patterns of the
top electrode, nebulizer, and cooling gas.At high top electrode
flow rates a larger background signal is observed.At 5.0 L/min top
gas flow, the top electrode wear rate is doubled and bright spots,
which appear to be pieces of the electrodes breaking off into the
plasma, are suspected to contribute to the high background signal.
The top electrode gas L/B in Figure 4-12 has a [statistically]
level optimum gas flow rate region between 2.5 to 4.4 L/min.The top
electrode gas flow simplex optimum at 3.8 L/min is inside this
region.The low sensitivity of the magnesium ion L/B to changes in
the top electrode gas flow may explain the reason the simplex search
was not converging on an optimum top electrode gas flow.
A variable not considered in the simplex optimization may be
helpful in deciding the best top electrode gas flow.Since the price
of argon gas is important in reducing operating cost, a lower flow of
2.5 L/min was chosen for the best final top electrode gas flow.
Bottom Electrode Gas Flow Rate.Figure 4-13 shows the bottom
electrode gas flow relationship to the magnesium ion L/B.The DC
plasma is extinguished by a bottom electrode gas flow below 2.0
L/min.The same factors influencing the lower limit of the top
electrode gas are suspected.A [statistically] level L/B region for
the bottom electrode gas flow is 2.2 to 3.0 L/min and includes the
simplex bottom electrode gas flow rate optimum at 2.8 L/min.At300
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Figure 4-13.Influence of bottom electrode gas flow rate on the
Mg(II) 280.27-nm line-to-background ratio.123
bottom electrode gas flows greater than 3.0 L/min the emission signal
decreases.Again considering the price of argon gas, a lower gas
flow of 2.2 L/min was chosen for the best final bottom electrode gas
flow rate.
c) Cooling Gas Flow Rate
Figure 4-14 shows the variation in the magnesium ion L/B as a
function of the tangential and laminar cooling gas flow rates.The
best L/B is at 1.2 L/min flow rate for the tangential cooling gas,
same as the simplex optimum.Below 0.3 L/min cooling gas flow rate
the plasma becomes unstable.Above a cooling gas flow of 2.5 L/min
the emission signal steadily decreases until a 7.0 L/min cooling gas
flow extinguishes the plasma.The laminar cooling gas flow pattern,
although visually more stable gives a lower optimum L/B than the
tangential cooling gas.
The vertical profiles at different tangential cooling gas flows,
Figure 4-15, show the magnesium emission signal for the 1.2 L/min
cooling gas flow rate remains above the emission signals for the 0.4
L/min and 2.0 L/min cooling gas flow indicating an optimum flow
rate.
The lateral profiles at the different tangential cooling gas
flows, Figure 4-16, show a change in the sample channel diameter with
changes in the cooling gas flow.From Table 4-5 the sample channel1
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Figure 4-14.Influence of cooling gas flow rate on the Mg(II)
280.27-nm line-to-background ratio.Tangential flow (--f ),
Laminar flow (--+--).6
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Figure 4-15.Vertical spatial profiles of the Mg(II) 280.27-nm
line for three tangential cooling gas flow rates
0.4 L/min (+); 1.2 L/min (--m---); 2.0 L/min (- -s - -).
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Figure 4-16.Lateral profiles of the Mg(II) 280.27-nm line for
three tangential cooling gas flow rates of 0.4 L/min
(+); 1.2 L/min (-1111--); 2.0 L/min (- -s- -), viewed 12-mm
above the top electrodes.
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half-widths are calculated for the plasma cooling and nebulizer gas
flows.A low cooling gas flow rate allows the plasma to back away
from the center, causing a wider sample profile.A high flow rate
pushes the plasma inward, increasing the sample stream flow rate and
producing less sample residence time for excitation in the plasma
center, while not changing the flow and excitation next to the hot
plasma columns as much as in the center.The result is a wider
profile because of an emission signal decrease in the center of the
plasma.The laminar cooling gas lateral profiles at different gas
flow rates were all about the same size and shape as expected from
the level univariant responseshown in Figure 4-14.
Table 4-5 Half-width (WI/2) of the Sample Channel
Variable Units Low Medium High
Cooling gas (L/min) 0.4 1.2 2.0
W1/2(mm) 4.7 4.0 4.4
Nebulizer gas(L/min)0.70 0.84 0.95
W1/2(mm) 4.7 3.9 4.5
d) Sample Introduction System
Nebulizer Flow Rate.The nebulizer used for the design and simplex
experiments was the Meinhard concentric nebulizer.Experiments were
performed to compare a Meinhard concentric nebulizer with a128
Hildebrand nebulizer using different sample uptake rates and
nebulizer gas flow rates.Figure 3-8 shows a diagram of the two
types of nebulizers.The Hildebrand nebulizer is considered to be a
better low gas flow nebulizer with increased long term stability
(95).The Hildebrand nebulizer can also use higher sample flows
because the sample flows between two wire screens instead of being
confined inside the small 0.3-mm glass tube of a Meinhard concentric
nebulizer.
Figure 4-17 compares the L/B's of the Mg ion line using a
Hildebrand and a Meinhard nebulizer as the nebulizer flow rate is
varied.The Meinhard nebulizer optimum flow rate of 0.80 L/min is
comparable to the simplex optimum of 0.84 L/min.The Hildebrand
nebulizer gives the best L/B at 0.84 L/min.The cause of the
decrease in the line emission and L/B's for both nebulizers at higher
nebulizer flows is suspected to be the reduced residence time in the
plasma.The different nebulizer efficiencies and droplet size
distribution range are probably the main reasons for the observed
differences in the L/B's of the nebulizers seen in Figure 4-17.At
lower nebulizer flows the L/B decreases because of a decrease in the
emission signal due to decreased nebulizer efficiency and less sample
aerosol reaching the plasma.
The vertical profiles for the different nebulizer flows using
the Hildebrand nebulizer, Figure 4-18, show that at a 0.70 L/min
nebulizer flow rate the Mg emission signal always remains above the0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9
NEBULIZER GAS FLOW (L/min)
Figure 4-17.Influence of nebulizergas flow rate on the Mg(II)
280.27-nm line-to-background ratio. (--a--)Hildebrand
nebulizer; (--+--) Meinhard nebulizer.6
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Figure 4-18.Vertical spatial profiles of the Mg(II) 280.27-nm
line for three nebulizer gas flow rates of a Hildebrand
nebulizer (--+--) 0.95 L/min; (--M--) 0.84 L/min;
(X) 0.70 L/min.
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0.95 L/min nebulizer flow emission signal.This may be due to the
increased residence time for the 0.70 L/min nebulizer flow rate.
Table 4-5 shows the lateral profile width is smallest at an
intermediate nebulizer gas flow rate.The lower nebulizer gas flow
rate allows a wider width because there is more time for diffusion.
A high nebulizer flow rate reduces the emission signal in the plasma
center because there is less time to heat the center of the sample
stream.This decreased contact time between the sample stream and
the plasma causes a wider profile, for reasons similar to the high
cooling gas flow rate discussed in the previous section.The
Meinhard nebulizer gave similar vertical and lateral profile shapes
and half-widths atlow, intermediate, and high Meinhard nebulizer
flow rates.
The lateral profiles using the Hildebrand nebulizer, Figure
4-19, show a change in sample channel diameter.From Table 4-5, the
sample channel half-width for the mid-range 0.84 L/min nebulizer flow
rate is the smallest.At a 0.70 L/min nebulizer flow rate, lateral
diffusion of the sample stream may cause broadening of the sample
channel.At 0.95 L/min nebulizer flow, the smaller sample residence
time may decrease the magnesium emission signal.
Sample flow.Figure 4-20 shows the effect of sample flow rate on the
magnesium ion L/B signal for both types of nebulizers at their best
nebulizer flow rates.The Meinhard nebulizer shows an optimum L/B at6
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Figure 4-19.Lateral profiles of the Mg(II) 280.27-nm line for
three nebulizer gas flow rates of a Hildebrand nebulizer
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1.1 mL/min, which is comparable to the simplex optimum of 0.9
mL/min.The Hildebrand nebulizer optimum L/B at 1.1 mL/min is 12%
greater than the Meinhard L/B.The best final operating conditions
used the Hildebrand nebulizer with a nebulizer flow of 0.84 L/min and
a sample flow of 1.1 mL/min.
The lateral profiles of the L/B for different sample flow rates
using the Hildebrand nebulizer, Figure 4-21, show no change in the
sample channel half-widths.At a 1.3 mL/min sample flow rate, the
decreased signal may be due to the greater sample aerosol density
cooling the plasma or condensation of the sample in the spray chamber
before reaching the plasma.The spray chamber is coated with
condensed aerosol at the higher sample flow rates.Lateral and
vertical profiles were not acquired for the Meinhard nebulizer at
different sample flow rates.
The vertical profiles for the different sample flows using the
Hildebrand nebulizer, Figure 4-22, show evidence for a cooler plasma
or less sample aerosol at 1.3 mL/min sample flow rate because the
emission signal remains below theemission signal at a 1.1 mL/min
sample flow rate for all vertical positions.At the 0.4 L/min sample
flow rate, the emission signal may be reduced by the lower aerosol
volume reaching the plasma and a lower nebulizer efficiency.
Tables 4-1 and 4-4 list the best design features and best
settingsfor the variable-diameter DC plasma used for all of the
following experiments.6
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Figure 4-22.Vertical spatial profiles of the Mg(II) 280.27-nm
line for three sample flow rates of aHildebrand nebulizer of
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C. Figures of Merit
1. Calibration
a) Calibration Curves
Table 4-6 shows the results of the least squares fit to the
log-log calibration curve for five elements for concentrations up to
1000 pg/mL.The log-log slopes are all within unity at the 95%
confidence level.The linear dynamic range of the variable-diameter
DC plasma calibration curves is between four-to-six orders of
magnitude, extending from the detection limit to approximately 1000
pg/mL.Above 1000 pg/mL, the curves bend towards the concentration
axis.This may be caused by nebulizer aerosol production and
transport process inefficiency due to high salt concentration (114),
incomplete atomization of large salt particles after solvent
evaporation, or self absorption.
TABLE 4-6: Log-Log Calibration Data
ElementWavelength LOG-LOGa95% C.L.b
(nm) Slope ± Slope
Mg(II) 280.27 0.99 0.058
Mn(II) 259.37 1.02 0.024
Ca(II) 393.37 0.97 0.034
Fe(II) 259.94 0.99 0.052
Na(I) 588.99 1.02 0.069
a- Two standards were used per decade for the calibration.
bCalculated from standard deviation of the fitted slope.138
b) Detection Limits
The detection limits for nine elements were determined and are
compared in Table 4-7 with those obtained from the Spectrametrics III
DCP and a 27-MHz ICP.The nine elements were chosen to include
different atomic and ionic emission lines with a variety of
ionization potentials.Detection limits were calculated similar to
Boumans (115) as three times the background standard deviation
divided by the slope of the calibration curve.Overall, the
variable-diameter DC plasma (VD-DCP) provides detection limits 100
times worse than the ICP detection limits.The position of the
maximum emission signal is directly above the plasma jacket for all
lines used for the calibration data in Table 4-7.139
TABLE 4-7: Detection Limits and Background %RSD
ElementWavelength
(nm)
VD-DCPd
DL
Ag/mL
%RSDBb
ICPa
DL
pg /mL
DCPc
DL
pg /mL
Mg(II) 280.27 0.02 0.8 0.00030.0002
Mn(II) 259.37 0.06 0.5 0.0006 0.0005
Ca(II) 393.37 0.02 0.5 0.0002 0.0002
Fe(II) 259.94 2 0.5 0.002 0.003
Cu(I) 324.75 0.3 0.5 0.002 0.002
Si(I) 288.16 4 0.5 0.02 0.015
Zr(II) 339.20 0.3 0.8 0.002 0.008
V(II) 309.31 0.8 0.7 0.003 0.008
W(II) 276.44 6 0.6 0.03 0.03
aICP detection limits (116)
b- Using the standard deviation of the blank calculated
from 32-points, each point integrated for 0.5-s.
c- SpectraJet III DCP detection limits (40)
d- Variable-diameter DCP
Table 4-8 compares the multielectrode DCPs and ICP
detection limits.The variable-diameter VD-DCP has comparable
detection limits to Shields' DCP (SH-DCP) and about 30 times and
100 times worse detection limits than Lee's DCP (LE-DCP) and the
conventional ICP, respectively.Part of the reason for the
worse detection limits for the variable-diameter DCP (VD-DCP)
and the SH-DCP is suspected to be the higher viewing height in
the plasma than the heights used for similar multielectrode DC
plasmas (26,27).140
TABLE 4-8. Comparison of DCPs and ICP Detection Limits
VD-DCPSH-DCPLE-DCPICP VD/LEVD/ICP
Element DLd DLa DLb DLc DL DL
ug/mLug/mL ug/mlug/mLRatioRatio
Ca(II) 0.02 0.003 0.00070.0002 30 100
Cu(I) 0.3 0.2 0.01 0.002 30 150
Mn(II) 0.06 0.1 0.0006 100
Zr(II) 0.3 0.2 0.002 150
a- SH-DCP detection limits from reference (27).
b- LE-DCP detection limits from reference (26).
c
-ICP detection limits from reference (40).
dVD-DCP detection limits based on the standard deviation of 32
blank measurements, each at an integration time of 0.5-s.
c) Relative Standard Deviations
In Table 4-7 the background relative standard deviations (RSDB)
for nine elements are less than 1%.The background RSD was
calculated from 32 blank measurements at an integration time of 0.5
s, after subtracting the dark (plasma off) signal from each blank
measurement.Since the background RSD is comparable to that of an
ICP, the poorer detection limits are due to lower line intensities.
The lower sensitivity may be due to the previously mentioned higher
observation height of the present DC plasma.
d) NBS Standards
To validate the analytical usefulness and accuracy of the
variable-diameter DC plasma, two NBS certified samples were141
analyzed.Table 4-9 summarizes the results for the analysis of an
NBS-1577 bovine liver sample and an NBS-1571 orchard leaves sample.
The results indicate good agreement between the DC plasma calculated
concentrations and the NBS certified values at the 95% confidence
limit.
TABLE 4-9: NBS Standards Analysis
NBS/SRM 1577A Bovine Liverb
Element Certified+ CL
Concentration
(ug/g)
DCP
Concentration
(ug/g)
+CLa
Na 2400 130 1800 720
Mn 10 1 16 10
Mg 605 UC 600 82
Ca 123 UC 180 63
NBS/SRM 1571 Orchard Leavesc
Mn 91 4 105 10
Mg 6200 200 7000 2045
Ca 20900 300 21000 1170
a Confidence limits of the mean of 32 sample measurements, each
peasurement integrated for 0.5-s.
- Confidence limit based on 6 to 12 determinations by two
or more analytical methods.
- Confidence limit based on two or more analytical methods.
UCUncertified NBS values142
2. Plasma Stability
a) Integration Time
The relative standard deviation (RSD) of a signal can be
decreased by increasing the integration time, when the limiting noise
is independent of the frequency (white noise).After reaching a
certain integration time, the RSD can not be decreased by increasing
the integration time because the noise in the signal increases
because of flicker or drift noise (frequency dependent).The
relationship between the integration time and the RSD is shown in
Figure 4-23.The best integration time is about 0.9 s for the
calcium signal and background RSDs.For most experiments a
compromise integration time of 0.5 s was used.For the calcium and
background signal, frequency dependent noise is dominant above 1.0 s
integration time and white noise is more important at shorter
integration times.
Table 4-10 shows the integration time affect on the relative
standard deviation of the background and signal.Assuming the main
source of variance is only in the standard deviation and not in the4.0
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Figure 4-23.Relationship between relativestandard deviation
and signal integration time.100 ppm Ca(II) 393.37-nm
(X); Background ( ).144
mean for the calculated RSDs, the F-test was used to confirm the
signal and blank RSDs for 1.0-s integration times are significantly
better than the RSDs for 0.1-s integrations at the 95% confidence
limit.The variable-diameter DCP background RSD values are
comparable to typical ICP values.
Table 4-10: Ca(II) Integration Time Effect on RSD%a
Integration%RSD(S)
Time (s) VD-DCP VD-DCP ICP
%RSD(B)%RSD(B)b
0.10 2 3
1.00 1 0.8 1
a- Standard deviation based on 32 measurements, each at specified
integration
time.
ICP RSDs from reference (116).
b) Long Term Stability
Figure 4-24 shows the long term stability of the
variable-diameter DC plasma over a 30 minute interval.The dips in
the curve are measurements of the blank.The signal and blank
measurements were fit by a linear regression in order to check for a
linear drift in the signals over 30 minutes.At the 95% confidence
limit the regression line slope of the blank signal verses time shows
no apparent drift but the calcium emission signal has a slope
equivalent to a 5% drift for 30 minutes.The linear fit slope3
0 6 12 18
TIME (min)
Figure 4-24.Long term stability plot for Ca(II) 393.37-nm
emission with alternating sample and blank.
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indicates a 0.17% per minute signal drift.The standard error of the
calcium signal slope is about 0.05% per minute.The RSD% of the
linear fitted points is 1.8% and is not statistically different from
the short term RSD% of 1.0%.
c) Tungsten Background
The tungsten electrodes are suspected of causing spectral
background interference problems.From Table 4-6 no significant
difference between the background RSD of the tungsten 276.44-nm line
and other background RSDs can be seen.The blank spectral scans at
the silicon 288.16-nm and magnesium 259.37-nm emission lines show no
spectral interference problems from the tungsten emission lines at
288.11-nm and 259.34-nm.More experiments are needed to clarify the
size of the tungsten spectral interference affect.Part of the
reason for limited spectral interference from the tungsten electrodes
may be the lower emission sensitivity of the present DC plasma and
the use of graphite electrodes for the bottom electrodes.
D. Interference Effect
The literature about ICP interference studies is filled with
apparently conflicting statements about matrix interference effects.
Some of the conflict is caused by the many different ICP operating
conditions used for these interference studies.A 3% relative147
difference in comparing interference results is recommended by Blades
and Horlick (66) and Kornblum and de Galan (67) due to the variety of
plasma experimental conditions used for these determinations.
Optimization of the ICP has reduced interference problems in the ICP
to less than 10% at the 1000:1 mole ratio of most interferants, with
a comparatively large affect remaining for easily ionized element
(EIE) interference (67).Interference problems are caused by
viscosity differences, volatilization differences, plasma
conductivity changes, plasma temperature changes, and ionization
changes due to different interferants in the sample.
Lateral and vertical profiles of the variable-diameter DCP were
measured at different interferant mole ratios.The spatial
information is helpful in comparing interference results from other
plasmas at the same observation heights, locating an observation
height where interference effects can be minimized, and interpreting
possible causes of the interference.The integration time used for
vertical and horizontal plots is 0.25-s for one measurement, which is
less precise than the mean of 32-points, each at a 0.5-s integration,
used in the univariant plot of Figure 4-25.
1. Ca/A1 Interference
The interference affect of aluminum on the calcium ion emission
signal is thought to be from the formation of high-temperature,
refractory aluminum oxide particles (117).The calcium ion emissionSYMBOL KEY: ACa(II)/AI Ca(I)/Na
xCa(II)/P Ca(II)/Na
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Figure 4-25.Interference effect of phosphate, aluminum, and
sodium on the Ca(II) 393.37-nm ion line for various interferent
mole ,ratios of Ca(II) :Al; (--A--); Ca(II) :PO4 (--X--); Ca(II) :Na
), and the Ca(I) 422.67-nm atom line for Ca(I):Na (--R ).149
signal is reduced by the addition of aluminum because the Ca atoms
become occluded inside the refractory aluminum oxide matrix.Figure
4-25 shows the aluminum interference is not [statistically]
significant until a mole ratio of 300 to 1 aluminum to calcium is
reached.Statistically significance is based on a 95% confidence
interval calculated using the mean standard deviation of 32
measurements of the calcium solution without interferent, each
measurement integrated for 0.5-s.
2. Ca/PO4 Interference
The interference affect of phosphate on the calcium ion emission
signal may be due to the formation of calcium phosphate, another
refractory compound or a change in solution viscosity (117).Calcium
phosphate is difficult to dissociate at lower temperatures.The
phosphate viscosity interference is reduced by using a peristaltic
pump to regulate sample flow, but viscosity also affects the droplet
size distribution, which can produce a change in the nebulizer
efficiency (vaporization interference).The variable-diameter DC
plasma is not significantly affected until a phosphate interferant to
calcium mole ratio of 100 to 1.This indicates a sufficiently hot
plasma environment for dissociating calcium phosphate and eliminating
the vaporization interference.150
The vertical profiles for calcium phosphate interference, Figure
4-26, show the phosphate depresses the calcium ion line emission
until 27-mm above the top electrodes for the 1000 to 1 mole ratio of
phosphate to calcium.The lateral profiles of the calcium phosphate
interference, Figure 4-27, show a depression for a mole ratio of 1000
to 1 but no significant depression for a 10 to 1 mole ratio of
phosphate to calcium.The lateral profiles also show the size of the
sample channel remains constant for all phosphate to calcium mole
ratios.
3. Ca/Na Interference
The ICP emission signal is affected by easily ionizable elements
(EIE), such as sodium.For many ICPs the interference trend is for
enhancement of the atomic and ionic emission lines low in the plasma
with a suppression of the atomic and ionic emission lines higher up
in the plasma.The position of the shift from enhancement to
depression has been shown to be a function of the ionization
potential, not the concentration of EIE element (66).
Explanation of the cause of the EIE interference involves many
complex interactions of the analyte as it progress from nebulization
to radiation from the excited species.Theoretical mechanisms for
describing the EIE interference include changes in the nebulization
due to viscosity, volatilization, ionization shifts, collisional200
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Figure 4-26.Vertical spatial profiles of the Ca(II) 393.37-nm
line showing the interference effects of three Ca:PO4 mole ratio
of 1:0 ( ); 1:10 (X); 1:1000 (--m--).Ca:P 1:0
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Figure 4-27.Lateral profile of the Ca(II) 393.37-nm line showing
the interference effects of three Ca:PO4 mole ratios of
1:0 (--+--); 1:10 (X); 1:1000 (-- --), viewed 12-mm above
the top electrodes.
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excitation, and ambipolar diffusion.No single effect has proven to
be the dominant interference mechanism and most researchers seem to
agree on a combination of these different EIE interference
mechanisms.
In a DC arc the addition of an easily ionized element increases
the electrical conductivity of the arc but leaves the thermal
conductivity essentially unchanged (41).The arc responds to this by
lowering the arc temperature such that the power supplied to the arc
is once again balanced by energy loss due to the thermal conduction
at the increased electrical conductivity.
The data show the affect of sodium on the calcium ion line
emission shows a significant sodium interference at 1 to 1 mole ratio
of Na to Ca at the 95% confidence level.Overall, the calcium ion
emission is depressed by 12% for a 1000 to 1 mole ratio of Na to Ca.
The lateral profiles of the sodium interference, Figure 4-28,
show no significant change in the size of the sample channel.The
vertical profiles of the sodium interference, Figure 4-29, show a
depression of the Ca emission signal until 21-mm above the top
electrodes the sodium interference becomes negligible, similar to
other multielectrode DC plasmas (26,27).No enhancement effect is
seen at any mole ratio of calcium to sodium unlike the EIE
enhancement effect seen lower in the ICP.
Table 4-11 summarizes and compares the interference effects seen
in the variable-diameter DCP and the ICP.The interference effects+Ca(II):Na 1:0
Ca(II):Na 1:300
-4 0
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Figure 4-28.Lateral profiles of the Ca(II) 393.37-nm line
showing the interference effects of two Ca:Na mole ratios of
(+ ) 1:0;( - -s - -) 1:300, viewed 12-mm above the top electrodes.
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Figure 4-29.Vertical spatial profiles of the Ca(II) 393.37-nm
line showing the interference effects of two Ca:Na mole ratios of
(+ ) 1:0; (--E--) 1:300.156
of aluminum, sodium and phosphate on the calcium emission signal are
similar to the ICP interference effect at similar observation
heights.
The sodium interference is similar but a little larger in the
DCP to the EIE interference effect of sodium in the ICP.By addition
of an easily ionizable element to all standards and samples, this
affect can be compensated for.Although the variable-diameter DC
power supplies have excellent current control, the limited control
over the voltage and therefore the power input into the plasma,
unlike the ICP power supply, may be partially responsible for the
sensitivity of the DC plasma to EIE interference.
Table 4-11.Interference Effectsa,b,c
Variable Ca:Al Ca:P Ca:Na
DCP Ca(II) -8% -10% -12%
DCP Ca(I) NA NA -12%
ICP Ca(II) -5% -5% -10%
ICP Ca(I) NA NA 0%
a
-ICP interference effects at 15-mm position (16).
b- Variable-diameter DCP 12-mm above the top electrodes.
c- + (enhancement),-(suppression) of analyte emission signal
each interferent at 1000:1 interferent to calcium mole ratio.
NA - not available157
E. Plasma Physical Characteristics
An asymmetric Abel inversion was used to calculate radially
resolved emission intensities.These values were then used to
calculate radial plasma temperatures and electron densities.A
two-line Boltzman temperature method was used to calculate the
excitation temperature.The Saha-Eggert equation is used to
calculate the radial electron density of the variable-diameter DCP
from the radial excitation temperatures, and atomic and ionic
emission line values.
1. Excitation Temperature
The wavelengths, lower and upper energy levels, and gf-values of
the two iron lines used to calculate the excitation temperature are
summarized in Table 4-12.These two iron lines were chosen to
compare with other temperature measurements of a similar
variable-length DCP (26).Other criteria used for wavelength
selection are: (a) availability of transition probability data for
emission lines (b) wavelength region free of spectral interferences
(c) wavelength proximity of lines to reduce the difficulty of
calibrating the detector for differing wavelength responsivity.
After the iron emission signals were acquired, they were corrected158
for sensitivity and slit size differences of the echelle
spectrometer.The correction factor was obtained by using a
calibrated D2 lamp and signal ratioing the response of the echelle
spectrometer at both wavelengths.A two-line Boltzmann method is
used for calculating excitation temperature using the corrected
signal intensities.
Ln(I2G1/(I1G2)) (E1-E2)/(kTex)
I.= Intensity of ith emission line
G.= Degeneracy of the ith energy level
E.= Energy of the ith level
k Boltzmann constant
Excitation temperature Tex
Table 4-12. Temperature Constants a
ElementWavelength
(nm)
gf Energy level (cm-1
)
lower - upper
Fe(I)
Fe(I)
373.71
371.99
0.25
0.39
416 - 27167
0 -26875
aReference (118)
In general, the temperature determination by the slope method is
dependent on the accuracy of the transition probability values.A
local thermodynamic equilibrium is assumed in order to use the
Boltzman distribution to calculate excitation temperatures.There
are large disagreements among published absolute transition
probabilities and at best these results are estimated to have about a
10% error in their absolute values (26).Error propagation for a159.
two-point Boltzmann method reveals the importance of repeated
measurements of the two emission signals and using the largest upper
energy level difference available from the chosen emission lines
(119).Four spatial profiles at both iron emission lines were
averaged together. The lateral intensities were transformed into
radial intensities and used to calculate excitation temperatures.
Figure 4-30 and 4-31 shows the calculated radial excitation
temperature profile and maximum of about 7000 K at a height of 12-mm
and the vertical maximum radial excitation temperature profile.
2. Electron Density
The equation used to calculate the electron density is the
Saha-Eggert equation (120).
ne(R) - 4.83 X 10150(Ia/Ii)CeDTex(R)3/2
Ia- Intensity of atom emission line
I.- Intensity of ion emission line
Cf- Correction factor for optics, PMT response, and
size difference of slits for the two emission lines
G+A+
A (G aAaA+) - transition constants
Tex- Radial' excitation temperature
k- Boltzmann constant
0 -EXPUE4-- Ea- Eia+ Ed)/(k*Tex))
- Energy level or emitting level, ion
Ea- Energy level of emitting level, atom
EiaIonization energy of atom
Ed- Lowering of the ionization energy - 0.05 eV8000
7000
6000
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2000
1000
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1
18 24
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Figure 4-30.Vertical profile of the radial Fe(I) excitation
temperature.
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Figure 4-31.Radial profile of the Fe(I) excitation temperature,
viewed 12-mm above the top electrodes.162
Table 4-13 lists the constants used to calculated the electron
density.The criteria used for selecting the two magnesium lines
are: (a) availability of a sufficiently intense atom/ion line pair
(b) closely matched excitation energies for the emission lines to
minimize the error from the exponential temperature effect (c) all
the criteria used to select the iron lines used for the temperature
measurement.Four spatial profiles for the atom and ion magnesium
emission signals were acquired and averaged.The averaged lateral
intensities were transformed into radial intensities by an asymmetric
Abel inversion.The radial iron line excitation temperatures and the
averaged radial atom and ion magnesium line emission signals were
used to calculate the radial electron densities.Figures 4-32 show
the maximum radial electron density is 5.0 X 1015 cm-3and the
radial electron density profile at a height of 12-mm.
Table 4-13. Electron Density Constantsa
Wavelength (nm) gq Energy level GaAaA+
(cm --") G+A+Aa
Mg(I) 285.21 3 35087
Mg(II) 280.27 4 35652 1.4066 + 0.0733
a- From reference (120).6
5-
co 4
EU Ltj
c) 03
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Figure 4-32.Radial profile of the Saha-Eggert calculated
electron density, viewed 12-mm above the top electrodes.
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F. Spatial Plasma View
Several researchers have viewed the ICP axially.Lichte and
Koirtyohann (121) concluded the end-on viewing of the ICP offered
several advantages: increased line intensity, reduced background,
lower molecular band intensity, better operating conditions for
simultaneous analysis and reduced influence of the gas flow rate.
The disadvantages were decreased linear dynamic range and increased
interferences.By using an auxiliary gas to blow away the cool
absorbing atoms in the plasma tail plume the disadvantages could be
minimized.
To study the axial emission profiles, the DC plasma was lowered
enough to place a flat surface mirror directly above the plasma at a
45° angle to reflect the top view of the DC plasma into the echelle
spectrometer.The optical image was out of focus due to the longer
distance from the spectrometer focusing mirror.The flat mirror was
cooled by an auxiliary dry air flow.Figure 4-33 shows the optical
configurations used for the top down and side viewing of the
variable-diameter DCP.
Two spatial views of the plasma from the side and the top for
the calcium 393.73-nm ion line are displayed in Figure 4-34, and
Figure 4-35, respectively.The side view, Figure 4-34, shows the
maximum calcium ion emission is directly above the top of the plasma
jacket,12-mm above the top electrodes.The top down view of thea) SIDE VIEWING OPTICS
50.8 mm
Square
Mirror
......
.
M1
si= 105 mni
b) TOP DOWN VIEWING OPTICS
(
M1
M2 2 mm
IF )1
.......Fp'
Fp
KEY:
M1 = echelle x mm focal length mirror
Fp = focal point of M1
M2 = flat surface reflecting mirror
Si = Focussed plasma image cistance
Dwadded width of image for top down view
10mm
I
w = 3 . 9 mm
Figure 4-33.Optical configuration used to view the top and side
emission profiles of the variable-diameter, DCP.200
100
0
166
Figure 4-34.Spatial intensity profiles of the Ca(II) 393.37-nm
line viewed from the side of the plasma.Top of the plasma jacket
is 12-mm above the top electrode.8
0
-8 --
4 0
LATERAL PROFLE (mm)
4
167
Figure 4-35.Topographical top-down view of the Ca(II) 393.37-nm
line.168
variable-diameter DCP, Figure 4-35, confirms the assumed symmetry
needed for the Abel inversion and the similar shape of the
variable-diameter DC plasma to the ICP emission profile.The
topographical image of the top view of the variable-diameter DCP,
Figure 4-35, defines the shape of the central sample channel.No
evidence of triangular asymmetry due to the triangular positions of
the electrodes can be seen in 4-36.A decrease in the calcium ion
line emission intensity for the top view may be due to self
absorption and the blurred plasma image.
G. Comparison of Multi-electrode DCPs
A comparison of the three different multi-electrode DCPs is
shown in Table 4-14.The viewing height of the analyte emission is
thought to be the reason behind Shields' and Mc Guire's detection
limits being worse than Lee's detection limits.Shields' had a
problem increasing plasma vertical length beyond 21.6 mm without
lowering the maximum emission signal below the outer quartz tubing
(5.5 mm above the top electrodes).Mc Guire had trouble operating
the variable-diameter DCP with the top electrodes exposed and was
forced to extend the plasma tube and observation height to 12-mm
above the top electrodes.The electrode tip separation distance was
fixed for both Lee's and Shield's DCP.P69
The variable-diameter DC plasma emission signal increased as the
electrode tip separation became larger and was limited by the 18-mm
diameter plasma tube and power supply voltage limitations.The total
argon gas flow rate for all three DCPs was less than the conventional
ICP.
Table 4-14.Multielectrode DCPs and ICP comparison
Variable Leea ShieldsbMc GuireICPc
Plasma tube 15 20.4 18 18-24
diameter (mm)
Top electrode
separation (mm)
16 f 16 f 22 v NA
Bottom electrode 8
separation (mm)
f
Vertical electrode 25 v
separation (mm)
Viewing height above
top electrodes (mm)
or induction coil (ICP)
6
8f 32 v NA
21.6 v 25f NA
6 12 12-18
Total gas flow (L/min) 7 8 7 14
a- Reference (26).
bReference (27).
- Reference (20).
NA - Not applicable.
v- Variable size.
f- Fixed size.V. CONCLUSIONS
A. Plasma Design Features
170
The plasma design features found to be significant were the
diameter of the electrode tip separation, sample tip distance, sample
tip inner diameter, and plasma tube diameter.Table 4-1 summarizes
the best settings of these plasma design features.
The variable-diameter DC plasma confirms the importance of the
horizontal electrode tip separation.The emission signal increased
with increasing electrode tip separation diameter until the power
supply voltage limitation and plasma tube diameter stopped further
emission signal gains from increasing the diameter of the electrode
separation.By increasing the electrode tip separation diameter, the
electrodes are placed farther inside the ceramic sleeves creating
thermally pinched arcs.
Secondary design considerations that still may improve the
emission signal are: smaller ceramic sleeves to create hotter
thermally pinched arcs, increased plasma tube diameter, or electrode
tip separation diameter.Other possible areas to optimize using
higher voltage DC power supplies may be using a nitrogen mixing gas,
longer vertical electrode separation, and larger sample introduction171
hole size.The smaller ceramic sleeves tended to break easily
because of improper alignment of the electrodes inside the sleeves of
the DC plasma instrument.
Future design improvements to the variable-diameter, DC plasma
include increasing the plasma tube diameter, and lowering the plasma
viewing height.The most important of these future design
improvements may be to lower the plasma viewing height because with a
similarly shaped multielectrode DC plasma, the maximum emission
signal is about 6-mm below the viewing height of the present DC
plasma.
B) Simplex and Univariant Experiments
The simplex optimization routine increased the L/B for the
magnesium ion line by 2.5 times.Three different simplex starting
conditions converged on the same L/B and experimental settings.The
95% confidence limits for some simplex experimental variables and the
L/B show the simplex is converging on the optimum L/B.
The best final operating conditions are shown in Table 4-4 and
are compared with the simplex and univariant optimum settings.The
top and bottom electrode gases are set to reduce argon gas
consumption.Since the top and bottom electrode L/B has a level
maximum region that includes both the simplex univariant maximum, no
loss in L/B is seen.The total argon gas consumption rate is 6.74
L/min, which is less than the 10-14 L/min used by a conventional172
ICP.The Hildebrand nebulizer is used because of an increased L/B
and better detection limits compared to the Meinhard nebulizer.
Laminar flow and tangential flow cooling gas were compared with a
tangential flow system giving slightly better L/B's.
C) Figures of Merit
The detection limits of the variable-diameter DCP are about 100
times worse than the ICP detection limits.Optimization of the
design or a lower plasma viewing height may possibly lower the DCP
detection limits.
Overall the variable-diameter DCP has an signal drift of less
than 5% over a 30 minute period with 1% RSD(B) for all elements used
in the calibration.Further stability may be gained by redesigning
the electrodes to be positioned vertically similar to Lee's DCP
design, once an optimum plasma tube diameter and electrode tip
separation diameter are found.
D) Interference Studies
All interfering species depress the emission signal even at a
1:1 mole ratio but a [statistically] significant difference in both
the calcium ion and atom emission signal is seen at 1:1 and 1:30 mole173
ratio respectively of calcium to sodium.The aluminum and phosphate
interferences have no [statistically] significant effect on the
calcium ion emission until a 1 to 300 and 1 to 100 mole ratio of
calcium to aluminum and phosphate, respectively.
Enhancement effects from EIE elements at lower observation
heights in the ICP (16) and other DC plasmas (26) are not seen in the
variable-diameter, DC plasma.This may be due to the higher viewing
height of the variable-diameter DCP or differences in the EIE
excitation mechanism.Further interference studies would be needed
to clarify this discrepancy.
The temperature dependent interferences effects stemming from
incomplete atomization from Ca/A1 refractory oxide occlusion, Ca/P
vaporization, and Ca/P chemical interference have similar effects in
both the variable-diameter DCP and the ICP at similar observation
heights.
E) Physical Plasma Characteristics
The physical plasma characteristics of electron density and
excitation temperature are comparable to other DCP and ICP plasmas.
The electron density is on the order of 5.0 x 1015cm-3and the
excitation temperature is about 7000 K.174
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A. Asymmetric Abel Inversion
1. Subroutine Functions
SUBROUTINEComments about function Subs, Called
LEASYR MAIN LINE -fit,
input, integration, asymmetry
DISKIN, DISOUT
ABINT, ABOUT
STAFIL Starting disk files None
CLOFIL Closes all disk files None
ASYFIX Calculates asymmetric values None
ABCONT Control of Abel inversion POLFIT, SETFIT
DISKIN Data input None
DISOUT Output data None
POLFIT Matrix inversion
polynomial fit
None
ABINT Direct integration of inverted
fit in 5 sections
NoneA-1 Abel Flowchart.
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3. Program Listing
C NAME ASYABEL ON DISK 16 CURRENTLY 3/11/86
C PROGRAMMER: JAM OSU CHEMISTRY
C FOR LEE'S DATA FILES TRANSFERED FROM BASIC
C CALCULATES REAL ASYMETRIC DATA OF ANY NUMBER OF ZONES =N
C 1 .CALCULATE IO(X) OF NEG AND POS LATERAL MEASUREMENTS
C 2 .CALCULATE G(X) AND G(-X) = I(-X)/ IO(X)
C 3 .POLYNOMIAL FIT OF LATERAL
C 4 .INTEGRATE ABEL INVERSION OF LATERAL DATA TO RADIAL DATA
C 0-1.0 IS THE NORMALIZED POINT DISTANCES
C CORRECT FOR ASYMETRIC DISTRIBUTION BY G(X) VALUES
C IR(-X) - IRCAL(X)*G(-X)
C X(I) ARE X VALUES
C F(I) ARE Y VALUES
PROGRAM ASYABEL
COMMON /XYDATA/ X(50),F(50),M,START,END,SUMSQRES,Q
COMMON /COEFF/ G1(65),DE
COMMON /ASYDAT/ I1(25),I2(25),G0(50)
REAL*8 X,F,SUMSORES,G1,D,E,I1,I2,G0
INTEGER NUM,M,START,END,Q,SCANNUM
CALL STAFIL
SCANNUM =16 !# OF DIFFERENT LEVELS 8 ATOM 8 ION
DO 1 L-1,SCANNUM
TYPE *,' SCANNUM CURRENTLY PROCESSSING - ',L
CALL DISKIN
CALL ASYFIX(NUM)
CALL ABCONT
CALL ABINT
CALL DISOUT
1 CONTINUE
CALL CLOFIL
END
SUBROUTINE STAFIL FOR INPUT FILE AND OUTPUT FILE
SUBROUTINE STAFIL
COMMON /XYDATA/ X( 50 ),IO(50),M,START,END,SUMSQRES,Q
REAL*8 IO, X,SUMSQRES,R1
INTEGER NUM,MTART,END,Q
INTEGER NAME(8)
TYPE *,' NAME OF DISK FILE (IE. DY0:YMG1.001)1
ACCEPT 101,(NAME(I),I-1,8)
101 FORMAT(8A2)
OPEN(UNIT-3,NAME-NAME,TYPE-JOLD',FORM- 'FORMATTED')
READ(3 *)NUM !FIRST VALUE IS NUMBER
M-NU10
NAME(3)- 'RD' !OUTPUT NAME AFTER INVERSION
OPEN(UNIT-4,NAME-NAME,TYPE-1NEW,INITIALSIZE-35)
WRITE(4,*)
NAME(I)NUM
!WRI1TE
8)
NUMBER OF DATA TO OUTPUT FILE
TYPE 111,(,I-,
111 FORMAT(' OUTPUT DISK NAME IS:',8A2)
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE CLOFIL
WRITE 4,*
CLOSE UNIT-3) !INPUT LATERAL DATA FILE
CLOSE UNIT-4) !OUTPUT RADIAL DATA FILE
RETURN
END192
C SUBROUTINE FOR FINDING IO ,GO, Il ,I2
SUBROUTINE ASYFIX(NUM)
COMMON /XYDATA/ X(50),I0(50),M,START,END
COMMON /ASYDAT/ I1(25),12(25),G0(50)
REAL*8 10,GO, Il, I2,X,SUMSQRES
INTEGER NUM,M,START,END,Q
C IO IS -1.0 TO - 0.0625THEN 0.0625 TO +1
C SETUP I1, 12,GO, IO
DO 44 I= 1, M
I1 (I) IOM -I +1) !11(1) IOM) -
I2I) IO(I+M) !12(1) IO(M+1
44 CONTINUE
C 11 IS NEG.- 0.0625 TO -1.0 ;12 IS POSFROM
DO 45 I- 1,M-1
GO I) - I1(I)/ IO(I)
- (MI) + I2(I))/2.0000 !IO(1) =I1
GO M+I) I2(I)/ IO(I)
45 CONTINUE
GO M - 1.0
12 M -0.0 !BY DEFINITION
GO(M+M)=1.0
C GO IS -0.06 TO -1.0; IlTHEN 0.06 TO +1.0 ;12
RETURN
END !END OF ASYFIX
CSUBROUTINE ABCONT CONTROL OF INVERSION WITH FIT
SUBROUTINE ABCONT
COMMON /XYDATA/ X(50),I0(50),M,START,END,SUMSQRES,Q
COMMON /COEFF/ G1(65),D,E
COMMON /ASYDAT/ I1(25),12(25),G0(50)
REAL*8 X,IO,SUMSQRES, G(21),G1,D,E,GO,I1,I2
INTEGER L,Q,M,START,END,ZONE,JJJ,MAXZONE,NUM
C X(I) - RADIUS VALUES( 0-1); F(I) - LATERAL INTENSITY
D-0.0
E-0.0
Q-4 !4TH DEGREE FOR ZONES 5-1
NUM- M*2 !EVEN NUMBER
END- M-1 !FIT (M-1)-(M-8) INTEG. (M-1)-(M-4)
START- M -7 !7 POINTS 3 POINT OVERLAP
MAXZONE- M/5 !INTEGER VALUE FOR NUMBER OF ZONES
ZONE-MAXZONE !MAXZONEIS OUTER MOST ZONE
CALL POLFIT(G)
CALL SETFIT( GZONE,MAXZONE)
IF( ZONE .EQ. 2) GO TO 1
DO 1 ZONE - MAXZONE-1,2,-1
END- START + 5
START-END -10 !13-3 FIT 10-6 INTEGRATE
CALL POLFIT(G)
CALL SETFIT( G,ZONE,MAXZONE)
1 CONTINUE
C FOR ZONE - 1 DO THE FOLLOWING
END- START+5 !8-1FIT 5-1 INTEGRATE
START-1 !FIT ALL OF LAST ZONE
ZONE-1
CALL POLFIT(G)
CALL SETFIT(G,ZONE,MAXZONE)
RETURN
END
CSETFIT G ARRAY COEFFICIENTS INTO G1 ARRAY OF DIFFERENT
C ZONE OF COEFFICIENTS
,SUMSQRES,Q
.0
IO(- O.OXX)
)- I0(+0.0XX)
0.0625 TO +1.0
(-0.06)+I2(+0.06)193
SUBROUTINE SETFIT(G,ZONE,MAXZONE)
COMMON /COEFF/ G1(6,5),D,E
INTEGER ZONE,I,MAXZONE
REAL*8 G(21),G1,D,E
DO 12 1=1,5
12
Gl(Z
CONTINUE
ONE,I)- G(I) !G1(ZONE,1)- G(1)- A COEFFICIENT
RETURN
END !END OF SETFIT
C SUBROUTINE FOR INPUTTING DISK FILES
SUBROUTINE DISKIN
COMMON /XYDATA/ X(50),I0(50),M,START,END,SUMSQRES,Q
REAL*8 DUM,X,IO,SUMSQRES,R1,PIE
INTEGER M,START,END,NUM,Q
R1- 1.0/(M*2.0-1.0)
DO 6 I-1,M
X(I)- R1
R1- R1+ 1.0/(M*2.0-1.0)*2.0
CONTINUE
IO IS -1.0 TO - 0.0625THEN 0.0625 TO +1.0
DO 7 I= 1,M*2
READ(3,*) IO(I)
7 CONTINUE
RETURN
END !END OF DISKIN
C SUBROUTINE FOR OUTPUTT TO DISK FILES
SUBROUTINE DISOUT
COMMON /XYDATA/ X(50),F(50),M,START,END,SUMSQRES,Q
INTEGER NUM,START,END,M,Q
REAL*8 X,F,SUMSQRES
DO 7 I= 1,M
WRITE(4, *,ERR =99) F(M-I+1)
C VALUES OUTPUT AS-1.0 TO -0.0625: THEN 0.0625 TO +1.0
7 CONTINUE
DO 8 I- 1,M
WRITE(4,*,ERR-99) F(I+M)
8 CONTINUE
GO TO 98
99 CONTINUE
TYPE *,' ERROR IN WRITING OUTPUT RADIAL FILE TO DISK'
98 CONTINUE
RETURN
END !END OF DISOUT
SUBROUTINE POLFIT(G)
COMMON /XYDATA/ X(50),F(50),M,START,END,SUMSQRES,Q
REAL*8 X,F,CALY,SUMSQRES
INTEGER M,START,END,NNN
INTEGER J,I,Z1,Q,L,LL
REAL*8 IPV(10,3),A(10,10),G(21),PIVOT
REAL*8 Q1(10)
REAL*8 L1,D,X1(50)
C Q-4 FOR ZONES 5-2 AND Q-? FOR ZONE 1
LL-1 !****** FOR SEEING ALL RESIDUALS
105 FORMAT(I3)
C INTIALIZING Q1(N+1)- &XAN*Y,G(N+1)- &XAN,X1-X(I)AN
DO 60 I-1,Q+1194
Ql(0
60 CONTINUE
DO 61 I-1,Q+Q+1
61X1(I)
IS DUMMY FOR SUMMING ALL XAO ,XA1,XA2
DO 62 I= START,END
62 Xl(I)-1.0
C G(K)- & XA(K-1)
CG(1)- & XAO-1 ,G(2) & XA1
CQ1(K)- & XAN*Y
DO 63 I-START,END
DO 64 K-1,Q +Q+1
G(K)=X1(I)+G(K)
IF((Q + 1- K) .LT. 0 )GOTO 65
C FOR CALCULATING Q1(1)-&Y ,Q1(2)- &Y*XA1 TOY*XAQ ONLY!!
65 CON
TI-011
E
(K)+F(I)*X1(I)
NU
64 X1(I)-X(I)*X1(I)
63 CONTINUE
CFORMING THE SYMETRIC MATRIX BEFORE INVERSION A(J,K)
DO 68 J-1,Q+1
DO 68 K-1,Q+1
68 A(J,K)=G(K+J-1)
N-Q+1
CMATRIX INVERSION PROCEDURE
CEQUATION ARE FROM BEVINGTON DATA REDUCTIONS & ERROR
CPHYSICAL SCIENCES NORMAL EQUATIONS BEFORE INVERSION:
C&= SUMATION SIGN
C &Y I= a&X(I)A0 + b&X(I)A1 + c&X(I)'2
C &Y I *X(I) 1 - a&X(I)A1 + b&X(I)A2 + c&X(I)A3
C &Y I *X(I)A2a&XI(I) 2 +bX(I)"3 + c&X(I)A4
C Q1 I -LEFT SIDE (ABOVE) F(I)*X(I)AN
C A(I,J)- RIGHT SIDE &X(I) N
DO 1 J- 1,N
1 IPV(J,3)=0.0
DO 3 I- 1,N
C SEARCH FOR PIVOT ELEMENT
AMAX-0
DO 6 J- 1,N
IF(IPV(J,3)-1)7,6,7
7 DO 6 K-1,N
IF(IPV(K,3)-1)9,6,9
9 IF(AMAX-ABS(A(J,K)))11,6,6
11 IROW-J
ICOLUM-K
AMAX-ABS(A(J,K))
6 CONTINUE
IPV I,1)-IROW
IPV I,2)-ICOLUM
C INTERCHANGE ROWS TO PUT PIVOT ELEMENT ON DIAGONAL
IF(IROW - ICOLUM) 16,17,16
16 DO 20 L- 1,N
SWAP- A(IROW,L)
A(IROW,L)-A(ICOLUM, L)
20 A(ICOLUM,L) - SWAP
C DIVIDE PIVOT ROW BY PIVOT ELEMENT
17 PIVOT- A(ICOLUM,ICOLUM)
A(ICOLUM,ICOLUM)- 1.0195
DO 23 L -1,N
23 A(ICOLUM,L)- A(ICOLUM,L)/PIVOT
C REDUCE THE NONPIVOT ROWS
DO 3 K 1,N
IF(K -ICOLUM)26,3,26
26 TA(K,ICOLUM)
A(KICOLUM)=0.0
DO 29 L-1,N
29 A(K,L)=A(K,L)-A(ICOLUM,L)*T
3 CONTINUE
C INTERCHANGE THE COLUMNS
DO 31 I - 1,N
LN-I + 1
IF(IPV(L,1)-IPV(L,2)) 34,31,34
34 JROW = IPV(L,1)
JCOLUMIPV(L,2)
DO 31 K- 1,N
SWAP - A(K,JROW)
A(K,JROW) A(K,JCOLUM)
A(K,JCOLUM)=SWAP
31 CONTINUE
C DONE WITH MATRIX INVERSION NOW CALCULATE RESIDUALS, Y'S ,
C STANDARD ERROR, FITTING PARAMETERS, VARIANCE AND COVARIANCES.
C INITIALIZING G(J) AND PRINTING LEFT SIDE OF INVERSE MATRIX
DEVICE-6
DO 70 J-1,N
70 G(J)=0.0
CCOEFFICIENTS FOR X^(I-1)
CA= Y-INTER(I-1) A(1,1)*Q1(1) + A(1A2)*Q1(2)
CQ1(1)- SUM OF Y'S; Q1(2)- SUM OF Y*X 1;
DO 71 I-1,N
DO 71 K-1,N
71 G(I)-A(I,K) * Q1(K) + G(I)
C 1-Y-INTERCEPT-A,2-SLOPE-B,3-CXA2...1)
DO 72I - ,N
72 CONTINUE
CINITIALIZE SUM OF SQUARES OF RESIDUALS
CAND CALCULATING RESIDUALS CALY ANDSTANDARD ERROR
SUMSQRES - 0.0
C CALCULATING FITTED Y VALUES FROM FITTING COEFICIENTS G(I)
DO 73 J - START ,END
CG(1)-Y-INTERCEPT VALUE-A
CALY G(1)
D = X(J)
DO 74I - 2 ,Q+1
CALYG(I) * D + CALY
74 D -X(J) * D
RESIDUAL - CALY - F(J)
SUMSQRES - RESIDUAL * RESIDUAL + SUMSQRES
73 CONTINUE
RETURN
END
C ABINT INTEGRATES THE DERIVATIVE OF 4TH LATERAL INTENSITY
C INTERVAL FOR M POINTS AND M/5 ZONES
C EACH ZONE HAS 4 COEFFICIENTS ALL 4TH DEGREE FOR NOW
C A,B,C,D PASSED IN ARRAY G(21)
C JJJ- SUBSCRIPT FOR INTEGER 2 OR 1 FOR ZONES 0 OR 1-4196
C IR(Z)- -1/PIE*/ J*B*X**J-1+2C*X**2*J-1+...dx/ A/ x**2 -r**2
C ABEL INTEGRAL EQUATION TO SPECTROGRAPHIC DATA
C CREMERS,JUNE,66, V. 5,#6, APPLIED OPTICSPG. 1057
C IR(R)- -1/PIE* R/RmB+Cx dx /(X "2 -RA2)A1/2 +I(Rm)
Cfor an interval of 100: Rm -r/100 - delta x
C Xi - R, R+delta x, R+2delta x,...,Rm
C NAME:ABINT
C 1 .DIRECT INTEGRATION
C 2 .USING 5 ZONES FOR FITTING AND 4TH DEGREE FITTING
C 3 .FOR LATERAL POLYNOMIAL FIT TO RADIAL MEASUREMENTS
C 4 .USING DATA INPUT FROM ABOF31.TXT AS INPUT
C DATE: 7/22/86
SUBROUTINE ABINT
COMMON /XYDATA/ X(50),IX(50),M,START,END,SUMSQRES,Q
COMMON /COEFF/ G1(6),D,E
COMMON /ASYDAT/ Il(25),I2(25),G0(50)
REAL*8 Gl,A1H,B1(6),DUM1,DUM2,IX,A,B,X3,XJ,D,E,DUM3,X
REAL*8 IX1,AA,BB,CC,DD,EE,PIE,GO,I1,I2
REAL*8 IRNEG,IRPOS,DPOS,DNEG,R1
INTEGER I,L,K,NUM,MAXZONE,M,START,END
C TEST FUNCTION FOR TRUE RADIAL INTENSITY AT LATERAL +/- X
C I0(1) IS +-0.0625 RADIUS AVERAGE; IO(M) IS +- 1.0 RADIUS AVERAGE
MAXZONE- M/5
NUM- M*2
PIE- 3.141592653589
C M POINTS ZONE BFIT INTERVAL INTEGRATION INTERVAL
C ZONE 2 M -10 6
ZONE 1 -1
9(M
9
CMAXZONE 1.000 9 POINTS -1)-(M-6)6
CMAXZONE-1 1- 1/MAXZONENEXT 9 (M-7) -(M-13)6)
C 1 1- (MAXZONE-1)/MAXZONE9-1 6-1(6)
B1.0 -0.00000010000 !USED FORLAST ZONE
B1
Bl
Bl
1
2
3
6.0*(2.0/(
11.0*(2.0/
- 1.00000000
NUM-1)*1.0)) !6.0/ SECTION SIZE
((NUM-1)*1.0)) !11.0/SECTION SIZE
!OUTER EDGE
A-1.000000000000000 !OUTER RADIUS
DO 99 I- O,MAXZONE
99 CONTINUE
CLOOPING THROUGH DATA POINTS 1/MDECREMENT PER POINT
IX(M)- 0.0 !LAST POINT DEFINED AS ZERO
DO 5 L-M-1,1,-1
IX(L =0.0
A-A-1.0/((NUM-1)*1.0)*2.0 !X VALUE TO EVALUATE
IF(A .LT.0.0000001) A-0.0000001 !NEGATIVE CORRECTION
CLOOPING THROUGH ZONES FUNCTION 1 & 2
DO 20 I- MAXZONE,1,-1 !FOR EVALUATING FUNCTION 1
CSETTING UP B & A1H
B-B1(I) !UPPER BOUNDARY
A1H-A !LOWER BOUNDARY FOR INTEGRATION
C EVALUATE EACH ZONE
IF( A+0.0001.LT.B1(I-1)) A1H-B1(I-1) !BELOW BOUNDARY
CEVALUATE WITH LOWER LIMIT Bl(I-1) EACH IX(L) EVALUATED PER ZONE
CTHEN B1 I) TO A IN LAST ZONE AND ADDED TOGETHER
IF( A+0.0001.GT.B1(I)) GO TO 22 !ABOVE BOUNDARY NO EVAL
CSETTING UP DUM1 & DUM2
DUM1- SQRT(B**2-A**2)
DUM2-0.0000000 !IF A1H-A197
IF(A +O.0001.LT.B1(I -1)) DUM2- SQRT(A1H**2-A**2)
DD- Cl 1,4
BB- G11,2
CC- G1 1,3
EE- G1 1,5
X3-0.0
IF X3 -DLOG((B+DUM1)/(A1H+DUM2))
IF AlH.GT.0.001 IX(L)-IX(L)+BB*X3
IX .0*(DUM1-DUM2)
IX(L +DD*3.0/2.0*(B*DUM1-A1H*DUM2) IX L)-
IF AlH.GT. .001)IX(L)-IX(L)+DD*3.0*A**2/2.0*X3
IX L)-IX(L)+EE*4.0/3.0*(DUM1**3-DUM2**3)
IX L)-IX(L)+EE*4.0*A**2*(DUM1 - DUM2)
20 CONTINUE
22 CONTINUE !GO TO SKIP AZONE A> UPPER BOUNDARY
5 CONTINUE !LOOPING NEXT DATA POINT -1/ M
DO 9 L-1,M
IX(L)- - IX(L)/ PIE ! 1/PIE*IX(L)
IRNEG- GO(L)*IX(L)
IX(L+M) = GO(L+M)*IX(L)
IX(L)- IRNEG
9 CONTINUE
C IR(NEG)- -1.0 - M : O.OXX- RADIUS - 1
C IR(POS)- +1.0 = M*2 :+ O.OXX= RADIUS= M+1
RETURN
END198
B. Simplex Program
1. Subroutine Functions
SUBROUTINE Comments about function Subs. Called
SIMPLX Control of simplex decisions
to expand, contract or reflect
None
CONTRACT Contracts on worse or
reflection point
SIMPLX
REFLECT Calculates reflection point
towards best centriod
SIMPLX
STOPCR Calculates relative percent
of variables and optimum sig.
CENCAL
SHRINK Shrinks points on current
simplex experiments
REFLECT
EXPAND
BSWSNX Ranks best, worst, and next
best simplex experiments
REFLECT, CONTRACT
EXPAND, SHRINK
DISVAR Displays current variable
max, min, and starting point
SIMPLX
SAVVAR Saves current variables &
Simplex values for restart
SIMPLX
EXCHVR Corrects variables and
exchanges, max, min, and start
DISVAR
INTVAR Initializes simplex starting,
max, min, and variable types
SIMPLX
EXPAND Expands on a best centroid
simplex experimental point
REFLECT
SIGGET Gets the simplex signal a lot
of routines from ECHELLE
REFLECT, EXPAND
CONTRACT, SHRINK
NUMTIM Checks for simplex experiments
(N+1) experiments, Recalculate
BSWSNX
CKBOUN Checks boundaries for new
simplex experiments
SIGGET
CENCAL Calculates center of current
simplex variables (Centroid)
SIGGETB-1 Simplex Flowchart.200
3. Program Listing
C NAME:SIMPLX THIS PROGRAM IS A SIMPLEX OPTIMIZATION PROGRAM
C INCLUDES THE ECHELLE DATA COLLECTION ROUTINES FOR S-B
PROGRAM JMPLEX
COMMON /VAREXP/ VAR(15,15),EXPVAR(15,15),CNT
COMMON /CONST/ NAM,INIT,MAX,MIN,UNITS,NUMVAR,EXPNUM,STEP
COMMON /RANK/BST,XNUM,WST,NWS,CENTRD,EXP,CON,REF,SIG
COMMON /FLAG/ IRPT,ICKBOU,ISTOP,IPRDEV
INTEGER NAM,INIT,MAX,MIN,UNITS,NUMVAR,EXPNUM,STEP,SIG
INTEGER BST,XNUM,WST,NWS,CENTRD,EXP,CON,REF
INTEGER CNT
CALL ERRHLP
TYPE *,' 1-ECHELLEPRESET TO WAVELENGTH OF INTEREST'
ACCEPT *,L
1 CONTINUE
WRITE(5,101)
101 FORMAT('1',/,/,/,/,' INITIAL MENU FOR SIMPLEX',/,/,
1 ' LIST OF OPTIONS ,/,
2 ' ,/,
3 ' 1 NEW TO OPTIMIZE AN INSTRUMENT',/,
4 ' 2 DISK FILE STARTUP',/,
6 ' 3 QUIT END AND SAVE DATA ',/,/,/,
7 CHOOSE AN OPTION')
ACCEPT *,IOPT
IF(IOPT .EQ. 3) GO TO 4
IF(IOPT .EQ.1) CALL INTVAR
IF(IOPT .EQ. 2) CALL READFL
CALL SIMPLX
GO TO 1
4 CONTINUE
CALL QUIT
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE NEW
COMMON /VAREXP/ VAR(15,15) EXPVAR(15,15),CNT
COMMON /CONST/ NAM,INIT,M4MIN,UNITS,NUMVAR,EXPNUM,STEP
COMMON /RANK/BST,XNUM,WST,NWS,CENTRD,EXP,CON,REF,SIG
COMMON /FLAG/ IRPT,ICKBOU,ISTOP,IPRDEV
INTEGER CNT
INTEGER NAM,INIT,MAX,MIN,UNITS,NUMVAR,EXPNUM,STEP,SIG
INTEGER BST,XNUM,WST,NWS,CENTRD,EXP,CON,REF
INTEGER DISNAM(8)
TYPE *,' ENTER NEW OPTIMIZING FILE( TORCHV.330)'
CALL GETDIS(DISNAM)
OPEN(UNIT-4, NAME-DISNAM,TYPE-'NEW)
PRINT 102, DISNAM
102 FORMAT('NEW FILE IS ',8A2)
CALL DISVAR !CHECKS INTIAL VARIABLE SETTINGS
CALL SAVVAR !STORE INITIAL VARIABLES
CALL STAVAR !MAKES STARTING SIMPLEX
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE GETDIS(DISNAM)
INTEGER DISNAM(8)
ACCEPT 101 DISNAM
101 FORMAT( 8A2)
RETURN
END201
SUBROUTINE READFL
COMMON /VAREXP/ VAR(15,15),EXPVAR(15,15),CNT
COMMON /CONST/ NAM,INIT,MAX,MIN,UNITS,NUMVAR,EXPNUM,STEP
COMMON /RANK/BST,XNUM,WST,NWS,CENTRD,EXP,CON,REF,SIG
COMMON /FLAG/ IRPT,ICKBOU,ISTOP,IPRDEV
INTEGER CNT
INTEGER BST,XNUM,WST,NWS,CENTRD,EXP,CON,REF,SIG
INTEGER NAM,INIT,MAX,MIN,UNITS,NUMVAR,EXPNUM,STEP
INTEGER DISNAM(8)
TYPE *,' ENTER THE NAME OF START FILE( DY0:TORCHV.330)'
CALL GETDIS(DISNAM)
OPEN(UNIT-4,NAME-DISNAM,TYPE-'0LD')
PRINT 102,(DISNAM(I),I=1,8)
102 FORMAT(' RESTART FILE IS ',8A2)
READ(4,103) NUMVAR !NUMBER OF SIMPLEX VARIABLES
CALL NEWSET !ESTABLISHES CONSTANTS
103 FORMAT(I2, 13)
DO 4 I- 1,NUMVAR
C INITIAL SETTINGS
READ(4,104) (VAR(J,I),J=NAM,NAM+3),VAR(UNIT,I),
1VAR(MAX,I), VAR(MIN,I) ,VAR(STEP,I), VAR(INIT,I)
4 CONTINUE
C EXPERIMENTAL POINTS
CLOSE(UNIT-4)
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE DISPLY
COMMON /VAREXP/ VAR(15,15),EXPVAR(15,15),CNT
COMMON /CONST/ NAM,INIT,MAX,MIN,UNITS,NUMVAR,EXPNUM,STEP
COMMON /RANK/BST,XNUM,WST,NWS,CENTRD,EXP,CON,REF,SIG
COMMON /FLAG/ IRPT,ICKBOU,ISTOP,IPRDEV
INTEGER CNT
INTEGER BST,XNUM,WST,NWS,CENTRD,EXP,CON,REF,SIG
INTEGER NAM,INIT,MAX,MIN,UNITS,NUMVAR,EXPNUM,STEP
CDISPLAYS CURRENT SETTINGS AND EXPERIMENTS;
WRITE(6,101) XNUM, NUMVAR
101 FORMATYI','EXPERIMENT#'I2,' OPTIMIZING',/,
1 'NUMBER OF VARIABLES',I2,/)
CALL VARDIS
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE VARDIS
COMMON /VAREXP/ VAR(15,15),EXPVAR(15,15),CNT
COMMON /CONST/ NAM,INIT,MAX,MIN,UNITS,NUMVAR,EXPNUM,STEP
COMMON /RANK/BST,XNUM,WST,NWS,CENTRD,EXP,CON,REF,SIG
COMMON /FLAG/ IRPT,ICKBOU,ISTOP,IPRDEV
INTEGER CNT
INTEGER BST,XNUM,WST,NWS,CENTRD,EXP,CON,REF,SIG
INTEGER NAM,INIT,MAX,MIN,UNITS,NUMVAR,EXPNUM,STEP
IF(IPRDEV .EQ. 4) IPR - 5
1 CONTINUE
WRITE (6, "
104)((VAR(I,J),I-1,2),J-1,NUMVAR)
104 FORMAT(",/,' NAME- ',10(2A4,,)' ')
WRITE(6,105)(VAR(UNITS,J),J=1,NUMVAR)
105 FORMAT(",' UNITS- ',3(A4,'
1'SIG 'CNT ','EXPNUM' )
DO 2 I-1,NUMVAR+1
WRITE(6,106) I,(EXPVAR(I,J),J=1,NUMVAR+3)
2 CONTINUE
WRITE(6,109)202
109 FORMAT(")
106 FORMAT(' VERTEX-',I2,10(F11.2))
IF(IPRDEV .EQ. 4 .AND. IPR .EQ. 5) GO TO 3
GO TO 4
3 CONTINUE
IPR - 6
GO TO 1
4 CONTINUE
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE QUIT
COMMON /VAREXP/ VAR(15,15),EXPVAR(15,15),CNT
COMMON /CONST/ NAM,INIT,MAX,MIN,UNITS,NUMVAR,EXPNUM,STEP
COMMON /RANK/BST,XNUM,WST,NWS,CENTRD,EXP,CON,REF,SIG
COMMON /FLAG/ IRPT,ICKBOU,ISTOP,IPRDEV
INTEGER CNT
INTEGER BST,XNUM,WST,NWS,CENTRD,EXP,CON,REF,SIG
INTEGER NAM,INIT,MAX,MIN,UNITS,NUMVAR,EXPNUM,STEP
CALL DISPLY !END BY ALWAYS PRINTING LAST RUN
CLOSE(UNIT -4)
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE REFLECT
COMMON /VAREXP/ VAR(15,15),EXPVAR(15,15),CNT
COMMON /CONST/ NAM,INIT,MAX,MIN,UNITS,NUMVAR,EXPNUM,STEP
COMMON /RANK/BST,XNUM,WST,NWS,CENTRD,EXP,CON,REF,SIG
COMMON /FLAG/ IRPT,ICKBOU,ISTOP,IPRDEV
INTEGER CNT
INTEGER BST,XNUM,WST,NWS,CENTRD,EXP,CON,REF,SIG
INTEGER NAM,INIT,MAX,MIN,UNITS,NUMVAR,EXPNUM,STEP
DO 1 I= 1,NUMVAR
EXPVAR(REF,I) = 2.0*EXPVAR(CENTRD,I)- EXPVAR(WST,I)
1 CONTINUE
WRITE(6,142) ((VAR(I,J),I- NAM, NAM+3),J= 1, NUMVAR)
142 FORMAT(' REFLECT ', 4(4A4,",)")
WRITE(6141) (EXPVAR(REF,J),J-1,NUMVAR)
141 FORMAT(' 4(F12.2,' ),,)
CALL SIGGET(REF)
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE EXPAND
COMMON /VAREXP/ VAR(15,15),EXPVAR(15,15),CNT
COMMON /CONST/ NAM,INIT,MAX,MIN,UNITS,NUMVAR,EXPNUM,STEP
COMMON /RANK/BST,XNUM,WST,NWS,CENTRD,EXP,CON,REF,SIG
COMMON /FLAG/ IRPT,ICKBOU,ISTOP,IPRDEV
INTEGER CNT
INTEGER BST,XNUM,WST,NWS,CENTRD,EXP,CON,REF,SIG
INTEGER NAM,INIT,MAX,MIN,UNITS,NUMVAR,EXPNUM,STEP
DO 1 I- 1,NUMVAR
EXPVAR(EXP,I)- 2.0*EXPVAR(REF,I)- EXPVAR(CENTRD,I)
1 CONTINUE
WRITE(6 142) ((VAR(I,J),I- NAM, NAM+3),J1, NUMVAR)
142 FORMAtO EXPAND ', 4(4A4,",)")
WRITE(6,141) (EXPVAR(EXP,J),J-1,NUMVAR)
141 FORMAT(' 4(F12.2,' ,,),,)
CALL SIGGET(EXP)
IF(EXPVAR(EXP,SIG).GT.EXPVAR(REF,SIG)) GO TO 2
CALL EXCHVE(REF,WST)
GO TO 3
2 CONTINUE203
CALL EXCHVE(EXP,WST)
3 CONTINUE
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE EXCHVE(IVNW,IVOLD)
COMMON /VAREXP/ VAR(15,15),EXPVAR(15,15),CNT
COMMON /CONST/ NAM,INIT,MAX,MIN,UNITS,NUMVAR,EXPNUM,STEP
COMMON /RANK/BST,XNUM,WST,NWS,CENTRD,EXP,CON,REF,SIG
COMMON /FLAG/ IRPT,ICKBOU,ISTOP,IPRDEV
INTEGER CNT
INTEGER BST,XNUM,WST,NWS,CENTRD,EXP,CON,REF,SIG
INTEGER NAM,INIT,MAX,MIN,UNITS,NUMVAR,EXPNUM,STEP
WRITE(6,109) EXPVAR(IVNW,EXPNUM),EXPVAR(IVOLD,EXPNUM)
109
DO
FORMAT
I-
(/,' EXCHVE
(NUMVAR+1)
NEW-',F4.0,'OLD-', F4.0,/)
1 1,
EXPVAR(IVOLD,I)- EXPVAR(IVNW,I)
1 CONTINUE
EXPVAR(IVOLD,EXPNUM)-EXPVAR(IVNW,EXPNUM)
EXPVAR(IVOLD,CNT)-0.0 !SETTING COUNTER TO ZERO
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE CONTRACT
COMMON /VAREXP/ VAR(15,15),EXPVAR(15,15),CNT
COMMON /CONST/ NAM,INIT,MAX,MIN,UNITS,NUMVAR,EXPNUM,STEP
COMMON /RANK/BST,XNUM,WST,NWS,CENTRD,EXP,CON,REF,SIG
COMMON /FLAG/ IRPT,ICKBOU,ISTOP,IPRDEV
INTEGER CNT
INTEGER BST,XNUM,WST,NWS,CENTRD,EXP,CON,REF,SIG
INTEGER NAM,INIT,MAX,MIN,UNITS,NUMVAR,EXPNUM,STEP
IF(EXPVAR(REFSIG.GE. EXPVAR(WST,SIGGO TO 3
IF(EXPVAR(REF,,SIG)
)
.LT. EXPVAR(WST,SIG))
))
CALL CONTWS
GO TO 4
3 CONTINUE
CALL CONTRF
4 CONTINUE
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE NEWSET
COMMON /VAREXP/ VAR(15,15),EXPVAR(15,15),CNT
COMMON /CONST/ NAM,INIT,MAX,MIN,UNITS,NUMVAR,EXPNUM,STEP
COMMON /RANK/BST,XNUM,WST,NWS,CENTRD,EXP,CON,REF,SIG
COMMON /FLAG/ IRPT,ICKBOU,ISTOP,IPRDEV
INTEGER CNT
INTEGER BST,XNUM,WST,NWS,CENTRD,EXP,CON,REF,SIG
INTEGER NAM,INIT,MAX,MIN,UNITS,NUMVAR,EXPNUM,STEP
C ALL VARIABLES INTIALIZED
C COUNT OF VERTEX ALL - 1
TYPE *,' NEWSET NUMVAR-',NUMVAR
XNUM-0
NAM-1
UNITS-5
MAX-6
MIN-7
STEP-8
INIT-9 !STARTING VALUE
REF- NUMVAR+2 !INITIALIZING REF,CON,EXP
CON- NUMVAR+3
EXP- NUMVAR+4
CENTRD-NUMVAR+5204
SIG-NUMVAR+1
CNT-NUMVAR+2
EXPNUM- NUMVAR+3
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE CONTWS
COMMON /VAREXP/ VAR(15,15),EXPVAR(15,15),CNT
COMMON /CONST/ NAM,INIT,MAi,MIN,UNITS,NUMVAR,EXPNUM,STEP
COMMON /RANK/BST,XNUM,WST,NWS,CENTRD,EXP,CON,REF,SIG
COMMON /FLAG/ IRPT,ICKBOU,ISTOP,IPRDEV
INTEGER CNT,IVERT
INTEGER BST,XNUM,WST,NWS,CENTRD,EXP,CON,REF,SIG
INTEGER NAM,INIT,MAX,MIN,UNITS,NUMVAR,EXPNUM,STEP
DO 1 I-1,NUMVAR
EXPVAR(CON,I)- (EXPVAR(CENTRD,I) + EXPVAR(WST,I))/2.0
1 CONTINUE
WRITE(6,142) ((VAR(I,J),I- NAM, NAM+3),J= 1, NUMVAR)
142 FORMAT(' CONTRACT WORST ', 4(4A4," )")
WRITE(6,141) (EXPVAR(CON,J)J=1,NUMVAk)
141 FORMAT(' ', 4(F12.2,' ',)'')
CALL SIGGET(CON)
I-CON
IF EXPVAR(REF,SIG). .GT. EXPVAR(CON,SIG))I-REF
IF EXPVAR(I,SIG).LE.EXPVAR(WST,SIG))I-WST
IF I .NE. WST) CALL EXCHVE(I,WST)
IF I .EQ. WST) CALL SHRINK
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE CONTRF
COMMON /VAREXP/ VAR(15,15),EXPVAR(15,15),CNT
COMMON /CONST/ NAM,INIT,MAk,MIN,UNITS,NUMVAR,EXPNUM,STEP
COMMON /RANK/BST,XNUM,WST,NWS,CENTRD,EXP,CON,REF,SIG
COMMON /FLAG/ IRPT,ICKBOU,ISTOP,IPRDEV
INTEGER CNT
INTEGER BST,XNUM,WST,NWS,CENTRD,EXP,CON,REF,SIG
INTEGER NAM,INIT,MAX,MIN,UNITS,NUMVAR,EXPNUM,STEP
DO 1 I-1,NUMVAR
EXPVAR(CON,I)- (EXPVAR(CENTRD,I) + EXPVAR(REF,I))/2.0
1 CONTINUE
WRITE(6,142) ((VAR(I,J),I= NAM, NAM+3),J- 1, NUMVAR)
142 FORMAT(' CONTRACT REF ', 4(4A4,",)")
WRITE(6,141) (EXPVAR(CON , NUMVAR)')
141 FORMAT(' 4(F12.,' ,,),,)
CALL SIGGET(CON)
I- CON
IF(EXPVAR(REF,SIG) .GT. EXPVAR(CON,SIG)) I-REF
CALL EXCHVE(I,WST)
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE SHRINK
COMMON /VAREXP/ VAR(15,15),EXPVAR(15,15),CNT
COMMON /CONST/ NAM,INIT,MAX,MIN,UNITS,NUMVAR,EXPNUM,STEP
COMMON /RANK/BST,XNUM,WST,NWS,CENTRD,EXP,CON,REF,SIG
COMMON /FLAG/ IRPT,ICKBOU,ISTOP,IPRDEV
INTEGER CNT
INTEGER BST,XNUM,WST,NWS,CENTRD,EXP,CON,REF,SIG
INTEGER NAM,INIT,MAX,MIN,UNITS,NUMVAR,EXPNUM,STEP
TYPE *,' SIMPLEX OSCILLATING SHRINK-1 '
TYPE *,' QUIT SIMPLEX OR RESTART WITH BEST- 0'70 5
ACCEPT *,L
PRINT *,'
IF (L .EQ. 1) PRINT *,' SHRINKING MATRIX'
IF(L.EQ.0) GO TO 99 !QUIT SIMPLEX
C SHRINK SIMPLEX
DO 1 I= 1,NUMVAR+1
DO 2 J-1,NUMVAR
EXPVAR(I,J)- (EXPVAR(I,J)+EXPVAR(BST,J))/2.0
2 CONTINUE
1 CONTINUE
WRITE(6,142) ((VAR(I,J),I- NAM, NAM+3),J= 1, NUMVAR)
142 FORMAT(/,/,' SHRINK ', 4(4A4,',)")
DO 14 I- 1,NUMVAR+1
WRITE(6,141) (EXPVAR(I,J),J=1,NUMVAR)
14 CONTINUE
141 FORMAT(' 4(F12.2,' ,p),')
C AFTER SHRINK GET SIGNAL AT NEW SETTINGS
CALL INTRES !REEVALUATE ALL POINTS
GO TO 13
99 CONTINUE
ISTOP --99 !FLAG FOR QUITTING OR BEST SIMPLEX
13 CONTINUE
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE RSTBST
COMMON /VAREXP/ VAR(15,15),EXPVAR(15,15),CNT
COMMON /CONST/ NAM,INIT,MAX,MIN,UNITS,NUMVAR,EXPNUM,STEP
COMMON /RANK/BST,XNUM,WST,NWS,CENTRD,EXP,CON,REF,SIG
COMMON /FLAG/ IRPT,ICKBOU,ISTOP,IPRDEV
INTEGER CNT
INTEGER BST,XNUM,WST,NWS,CENTRD,EXP,CON,REF,SIG
INTEGER NAM,INIT,MAX,MIN,UNITS,NUMVAR,EXPNUM,STEP
DO 1 I -1,NUMVAR
VAR(INIT,I)= EXPVAR(BST,I)
1 CONTINUE
CALL STAVAR !CAL. VERTEX FROM BEST INIT
CALL INTRES !??? if any more here
RETURN
END
C DECISION STEP FOR SIMPLEX
SUBROUTINE DECSTP
COMMON /VAREXP/ VAR(15,15),EXPVAR(15,15),CNT
COMMON /CONST/ NAM,INIT,MAX,MIN,UNITS,NUMVAR,EXPNUM,STEP
COMMON /RANK/BST,XNUM,WST,NWS,CENTRD,EXP,CON,REF,SIG
COMMON /FLAG/ IRPT,ICKBOU,ISTOP,IPRDEV
INTEGER CNT
INTEGER BST,XNUM,WST,NWS,CENTRD,EXP,CON,REF,SIG
INTEGER NAM,INIT,MAX,MIN,UNITS,NUMVAR,EXPNUM,STEP
CALL REFLECT
IF (EXPVAR(REF,SIG) .GT. EXPVAR(BST,SIG))CALL EXPAND
IF (EXPVAR(REF,SIG) .LE. EXPVAR(BST,SIG)) CALL CONTRACT
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE INTVAR
COMMON /VAREXP/ VAR(15,15),EXPVAR(15,15),CNT
COMMON /CONST/ NAM,INIT,MAX,MIN,UNITS,NUMVAR,EXPNUM,STEP
COMMON /RANK/BST,XNUM,WST,NWS,CENTRD,EXP,CON,REF,SIG206
COMMON /FLAG / IRPT,ICKBOU,ISTOP,IPRDEV
INTEGER BST, ,WST,NWS,CENTRD,EXP,CON,REF,SIG,CNT
INTEGER NAM,INIT,MAX,MIN,UNITS,NUMVAR,EXPNUM,STEP
WRITE(5101)
101 FORMA ('$' HOW MANY VARIABLES IN THIS SIMPLEX RUN?')
ACCEPT *, NUMVAR
CALL NEWSET !SETS UP ALL THE CONSTANTS
WRITE(5,108)
108 FORMAT(" 'WHAT ARE THE VARIABLE NAMES ',/,/)
TYPE *,' WHAT ARE THE UNITS OF EACH OF THE VARIABLES'
DO 2 I - 1NUMVAR
WRITE(5,100) I,(VAR(J,I),J-NAM NAM+3)
100 FORMAT('$',' VARIABLE UNITS',I2,NAME ',4(A4),'? )
ACCEPT 103, VAR(UNITS,I)
103 FORMAT(A4)
2 CONTINUE
TYPE *,' WHAT ARE THE MAXIMUM VALUES FOR EACH VARIABLE'
104 FORMAT('$',' NAME OF VARIABLE IS',4A4)
DO 3 I - 1 ,NUMVAR
WRITE(5,104) (VAR(J,I),J-NAM,NAM+3)
ACCEPT *,VAR(MAX,I)
3 CONTINUE
TYPE *,' WHAT ARE THE MINIMUM VALUES FOR EACH VARIABLE'
DO 4 I = 1 ,NUMVAR
WRITE(5,104) (VAR(J,I),J-NAM,NAM+3)
ACCEPT *,VAR(MIN,I)
4 CONTINUE
RELSTP= 0.25
TYPE *,' 1- INPUTSTEP SIZE ;0= AUTO(0 25)'
ACCEPT *, DUMSTP
97 CONTINUE
DO 5 I - 1, NUMVAR
IF(DUMSTP.EQ.0)VAR(STEP,I)-(VAR(MAX,I)-VAR(MIN,I))*RELSTP
IF(DUMSTP .EQ. 0) GO TO 5
WRITE(5,104) (VAR(J,I),J=NAM,NAM+3)
ACCEPT *,VAR(STEP,I)
5 CONTINUE
TYPE *,' WHAT ARE THE STARTING VALUES OF EACH VARIABLE'
DO 6 I - 1,NUMVAR
WRITE(5,104) (VAR(J,I),J-NAM,NAM+3)
ACCEPT *,VAR(INIT,I)
6 CONTINUE
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE SAVVAR
COMMON /VAREXP/ VAR(15,15),EXPVAR(15,15),CNT
COMMON /CONST/ NAM,INIT,MAX,MIN,UNITS,NUMVAR,EXPNUM,STEP
COMMON /RANK/BST,XNUM,WST,NWS,CENTRD,EXP,CON,REF,SIG
COMMON /FLAG/ IRPT,ICKBOU,ISTOP,IPRDEV
INTEGER CNT
INTEGER BST,XNUM,WST,NWS,CENTRD,EXP,CON,REF,SIG
INTEGER NAM,INIT,MAX,MIN,UNITS,NUMVAR,EXPNUM,STEP
DO 1 J=1,NUMVAR
WRITE(4,101)(VAR(I,J),I=1,9) !?? ON SIZE CHECK OUT
1 CONTINUE
101 FORMAT(',4(A4),A4,4(",F9.2,))
RETURN
END207
SUBROUTINE SAVEXP(I)
COMMON /VAREXP/ VAR(15,15),EXPVAR(15,15),CNT
COMMON /CONST/ NAM,INIT,MAX,MIN,UNITS,NUMVAR,EXPNUM,STEP
COMMON /RANK/BST,XNUM,WST,NWS,CENTRD,EXP,CON,REF,SIG
COMMON /FLAG/ IRPT,ICKBOU,ISTOP,IPRDEV
INTEGER CNT
INTEGER BST,XNUM,WST,NWS,CENTRD,EXP,CON,REF,SIG
INTEGER NAMJNIT,MAX,MIN,UNITS,NUMVAR,EXPNUM,STEP
WRITE(4,101) (EXPVAR(I,J)J=1,(NUMVAR+3))
RETURN
101 FORMAT(",10(",F11.2,))
END
SUBROUTINE STAVAR
COMMON /VAREXP/ VAR(15,15),EXPVAR(15,15),CNT
COMMON /CONST/ NAM,INIT,MAX,MIN,UNITS,NUMVAR,EXPNUM,STEP
COMMON /RANK/BST,XNUM,WST,NWS,CENTRD,EXP,CON,REF,SIG
COMMON /FLAG/ IRPT,ICKBOU,ISTOP,IPRDEV
INTEGER CNT
INTEGER BST,XNUM,WST,NWS,CENTRD,EXP,CON,REF,SIG
INTEGER NAM,INIT,MAX,MIN,UNITS,NUMVAR,EXPNUM,STEP
REAL DUM,VAR,EXPVAR
DO 9 I- 1, NUMVAR+1 !COUNTER FOR TIMES IN SIMPLX
EXPVAR(I,EXPNUM)=0.0
9 CTNUE
DO
ON
2
I
J- 1, (NUMVAR+1)
DO 1 I- 1,NUMVAR
EXPVAR(J,I)= VAR(INIT,I) + 0.6*VAR(STEP,I)
DUM = VAR(INIT,I) + 1.8*VAR(STEP,I)
IF(I .EQ. J) EXPVAR(J,I)= DUM
1 CONTINUE
2 CONTINUE
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE DISVAR
COMMON /VAREXP/ VAR(15,15),EXPVAR(15,15),CNT
COMMON /CONST/ NAM,INIT,MAX,MIN,UNITS,NUMVAR,EXPNUM,STEP
COMMON /RANK/BST,XNUM,WST,NWS,CENTRD,EXP,CON,REF,SIG
COMMON /FLAG/ IRPT,ICKBOU,ISTOP,IPRDEV
INTEGER CNT
INTEGER BST,XNUM,WST,NWS,CENTRD,EXP,CON,REF,SIG
INTEGER NAM,INIT,MAX,MIN,UNITS,NUMVAR,EXPNUM,STEP
TYPE *,' DISPLAY VARIABLES AND EDIT'
DO 1 I- 1,NUMVAR
CALL DISVR(I)
TYPE *,' VARIABLE O.K. YES-1, EDIT-0'
ACCEPT *,IOK
IF(IOK.EQ.0) CALL VARCHG(I)
1 CONTINUE
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE VARCHG(I)
COMMON /VAREXP/ VAR(15,15),EXPVAR(15,15),CNT
COMMON /CONST/ NAMJNIT,MAX,MIN,UNITS,NUMVAR,EXPNUM,STEP
COMMON /RANK/BST,XNUM,WST,NWS,CENTRD,EXP,CON,REF,SIG
COMMON /FLAG/ IRPT,ICKBOU,ISTOP,IPRDEV
INTEGER CNT
INTEGER BST,XNUM,WST,NWS,CENTRD,EXP,CON,REF,SIG
INTEGER NAM,INIT,MAX,MIN,UNITS,NUMVAR,EXPNUM,STEP
TYPE *,' CHANGES INITIAL VARIABLE SETTINGS'
TYPE *,' NAME-'208
ACCEPT 101, VAR(NAME,I)
TYPE *,' UNITS-
ACCEPT 102, VAR(UNIT,I)
TYPE *,' MAX-'
ACCEPT 103, VAR(MAX,I)
TYPE *,' MIN-'
ACCEPT 103, VAR(MIN,I)
TYPE *, 'START-'
ACCEPT 103, VAR(INIT,I)
TYPE *,' STEP-'
ACCEPT 103, VAR(STEP,I)
101 FORMAT(4A4)
102 FORMAT A4)
103 FORMAT F8.3)
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE DISVR(I)
COMMON /VAREXP/ VAR(15,15) EXPVAR(15,15),CNT
COMMON /CONST/ NAM,INIT,MAk,MIN,UNITS,NUMVAR,EXPNUM,STEP
COMMON /RANK/BST,XNUM,WST,NWS,CENTRD,EXP,CON,REF,SIG
COMMON /FLAG/ IRPT,ICKBOU,ISTOP,IPRDEV
INTEGER CNT
INTEGER BST,XNUM,WST,NWS,CENTRD,EXP,CON,REF,SIG
INTEGER NAM,INIT,MAX,MIN,UNITS,NUMVAR,EXPNUM,STEP
WRITE(5,101)(VAR(J,I),J=1,4),VAR(UNITS,I),VAR(MAX,I)
WRITE(5,102) VAR(MIN,I)VAR(INIT,I),VAR(STEP,I)
101 FORMAT(",/,' NAME= ',4(A4),/,
1 UNITS- 'A4,/,
2 MAXIMUM-',F9.2)
102 FORMAT(' MINIMUM-',F9.2,/,
3 START-',F9.2,/,
4 STEP -',F9.2,/)
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE STOPCR
COMMON /VAREXP/ VAR(15,15),EXPVAR(1515),CNT
COMMON /CONST/ NAM,INIT,MAX,MIN,UNITS,NUMVAR,EXPNUM,STEP
COMMON /RANK/BST,XNUM,WST,NWS,CENTRD,EXP,CON,REF,SIG
COMMON /FLAG/ IRPT,ICKBOU,ISTOP,IPRDEV
INTEGER CNT
INTEGER BST,XNUM,WST,NWS,CENTRD,EXP,CON,REF,SIG
INTEGER NAM,INIT,MAX,MIN,UNITS,NUMVAR,EXPNUM,STEP
DIFFEXPVAR(BST,SIG)- EXPVAR(WST,SIG)
SDIFFDIFF/ EXPVAR(BST,SIG)
IF( SDIFF .LT. 0.05) ISTOP - -99
RDIFMAX-0
DO 1 I - 1,NUMVAR !VARIABLES
VARMAX-EXPVAR(1,I)
VARMIN-EXPVAR(1,I)
DO 2 J 1,NUMVAR+1 !EXPERIMENT
IF( EXPVAR(J,I) .GT. VARMAX) VARMAXEXPVAR(J,I)
IF( EXPVAR(J,I) .LT. VARMIN) VARMINEXPVAR(J,I)
2 CONTINUE
DIFF - VARMAX - VARMIN
RDIFF - DIFF/(VAR(MAX,I)-VAR(MIN,I))
IF(RDIFF .GT. RDIFMAX) RDIFMAX- RDIFF
1 CONTINUE
IF(RDIFMAX .LT. 0.05) ISTOP - -99
TYPE *,'
TYPE *,' MAXIMUM RELATIVE VARIABLE ERROR',RDIFF
TYPE *,'
TYPE *,' RELATIVE SIGNAL ERROR IS: (0-1.0)', SDIFF
TYPE *,'209
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE SIMPLX
COMMON /VAREXP/ VAR(15,15) EXPVAR(15,15),CNT
COMMON /CONST/ NAM,INIT,MAk,MIN,UNITS,NUMVAR,EXPNUM,STEP
COMMON /RANK/BST,XNUM,WST,NWS,CENTRD,EXP,CON,REF,SIG
COMMON /FLAG/ IRPT,ICKBOU,ISTOP,IPRDEV
INTEGER CNT
INTEGER BST,XNUM,WST,NWS,CENTRD,EXP,CON,REF,SIG
INTEGER NAM,INIT,MAX,MIN,UNITS,NUMVAR,EXPNUM,STEP
PRINT *,'
PRINT *,' CURRENT SIMPLEX CRITERIA 1= SIG/BACK '
PRINT *,'
CALL INTRES !GET RESPONSE FOR NUMVAR + 1
PRINT * 'REF,CON,EXP -',REF,CON,EXP
MAXSIM-40
5 CONTINUE
CNTSIM=1
1 CONTINUE
CALL NUMTIM !CHECK FOR OLD VERTEX AVER. SIG.
CALL DISPLY !DISPLAYS EACH VARIABLE & EXP
CALL BSWSNW !RANKS DATA NEXT WOST OR BEST???
CALL STOPCR
CALL CENCAL
CALL DECSTP
CNTSIM-CNTSIM+1
IF(CNTSIM .GT. MAXSIM)G0 TO 2
IF ISTOP .NE. -99) GO TO 1
2 CONTINUE
TYPE *,'
TYPE *,' ISTOP(-99)-', ISTOP,' CNTSIM(40)-',CNTSIM
TYPE *,' DECISION 2-RESTART AT BEST, 1- CONTINUE, 0-QUIT'
TYPE *,"
ACCEPT *, L
ISTOP - 1
IF(L.EQ.2) CALL RSTBST
IF(L.NE.0) GO TO 5
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE NUMTIM
COMMON /VAREXP/ VAR(15,15) EXPVAR(15,15),CNT
COMMON /CONST/ NAM,INIT,M4MIN,UNITS,NUMVAR,EXPNUM,STEP
COMMON /RANK/BST,XNUM,WST,NWS,CENTRD,EXP,CON,REF,SIG
COMMON /FLAG/ IRPT,ICKBOU,ISTOP,IPRDEV
INTEGER CNT
INTEGER BST,XNUM,WST,NWS,CENTRD,EXP,CON,REF,SIG
INTEGER NAM,INIT,MAX,MIN,UNITS,NUMVAR,EXPNUM,STEP
DO 1 I- 1,NUMVAR+1
IF(EXPVAR(I,CNT).GE.NUMVAR+5) GO TO 2 !TIMES(NUMVAR+5)
GO TO 3
2 CONTINUE
XAVE=EXPVAR(I,SIG)
CALL SIGGET(I)
EXPVAR(I,SIG)- (EXPVAR(I,SIG)+XAVE)/2.0
EXPVAR(I,CNT)=0.0
3 CONTINUE
EXPVAR(I,CNT)-EXPVAR(I,CNT)+1.0
1 CONTINUE
RETURN
END210
SUBROUTINE BSWSNW
COMMON /VAREXP/ VAR(15,15),EXPVAR(15,15),CNT
COMMON /CONST/ NAM,INIT,MAX,MIN,UNITS,NUMVAR,EXPNUM,STEP
COMMON /RANK/BST,XNUM,WST,NWS,CENTRD,EXP,CON,REF,SIG
COMMON /FLAG/ IRPT,ICKBOU,ISTOP,IPRDEV
INTEGER CNT
INTEGER BST,XNUM,WST,NWS,CENTRD,EXP,CON,REF,SIG
INTEGER NAM,INIT,MAX,MIN,UNITS,NUMVAR,EXPNUM,STEP
BST-1
WST-1
NWS-1
EXPVAR WST, SIGEXPVAR 1,SIG
EXPVAR NWS,SIG EXPVAR 1, SIG
DO 1 I- 2,NUMVAR+1
IFEXPVARISIG.GT. EXPVARBSTSIG BST-I
IF((EXPVAR((I,,SIG)
)
.LT.EXPVAR((WST,,SIG)))
)
WST-I
1 CONTINUE
CNEXT WORST
IF(WST .EQ. 1) EXPVAR(NWS,SIG)- EXPVAR(2,SIG)
DO 2 I= 1,NUMVAR+1
IF( I .EQ. WST) GO TO 2
IF(EXPVAR(I,SIG) .LE. EXPVAR(NWS,SIG)) NWS=I
2 CONTINUE
RANGE-EXPVAR(BST,SIG)-EXPVAR(WST,SIG)
PERCHG- ABS(RANGE/EXPVAR(BST,SIG)*100.0)
IF(PERCHG .LT. 2.0) ISTOP = -99 !LESS THAN 2 PERCENT
PRINT *,'
PRINT *,' PERCENT CHANGE IS-',PERCHG
PRINT *,' BEST, WORST, NEXT WORST-',BST,WST,NWS
PRINT *,'
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE CENCAL
COMMON /VAREXP/ VAR(15,15),EXPVAR(15,15),CNT
COMMON /CONST/ NAM,INIT,MAX,MIN,UNITS,NUMVAR,EXPNUM,STEP
COMMON /RANK/BST,XNUM,WST,NWS,CENTRD,EXP,CON,REF,SIG
COMMON /FLAG/ IRPT,ICKBOU,ISTOP,IPRDEV
INTEGER CNT
INTEGER BST,XNUM,WST,NWS,CENTRD,EXP,CON,REF,SIG
INTEGER NAM,INIT,MAX,MIN,UNITS,NUMVAR,EXPNUM,STEP
DO 2 J= 1,NUMVAR
EXPVAR(CENTRD,J) - 0.0
DO 1 I-1, (NUMVAR+1)
IF( I .EQ. WST) GO TO 1
EXPVAR(CENTRD,J) EXPVAR(CENTRD,J) + EXPVAR(I,J)
1 CONTINUE
2
EXPVAR(CENTRD,J) EXPVAR(CENTRD,J) / FLOAT(NUMVAR)
CONTINUE
WRITE(6,142) ((VAR(I,J),I- NAM, NAM+3),J= 1, NUMVAR)
142 FORMAT(' CENTROID4(4A4,",)")
WRITE(6,141) (EXPVAR(CENTRD,J),J-1,NUMVAR)
141 FORMAT(' 4(F12.2,'
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE SIGGET(VERTEX)
COMMON /VAREXP/ VAR(15,15),EXPVAR(15,15),CNT
COMMON /CONST/ NAM,INIT,MAX,MIN,UNITS,NUMVAR,EXPNUM,STEP
COMMON /RANK/BST,XNUM,WST,NWS,CENTRD,EXP,CON,REF,SIG
COMMON /FLAG/ IRPT,ICKBOU,ISTOP,IPRDEV211
INTEGER CNT
INTEGER BST,XNUM,WST,NWS,CENTRD,EXP,CON,REF,SIG
INTEGER NAM,INIT,MAX,MIN,UNITS,NUMVAR,EXPNUM,STEP
INTEGER VERTEX
XNUM- XNUM + 1 !EXPERIMENT COUNTER
EXPVAR(VERTEX,EXPNUM)- XNUM
EXPVAR(VERTEX,CNT)=0.0
IRPT-0
CALL CKBOUN(VERTEX) !BOUNDARY ERROR AND CORRECT
CALL EXPPAR(VERTEX)
TYPE *, 'TYPE 0- QUIT SIMPLX ,1- MEASUREMENT',XNUM
ACCEPT *,L
IF(L .EQ. 0) GO TO 2
CALL SIGAVE(XCORR,STDEV,VERTEX)
EXPVAR(VERTEX,SIG) - XCORR
PRINT
2 CONTINUE
*,' L/B FOR', XNUM ,'IS',EXPVAR(VERTEX,SIG)
CALL SAVEXP(VERTEX) !SAVE EXPERIMENT VALUES
IF( L .EQ. 0) ISTOP--99
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE INTRES
COMMON /VAREXP/ VAR(15,15) EXPVAR(15,15),CNT
COMMON /CONST/ NAM,INIT,MAX,MIN,UNITS,NUMVAR,EXPNUM,STEP
COMMON /RANK/BST,XNUM,WST,NWS,CENTRD,EXP,CON,REF,SIG
COMMON /FLAG/ IRPT,ICKBOU,ISTOP,IPRDEV
INTEGER CNT
INTEGER BST,XNUM,WST,NWS,CENTRD,EXP,CON,REF,SIG
INTEGER NAM,INIT,MAX,MIN,UNITS,NUMVAR,EXPNUM,STEP
DO 1 I-1, NUMVAR+1
CALL SIGGET(I)
1 CONTINUE
CALL BSWSNW
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE CKBOUN(I)
COMMON /VAREXP/ VAR(15,15),EXPVAR(15,15),CNT
COMMON /CONST/ NAM,INIT,MAX,MIN,UNITS,NUMVAR,EXPNUM,STEP
COMMON /RANK/BST,XNUM,WST,NWS,CENTRD,EXP,CON,REF,SIG
COMMON /FLAG/ IRPT,ICKBOU,ISTOP,IPRDEV
INTEGER CNT
INTEGER BST,XNUM,WST,NWS,CENTRD,EXP,CON,REF,SIG
INTEGER NAM,INIT,MAX,MIN,UNITS,NUMVAR,EXPNUM,STEP
INTEGER VR
ICKBOU-0
DO 1 VR-1,NUMVAR
SIZ-EXPVAR(I,VR)
IF SIZ.GT.VAR(MAX,VR).0R.SIZ.LT.VAR(MIN,VR))ICKBOU-1
IF SIZ .GT. VAR(MAX,VR))EXPVAR(I,VR)- VAR(MAX,VR)
IF SIZ .LT. VAR(MIN,VR))EXPVAR(I,VR)- VAR(MIN,VR)
1 CONTINUE
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE SIGAVE(XCORR,STDEV,VER)
COMMON /VAREXP/ VAR(15,15) EXPVAR(15,15),CNT
COMMON /CONST/ NAM,INIT,MAX,MIN,UNITS,NUMVAR,EXPNUM,STEP
COMMON /RANK/BST,XNUM,WST,NWS,CENTRD,EXP,CON,REF,SIG
COMMON /FLAG/ IRPT,ICKBOU,ISTOP,IPRDEV
INTEGER CNT212
INTEGER BST,XNUM,WST,NWS,CENTRD,EXP,CON,REF,SIG
INTEGER NAM,INIT,MAX,MIN,UNITS,NUMVAR,EXPNUM,STEP
INTEGER VER
CALL RUNSAM(XCORR,STDEV) !COLLECTS DATA ECHELLE
EXPVAR(VER,SIG)=XCORR
TYPE *,'
TYPE *,' LINE/BACKGROUND FOR= ',EXPNUM,' IS ', XCORR
TYPE *,'
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE EXPPAR(J)
COMMON /VAREXP/ VAR(15,15),EXPVAR(15,15),CNT
COMMON /CONST/ NAM,INIT,MAX,MIN,UNITS,NUMVAR,EXPNUM,STEP
COMMON /RANK/BST,XNUM,WST NWS,CENTRD,EXP,CON,REF,SIG
COMMON /FLAG/ IRPT,ICKBOU,ISTOP,IPRDEV
INTEGER CNT,J
INTEGER BST,XNUM,WST,NWS,CENTRD,EXP,CON,REF,SIG
INTEGER NAM,INIT,MAX,MIN,UNITS,NUMVAR,EXPNUM,STEP
WRITE(5,110)
110 FORMAT(/,' SET VARIABLES TOO:',/,' NAMEVALUE UNITS')
DO 1 I= 1,NUMVAR
WRITE(5,109)(VAR(K,I),K=1,4),EXPVAR(J,I),VAR(UNITS,I)
1 CONTINUE
109 FORMAT(',4A4,",F9.2,",A4)
RETURN
END213
C. Photodiode Array Subroutines
1. Subroutine Functions
SUBROUTINE Comments about function Subs. Called
ADDMA Macro routine for collecting
Photodiode array from A/D
None
STAPDA Main program- collect PDA
signal, background, & dark
INTEG, STAAVE
MANIPT, SAVDAT
SAVDAT Store signal, dark, or back
to disk fileber of array
JMPLOT
INPUT Gets dark or background signal
from disk file
None
MANIP Manipulates S-D, S-b, L/B,
S/N signal
INPUT, DISOUT
JMPLOT
OUTPUT Outputs PDA signal to printer
disk or terminal
None
STAAVE Calculates statistics &
plots to HP plotter
JMPLOT
DISOUT Output to disk file None
INTIAL Sets all array values to zeroNone
INPADM Setup A/D & calls macro
to collect signal
ADDMA
INTEG Collects mutiple spectra INPADM
JMPLOT Plots Sig-Dark, Line/Back
signals to HP Plotter
HPTLIB.OBJ
PLOT 10 Software
AXISL Axis labeled and drawn from
origins and scale
HPTLIB.OBJ
SYMBOL Labels, Titles and keys for
plotting
HPTLIB.OBJ
SCALE Size of graph, borders, scale
of X & Y
HPTLIB.OBJ214
C-1 Photodiode Array Flowchart.
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MENU?
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VAR I ANCE MEAN VALUES
I
MANIPULATE SPECTRA
S/N
35-B
.2L/BB-0
PLOT SPECTRA
DISK FILE
STORAGE215
C NAME STAPDA.FORNEW PDA STATISTICS FILE INCLUDES DATA DISK,
C TERMINAL ,LINE PRINTER, PLOTTER, MANIPULATES DATA
C WITH BPDAQU.MAC WHICH ACQUIRES
C A/D BOARD AND RESET CONSOLE TO INTERRUPT ENABLE
C PROGRAMMER:JOE MC GUIRE
C DESCRIPTION:
C -STARTS AD DMA FOR 10ARRAYS OF 1024 DATA
C -STORE ON DISK
C -CALLS ADDMA(MACRO SUBROUTINE)
C -SETS INTEGRATION TIME
C -ACQUIRES BACKGROUND AND DARK SIGNALS
C -MANIPULATES DATA:
C -PLOTS(MODGRAPH, HP-PLOTTER)
C -CALIBRATES
C -STATISTICS
C -BACKGROUND SUBTRACTION
C ************* MAINLINE ***************************************
C **** STAPDA ************
PROGRAM STAPDA
COMMON /COMP2/ XLOW,YLOW,MODE,X,Y,HSCX,HSCY
1,IPN,ISPEED,NDASH
COMMON /IADMA / IARRAY,ISIZE,ISTART
COMMON /RELARR/ STADEV,RELAVE
REAL STADEV(1024),RELAVE(1024)
INTEGER*2 IARRAY(1024),QAVE,QPLOT,NUMAVE
TYPE *,' STARTING DIODE='
ACCEPT *,ISTART
TYPE *,' LAST DIODE-1
ACCEPT *, ISIZE
99 CONTINUE
TYPE *,' INPUT NUMBER OF SPECTRA '
ACCEPT *, NUMAVE
TYPE *,' INPUT 1-AVERAGE :0-INTEGRATE'
ACCEPT *,QAVE
TYPE *,' INPUT 1 FOR SIGNAL ONLY'
TYPE *,' 2 FOR SIGNAL & DARK'
TYPE *,' 3 FOR SIGNAL, DARK & BACKGROUND '
ACCEPT *,M
DO 1 L- 1,M !M-1 SIGNAL(ONLY) ,2 SIGNAL, DARK
C3 SIGNAL, DARK, BACKGROUND
TYPE *,' HIT START SIGNAL SCANS'
IF L.EQ.2TYPE *,' HIT (CRSTART DARK SCANS '
IF L.EQ.3TYPE *,' HIT (CRSTART BACKGROUND SCANS'
ACCEPT *,L9
CALL INTEG(NUMAVE)
CALL STAAVE(NUMAVE,QAVE)
CALL SAVDAT(L)
1 CONTINUE
IF(M.NE.1) CALL MANIP
TYPE *,' INPUT 1= REPEAT 0= QUIT'
ACCEPT *,J
IF(J.EQ.1) GO TO 99
END !MAIN LINE RPDATS
C SUBROUTINE SAVDAT IS FOR STORING DATA TO DISK
C AND PLOTTING LATER
SUBROUTINE SAVDAT(L)
COMMON /COMP2/ XLOW,YLOW,MODE,X,Y,HSCX,HSCY
1,IPN,ISPEED,NDASH
COMMON /IADMA / IARRAY,ISIZE,ISTART216
COMMON /RELARR/ STADEV,RELAVE
REAL STADEV(1024),RELAVE(1024)
INTEGER*2 IARRAY(1024),DISNAM(8)
DATA DISNAM ,'RE','LB','AK','.D','AT'," /
IF(L.EQ.1) GO TO 1
IF(L.EQ.2) GO TO 2
GO TO 3
1 CONTINUE
DISNAM(4) - 'LS'
DISNAM(5) 'IG'
GO TO 3
2 CONTINUE
DISNAM(4) 'LD'
DISNAM(5) - 'AR'
3 CONTINUE
CALL DISOUT(DISNAM)
RETURN
END !SAVDAT STORING DARK BACKGROUND AND SIGNAL
C STAAVE FOR CALCULATING STATISITCS
SUBROUTINE STAAVE(NUMAVE,QAVE)
COMMON /COMP2/ XLOW,YLOW,MODE,X,Y,HSCX,HSCY
1, IPN,ISPEED,NDASH
COMMON /IADMA / IARRAY,ISIZE,ISTART
COMMON /RELARR/ STADEV,RELAVE
REAL STADEV(1024),RELVE(1024)
INTEGER*2IARRAY(1024)A,QAVE
RNUMAVE= FLOAT(NUMAVE)
AVESTD-0.0
IF(NUMAlq.EQ.1 ) GO TO 1 !SKIP ONLY ONE SPECTRA
C FORMULA IS S-/( N*EXIA2 (EXi)^2 / (n*(n-1)))
DO 1 J- ISTART,ISIZE
SUMXI2 = RELAVE(J)**2
RNSUMX2I = RNUMAVE*STADEV(J)
RNXNMIN1- RNUMAVE*(RNUMAVE-1)
IF(QAVE .EQ. 1) RELAVE(J)- RELAVE(J)/RNUMAVE
STADEV(J)- (RNSUMX2I - SUMXI2)/ RNXNMIN1 !ST. DEV.
STADEV(J)- (STADEV(J))**0.5
AVESTD = AVESTD + STADEV(J)
1 CONTINUE
TYPE *,' PLOT AVERAGE-1 OR INTEGRATED SIGNAL ', QAVE
CALL JMPLOT !PLOT SIGNAL
DO 2 J- ISTART,ISIZE
SAVE- RELAVE(J)
RELAVE(J)- STADEV(J)
STADEV(J)- SAVE
2 CONTINUE
TYPE *,' PLOT STANDARD DEVIATION OF SCAN NUMBER',NUMAVE
CALL JMPLOT !PLOT STAN. DEV. OF EACH DIODE
DO 3 J- ISTART, ISIZE
SAVE- RELAVE(J)
RELAVE(J)=STADEV(J)
STADEV(J)-SAVE
3 CONTINUE !RETURN SIGNAL AND STAN. DEV. TO ARRAYS
RETURN
END !END OF STAAVE
SUBROUTINE MANIP !MANIPULATING DARK, BACK AND SIGNAL
COMMON /COMP2/ XLOW,YLOW,MODE,X,Y,HSCX,HSCY
1,IPN,ISPEED,NDASH
COMMON /IADMA / IARRAY,ISIZE,ISTART
COMMON /RELARR/ STADEV,RELAVE
REAL STADEV(1024),RELAVE(1024)217
4
INTEGER*2 IARRAY(1024),DISNAM(8),QMANIP
CONTINUE
DATA DISNAM /'DY','0:','RE','LS','IG','.D','AT',"/
WRITE(5,109)
109 FORMAT(",/,/,/,' MENU SIGNAL MANIPULATION ',
1 /,' INPUT 1 FOR SIGNAL - DARK ',
2 /,' 2 FOR SIGNALBACKGROUND ',
3 3 FOR BACKGROUND - DARK ')
ACCEPT *, QMANIP
IF .EQ. 1) GO TO 1 !SIGNAL -DARK
IF QMANIP.EQ. 2) GO TO1 !SIGNAL - BACKGROUND
IF QMANIP.EQ. 3) GO TO 3 !BACKGROUND-DARK
GO TO 4
1 CONTINUE
CALL INPUT(DISNAM)
DO 6 I= ISTART,ISIZE !SWITCHES ARRAYS
SAVE= RELAVE(J)
RELAVE(J)- STADEV(J)
STADEV(J)- SAVE
6 CONTINUE
GO TO 5
3 CONTINUE
DISNAM 4= 'LD'
DISNAM(5) - 'AR'
CALL INPUT(DISNAM)
5 CONTINUE
DO 7 J = ISTART,ISIZE
RELAVE(J)- STADEV(J)- RELAVE(J)
7 CONTINUE
TYPE *,'RELATIVE DATA FILE FOR SENSITIVITY 1-YES'
ACCEPT *,L
IF( L .NE. 1) GO TO 93
RELMAX- RELAVE(ISTART)
DO 91 I-ISTART+1,ISIZE
91 IF( RELMAX .LT. RELAVE(I)) RELMAX-RELAVE(I)
DO 92 I- ISTART,ISIZE
92 RELAVE(I)- RELAVE(I)/ RELMAX
93 CONTINUE
TYPE *,' SAVE MANIPULATED FILE1-YES '
ACCEPT *,L
IF(L.NE.1)G0 TO 14
TYPE *,' DISK NAME OF MANIPULATED FILE(PDASEN.DAT)'
121
ACCEPFORMAT(T 18A2) 21(DISNAM(I),I=1,8)
CALL DISOUT(DISNAM)
14 CALL JMPLOT !PLOTS RELAVE MANIPULATED S-D,S-B,B-D
END !END OF MANIP
SUBROUTINE INPUT(DISNAM)
COMMON /IADMA / IARRAY,ISIZE,ISTART
COMMON /RELARR/ STADEV,RELAVE
REAL STADEV(1024),RELAVE(1024)
INTEGER*2 IARRAY(1024),DISNAM(8)
TYPE 101,(DISNAM(I),I=1,8)
101 FORMAT('DISNAME FOR INPUT IS 8A2)
OPEN(UNIT=4, NAME=DISNAM, TYPE - 'OLD')
READ(4,191)( STADEV(J),J= 1, 1024)
191 FORMAT( 4F11.2)
PRINT *,' STADEV(1)=',STADEV(1)
CLOSE(UNIT-4)
DO 1 I- ISTART,ISIZE
SAVE- RELAVE(I)218
RELAVE(I)- STADEV(I)
STADEV(I)- SAVE
1 CONTINUE
DO 2 I- ISTART,ISIZE
SAVE- RELAVE(I)
RELAVE(I)- STADEV(I)
STADEV(I)-SAVE
2 CONTINUE !SWITCH BACK FOR MANIPULATION
RETURN
END !END OFDARK AND BACKGROUND COLLECTION
SUBROUTINE INTEG(NUMAVE)
COMMON /IADMA / IARRAY,ISIZE,ISTART
COMMON /RELARR/ STADEV,RELAVE
REAL STADEV(1024),RELAVE(1024)
INTEGER*2 IARRAY(1024)
CALL INTIAL !INITIALIZE ARRAYS
DO 2 I-1,NUMAVE
CALL INPADM
DO 3 J= ISTART,ISIZE
RELAVE(J)- FLOAT(IARRAY(J)) + RELAVE(J)
STADEV(J)- (FLOAT(IARRAY(J)))**2 + STADEV(J)
3 CONTINUE
2 CONTINUE
RETURN
END !INTEGRATING NUMAVE SPECTRAS
C SUBROUTINE TO INITIALIZE ARRAYS FOR STATISTICS AND AVERAGING
SUBROUTINE INTIAL
COMMON /IADMA / IARRAY,ISIZE,ISTART
COMMON /RELARR/ STADEV,RELAVE
REAL STADEV(1024),RELAVE(1024)
INTEGER*2 IARRAY(1024)
DO 1 I- ISTART,ISIZE
STADEV(I)-0.0
RELAVE(I)-0.0
1 CONTINUE
RETURN
END !END OF SUBROUTINE INTIAL
C SUBROUTINE FOR OUTPUTTING TO TERMINAL PRINTER AND DISK
SUBROUTINE OUTPUT(DISNAM)
COMMON /IADMA / IARRAY,ISIZE,ISTART
INTEGER*2 IARRAY(1024),DISNAM(8)
COMMON /RELARR/ STADEV,RELAVE
REAL STADEV(1024),RELAVE(1024)
TYPE 111,(DISNAM(I),I-1,8)
111 FORMAT('DISK NAME IS ',8A2)
TYPE *,' OUTPUT 4-NO OUTPUT, 5-TERMINAL, 6-PRINTER '
ACCEPT *,L
IF(L.EQ.4) GO TO 44
DO 19 I- ISTART,ISIZE-4, 4
WRITE(L,191) I,(RELAVE(J),J= I, 1+3)
19 CONTINUE
191 FORMAT(',I4,' 4(F11.2))
TYPE *,' INPUT-1 FOR OUTPUTTING STANDARD DEVIATION ARRAY'
ACCEPT *,IL
IF( IL.NE.1 ) GO TO 44
DO 21 I- ISTART,ISIZE-4,4219
WRITE(L,191) I,(STADEV(J),J= 1,1+4)
21 CONTINUE
44 CONTINUE
RETURN
END !END OF SUBROUTINE OUTPUT
SUBROUTINE DISOUT(DISNAM)
COMMON /IADMA / IARRAY,ISIZE,ISTART
INTEGER*2 IARRAY(1024),DISNAM(8)
COMMON /RELARR/ STADEV,RELAVE
REAL STADEV(1024),RELAVE(1024)
TYPE 101,(DISNAM(I),I=1,8)
101 FORMAT(' DISK NAME FOR OUTPUT IS',8A2)
OPEN(UNIT=3,ERR=3,NAME-DISNAM ,TYPE='NEW')
WRITE(3,191) (RELAVE(J),J=ISTART,ISIZE)
191 FORMAT(',4(F11.2))
CLOSE(UNIT 3,ERR =3)
GO TO 4
3 CONTINUE
TYPE *,' ERROR IN CLOSE OR OPEN IN DISOUT'
4 CONTINUE
RETURN
END !END OF SUBROUTINE DISOUT
C SUBROUTINE FOR INPUTTING PDA DATA FROM A/D GTSC 122-B
SUBROUTINE INPADM
COMMON /IADMA / IARRAY,ISIZE,ISTART
INTEGER*2 IARRAY(1024)
NUMBER=1
IDMACSR=0
INTIM-0
IDMAWCR =1024
C EXT. TRIG, NO DMA, CHAN 0,(IE. PDA)
IADCSR - 34
CALL ADDMA
IAL
(OW- IDMACSIARRAY(10) R,IDMAWCR,IARRAY,IADCSR,NUMBER,IDMAWCR,INTIM)
IAHIGH- IARRAY(1015)
IARRAY 1 - IALOW
IARRAY 2 = IALOW
IARRAY 3 - IALOW
IARRAY 4 - IALOW
IARRAY 1021 IAHIGH
IARRAY 1022 IAHIGH
IARRAY 1023 IAHIGH
IARRAY 1024=IAHIGH
RETURN
END !END INPADM FOR INPUTTING ARRAY
C******************* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ** * * * * **
C* NAME OF SUBROUTINE :JMPLOT.FOR
C* WRITTEN BY: JOSEPH MC GUIRE
C * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * **
COMMON /COMP2/ XLOW,YLOW,MODE,X,Y,HSCX,HSCY
1, IPN,ISPEED,NDASH
COMMON /IADMA / IARRAY,ISIZE,ISTART
COMMON /RELARR/ STADEV,RELAVE
REAL STADEV(1024),RELAVE(1024)
INTEGER*2 IARRAY(1024),QAVE,QPLOT,NUMAVE
INTEGER DISNAM(8),QPLOT
CFIND MINIMUM AND MAXIMUM VALUES OF DATA FOR SCALING
MARKER-1220
NPEN-3 !PLOT PEN COLOR IS GREEN INITIALLY
ICODE-2 !DUMMY FOR HP7574A PLOTTER DEVICE
XMAXISIZE
XMINISTART
FMAX = RELAVE ISTART
FMIN a RELAVE ISTART
MAXDIODE- ISTART
DO 50 I - ISTART+1, ISIZE
IF ( .GT. FMAX )MAXDIODE - I
IF ( RELAVE I).GT. FMAX )FMAXRELAVE(I)
50 IF ( RELAVE I).LT. FMIN )FMINRELAVE(I)
TYPE *,' MAX X, MIN X, MAX Y, MIN Y'
TYPE *, XMAX, XMIN, FMAX, FMIN
TYPE *,' MAX DIODE -', MAXDIODE
TYPE *,' PLOT 1-YES ,0= NO'
ACCEPT *,QPLOT
IF(QPLOT.EQ.0) GO TO 44
CALL PEN(1)
TYPE *, INPUT TITLE FOR GRAPH : '
ACCEPT 101, TLABEL
TYPE *, 'INPUT X AXIS LABEL :'
ACCEPT 101, XLABEL
TYPE *, 'INPUT Y AXIS LABEL :'
ACCEPT 101, YLABEL
TYPE *,' INPUT PLOT TYPE 0-HP PLOT, 1-BOTH,2-MOD(TEK)'
ACCEPT *,IDEV
CALL PLOTYP(IDEV)
IF(IDEV.NE.0) CALL ERASE
IF(IDEV.NE.2)TYPE 106
106 FORMAT(//,'NEW PAPER IN THE HP-PLOTTER 1-YES')
IF(IDEV.NE.2)ACCEPT *,L
C PLOTTING TO HP7475A OR MODGRAPH TERMINAL GRAPHICS
XFACT7.0/ XMAX - XMIN)
YFACT = 6.0/ FMAX - FMIN) !SIZE OF PLOT X =7" & Y =6"
ABIAS - 2.0 !LEFT MARGIN 2.0"
BBIAS - 1.5 !UPPER MARGIN 1.5"
CALL SCALE( XFACT, FFACT, ABIAS , ,XMIN ,FMIN )
XLTIC= 9 !NUMBER OF LRGE X TICS
XSTIC= 0 !NUMBER OF SMALL X TICS
YLTIC- 10 !NUMBER OF LARGE Y TICS
YSTIC- 0 !NUMBER OF SMALL Y TICS
LFX- 2.0 !2.0-LABEL EVERY OTHER LARGE XTIC
LFY= 1.0 !1.0- LABEL EVERY LARGE Y TIC
XSIZE- 1.0 !DON'T SCALE LABEL UNITS OF X'S
YSIZE- 1.0 !DON'T SCALE LABEL UNITS OF Y'S
SLABEL- 0.125 !SIZE IN INCHES OF LABELS
CALL AXISL
(XMIN,XMAX,XMIN,FMIN,FMAX,FMIN,XLTIC,YLTIC,XSTIC,YSTIC
*,LFX,LFY,XSIZE,YSIZE, SLABELS )
DEGREE-0.0 !ANGLE CHARACTERS ARE DRAWN
HEIGHT- 0.125 !HEIGHT OF SYMBOLS
NCHAR- 32 !NUMBER OF CHARACTERS IN LABEL
XPOS - XMIN - 1.0/XFACT !XPOS- SCALED LOWER XMIN
FPOS - 0.75/FFACT! FPOS- SCALED LOWER FMIN
FF FMIN + 0.4* FMAX - FMIN )! FF- SCALED 40% OF F.S.
XX- XMIN + 0.4* XMAX - XMIN )! XX- SCALED 40% OF F.S.
CALL SYMBOL(XX,FPOS,DEGREE,HEIGHT,NCHAR, XLABEL)
CALL SYMBOL(XPOS,FF,90.0,0.125,NCHAR ,YLABEL)
FPOS FMAX !FPOS- UPPER LIMIT
XX -XMIN + 0.2 *(XMAX - XMIN) !XX- 20% F.S.
CALL SYMBOL(XX,FPOS,0.0,0.15,NCHAR,TLABEL)221
NPEN- 1 !GREENPEN2-BLUE3-BLACK4-ORANGES -PURPLE
CALL PEN(NPEN) !SWITCH PENS FOR COLOR
MARKER- 0 !TRIANGLE 2-SQUARE 3-OCTAGON 4 =X 5=*
X - ISTART !INTIALIZING TO FIRST(STARTING-S) POINT
Y1 - RELAVE(ISTART)
CALL PLOT(X,Y1,O,MARKER) !PLOT(X,Y,IPEN,MARK1)
CALL VECTOR
14 STEP-1
DO 81 I- ISTART+1, ISIZE, STEP
X= I
Yl- RELAVE(I)
81 CALL PLOT(X,Y1,1,MARKER)
101 FORMAT(4A8)
CALL ALPHAS !CHANGES BACK TO ALPHA NUMERIC MODE
DO 43 1=1,20
43 TYPE *,' !TO GET RID OF HALF PAGE PRINT OUT
TYPE *,' INPUT VALUE TO CONTINUE AND ERASE SPECTRA'
ACCEPT *,L
IF(IDEV.NE.0) CALL ERASE
CALL PLOTEND
44 CONTINUE
RETURN
END222
.TITLE TEST PHOTODIODE ARRAY FOR AQUIRING SPECTRAL SCANS
;NAME: BPDAQU.MAC (BACKUP TPDAQU.MAC FOR EDITING)
;DESCRIPTION: MACRO PROGRAM CALLED FROM FORTRAN
; USING INTERRUPTS FROM A GTSC A/D DMA MODEL 122-B FOR
; AQUIRING 1024 DATA POINTS WITH AN OPTION OF :
-MULTIPLE SCANS
-SETTING INTEGRATION TIME
, -DMA (BURST OR TRIGGER)
, -AUTO START,EXT TRIG(HARDWIRE TIMING ON/OFF)
CALL ADDMA(DMACSR,DMAWCR,ARRAY,ADCSR,NUMBER,SIZE,INTIM)
.MCALL .PRINT,.EXIT,.GTLIN
;HARDWARE ADDRESSES OF GTSC A/D DMA MODEL 122-B
BASVEC-400
ADCSR-160400
DMACSR-ADCSR+2
ADBUFF-ADCSR+4
DMAWCR-ADCSR+6
DMAAR-ADCSR+10
TL1OUT= 164100
TL2OUT-164102
CONCSR-177560 ;CONSOLE SET BIT 6 INTER. ENABLE
****** SUBROUTINE *** INTSET*** FOR SETTING INTERUPTS
;VECTOR INTERRUPT ADDRESS AND PROCESSOR STATUS WORD
PSW =200 ENABLES INTERRUPTS
ADDMA:: MOV #BASVEC,R2
MOV #0,@#TUOUT ;TURNS OFF TRIG BEFORE A/D ON
.PRINT #MES6
MOV #ADERR (R2)+
MOV PSW,(R2)+
MOV #ADDONE,(R2)+
MOV PSW,(R2)+
MOV #DMAERR,(R2)+
MOV PSW,(R2)+
MOV #DMADNE,(R2)+
MOV PSW,(R2)
MOV ADBUFF,R1 ;DUMMY MOVE TO CLEAR ADBUFFER
MOV #O,ADCSR ;CLEARS THE ADCSR
MOV #O,DMACSR ;CLEARS THE DMACSR
;****** SUBROUTINE * VARFOR * PASSES FORTRAN VARIABLES
;TEST SKIPS NUMBER OF ARGUMENTS, R5 ADDRESS VARIABLES
.PRINT #MES6
TST (R5)+ ;SKIP NUMBER OF PARAMETERS PASSED
MOV
MOV
;TEMPORARY STORE DMA CONTROL REG.
MOV
R5 +,@#DMAWCR ;SIZE OF EACH COLUMN OF ARRAY
R5 +,@#DMACSR ;DMA CONTROL STATUS WORD
ROR R5 ;DIVIDE BY 2 FOR WORD SIZE
MOV R5k#DMAAR
R5 +
;DMA STARTING ADDRESS
ROL ;CHANGES TO ORIGINAL ADDRESS
MOV R5 +, #TEMCSR ;TEMPORARY STORE ADCSR
MOV R5 +, #NUMBER ;NUMBER OF DATA TO ACQUIRE
MOV R5 +, #SIZE ;SIZE OF ARRAY DMAWCR
MOV R5 +, #INTIM INTEGRATION TIME PDA
;** SUBROUTINE ** INTSET ** SETTING AD TO AQUIRING ARRAY
.PRINT #MES6
MOV #0,R4 ;R4 FLAG END OF ARRAY
.PRINT #MES6
;TEMCSR SHOULD BE USED
;CURRENTLY 5/2/86 GETTING A/D ERROR FOR 66KHZ TRIGGER PULSE
;LOOKS LIKE 5 USEC LONG PULSE FROM 3-4 VOLTS TRIGGER SIGNAL
BIS #177777,@#TL1OUT ;SET BIT 15 TL1OUT TRIG ON223
MOV #34.,@#ADCSR ;AD CONTROL ,EXT. TRIG.
.PRINT #MES7
END: CMP#-3,R4 ;WAITING LOOP FOR AD
BNE END
MOV #0,@#TUOUT ;SHOULD TURN OFF TRIGGER
RETURN
** SUBROUTINE* ISRADE* 4 INTER SER. ROUTINE FOR A/D
ADERR:.PRINT #MES1
RTI
ADDONE: .PRINT #MES2
MOV @ #ADBUFF,RO
RTI
DMAERR: .PRINT #MES3
RTI
DMADNE: MOV @ #ADBUFF,RO DUMMY READ TO CLEAR A/D DONE BIT
MOV #-3,R4 SET FLAG TO RETURN TO FORTRAN END LOOP
RTI RETURN TO FORTRAN AFTER RETURN END LOOP
;DATA SECTION: LIST OF VARIABLES USED
PSW: .WORD 200
TDMAR:.BLKW 1. TEMP STORAGE OF NEXT START ADDRESS
NUMBER: .BLKW 1. NUMBER OF ARRAY COLUMNS TO PROCESSES
SIZE: .BLKW 1. SIZE OF FORTRAN ROW ARRAY(ROW,COL)
TEMCSR: .BLKW 1. TEMPORARY STORAGE FOR AD CONTROL
TDMACSR:.BLKW 1. TEMPORARY STORAGE FOR DMA CONTROL
INTIM:.BLKW 1. INTEGRATION TIME
MES1: .ASCIZ / AD ERROR/
.EVEN
MES2: .ASCIZ / AD DONE/
.EVEN
.END ADDMA224
D. Echelle Controller
1. Subroutine Functions
SUBROUTINE Comments about function Subs. Called
SPECIN Macro to send ASCII Characters
to Echelle for commands
None
SPEOUT Macro to receive Data from
Echelle
None
WAIT To allow for pauses during
Communication with Echelle
None
BACKGR Move wavelength to background WAIT, SPEOUT
PEAKXY Runs peak Horizontal & Vertical
Peaking of Plasma source
WAIT, SPEOUT
DATCOL Collects Data (32 points/scan) SPECIN
SCAPXY Scanning Aperture (slit plate) DATCOL, WAIT
SPEOUT
SIGBAK Calculates Statistics None
ECSB2D Main line for Signal,Dark,
Background & 2-Dimensional
RUNSAM, RUN2D
OPTIM, HOME
PROENT Program sent to Echelle
for aquiring signals
SPEOUT, WAIT
SETUP Sets up integration, scanning,
or nonscanning wavelength
PROENT
DISPOS Get wavelength positions None
DATFIL Get file name and wavelength
number
None
HOME Sets PMT to home or reference
position
None
RELSET Relative PMT movements None225
SUBROUTINE Comments about function Subs. Called
MOTMOV Wavelength PMT motor movementsRELSET
SCPMXY Optimizing PMT Positions by
scanning peak
SPEOUT, WAIT
PKMAX Finding peak maximum position NONE
PEAKOT Outputting changes in optimized
positions
None
PEAK Checking for optimized peak
signal
PKMAX, PEAKOT
OPTIM Optimizing wavelength position
for slit and PMT positions
SCAPXY, DISPOS,
PEAK, SETUP
STOPOS Store optimize wavelength
positions
None
STODAT Store data averages, standard
deviations, or all points(32)
None
RUNSAM Running multiple scans,
Signal - Background
MOTMOV, DISPOS
DATFIL, BACKGR
STEPY Vertical stepping spatial SPEOUT, WAIT
STEPX
INT2D Initializes 2-Dimensional
scans for Y & X steps
None
STARPS Starting positions for 2-D None
STEP For stepping across and up
the plasma
STEPY
DONE2D For ending a 2-dimensional
scan
STEPY
RUN2D For running a 2-Dimensional ST2DAT, STEP
INT2D, BACKGRDD-1 Echelle Control Flowchart.
ECHELLE FLOWCHART
START
MENU
OPTIMIZE
WAVELENGTH
SCAN SLIT
SCAN PMT
PEAK MAX.
STOP
SAMPLE
COLLECT
SIG/BACK
STATISTICS
STORE WAVELENGTH
L
NO
STORE DATA
SIGNALS
SPATIAL
HOME
COLLECT
SIGNALS
HORIZONTAL
VERTICAL
RESET
POSITION227
3. Program Listing
C NAME: ECMSB2D SB IS SIGNAL TO BACKGROUND
C FOR OPTIMIZING ECHELLE AlEPATURES AND PMT FOR
C GIVEN NUMBER OF LINES AND/OR ELEMENTS
C TAKEN MOSTLY FROM UT'S PROGRAM FELEE BAS
C HEIRARCHY OF ROUTINES: LETTER = LEVELCT:ALL
C SUBROUTINES ORDER AS CALLED
C -NAME IS CALLING SUBROUTINE
C # IS ORDER LISTED
C SPEOUT (D) -PROENT AND OTHERS(*)
C #1 -WAIT (D)-PROENT AND OTHERS(*)
C #2-PROENT (C)-
C #3-SETUP(B)-ECHOPT
C #6-DISPOS (C)-OPT1M
C #8-HOME (C)-OPT1M(*)
C #9-RELSET (C) -OPTIM
C #10-MOTMOV (C) -OPTIM( *)
C SPECIN (E)-DATOOL (MACRO)
C #11-DATCOL (D) -SCAPXY
C #12-SCAPXY (C)-OPT1M(*)
C SPECIN (E)-DATCOL (MACRO)
C #11-DATOOL (D)-SCAPXY
C #13-SCPMXY (C)-OPT1M(*)
C #14-PKMAX(D) -PEAK
C #15-PEAKOT (D)-PEAK
C #16-PEAK (C)-OPTIM
C #17-OPT1M(B) - ECHOPT
C #18-STOPOS (B)- ECHOPT
C #19-RUNSAM (B)- ECHOPT
C #20- EGISML (A) - MAINLINE
SUBROUTINE WATT(INUM) !#1
DO 1 I= 1,INUM
1 Y=13.0*3.0*0.0005*15.0*SIN(6.07)*SIN(1.000)
RETURN ! END OF WAIT
SUBROUTINE BACKGR(IUPDOW)
INTEGER IUPDOW,LUPDOW,ISTEP
LOGICAL*1 QUEST,SLTMOV(8),LUP,RDOW
DATA SLTMOV p141,13,'1',13 ,'3','2',13,8/
LUP-8
RDOW9
QUEST=20
ENCODE(1,101,SLTMOV(8))LUP
IF(rUPDOW .EQ. 0)ENCODE(1,101,SLTMOV(8))RDOW
101 FORMAT(A1)
CALL SPEOUT(QUEST,1)
CALL WATT(3000)
CALL SPEOUT(SLTMOV,8)
CALL WAIT(8000)
RETURN228
SUBROUTINE PEAKXY
LOGICAL#1 PEAK, XPK, YPK, ENTER
PEAK=23
ENCODE(1,101,XPK)3
ENCODE(1,101,YPK)4
101 FORMAT(I1)
ENTER=13
CALL SPEOUT(PEAK,1)
CALL SPEOUT(XPK,1)
CALL SPEOUT(ENTER,1)
TYPE *,' INPUT ANYTHING TO CONTINUE PEAK X'
ACCEPT *,L
CALL SPEOUT(PEAK,1)
CALL SPEOUT(YPK,1)
CALL SPEOUT(ENTER,1)
TYPE *,' INPUT ANYTHING TO CONTINUE PEAK Y'
ACCEPT *,L
RETURN
SUBROUTINE PROENT(INT1ME,ISCIINT) !#2
LOGICAL*1 TRA232(6)
LOGICAL*1 WEST,HGMIRR(15),INPCOD(8),PROONE(87)
DATA HGMIRR /'X',13,'9',13,'5','3',13,'3',13,'0',13,'6',
13, '6',13/
DATA INPCOD /'X',13,'8',13,'3','9','5',13/
DATA PROONE / 12','1',13,'1','4','8',13,16',13,'51,'3',13,
'0',13,'0',13,'2',I1',13,'11,181,'6',13,
'2','1',13,'1','9','8',13,
'2',I1',13,I1',121,14',13,161,13,'2',15',13,'2',F1',
13,'11,'3','21,13,'6',13,'2',16',13,'1',I4',13,10',F5',
13,121,13,'4','0','3',13,'6',13,521,'5',13,'2','8',13,
'1',121,13,'21,'3',13,131,13,16',"3',13,'0',13/
DATA TRA232 /'2','8',13,'1','2',13 /
QIUEST=20
TYPE *,' LOADING SPECTROMETER WITH SPECIAL COMMANDS'
CALL SPEOUT(QUEST,1)
CALL SPEOUT(HGMIRR,15)
CALL SPEOUT(QUEST,1)
ENCODE(3,103,INPCOD(5))395
CALLSPEOUT(INPCOD,8)
ENCODE(1,101,PROONE(38))ISC1NT
ENCODE(1,101,PR00NE(50))ISCIINT
ENCODE(2,102,PROONE(58))INTIME !BLANKS IN OUTPUT =0
ENCODE(1,101,PRO0NE(67))ISCINT
CALL SPEOUT(PROONE(1),87)
CALL WAIT(8000)
CALL SPEOUT(QUEST,1)
ENCODE(3,103,INPCOD(5))580 !SLIT Y TRANSMIT PS-232
CALL SPEOUT(INPCOD,8)
CALL SPEOUT(TRA232,6)
CALL WAIT(2000)
ENCODE(3,103,INPCOD(5))593 !PMT X TRANSMIT PS-232
CALL SPEOUT(QUEST,1)229
CALL
CALL SPEOUT TRA232,6)
CALL WAIT(2 00)
CALL SPEOUT(QUEST,1)
ENCODE(3,103,INPCOD(5))605 !PMT Y TRANSMIT RS-232
CALL SPEOUT(INPCOD,8)
CALL SPEOUT(TRA232,6)
CALL WAIT(2000)
RETURN !FROM PROEND
END
CSETUP FOR INTIALIZING INTEGRATION OR SCAN OF APER AND PMT
CSETTING LINE NUMBER AND DISK OR MANUAL ENTER
SUBROUTINE SETUP(INTIME,ISCINTIPRINT) !#3
COMMON /POSIT/ IPMTX(2),IPMTY(2),IAPERX(2),IAPERY(2),
-WAVE(2)
COMMON /CURPOS/ MPMTX,MPMTY,MAPERX,MAPERY,LINUM,ILINE
INTIME-05 !0.12 SEC 5/42(1SEC.)
IPRINT-0
1 CONTINUE
TYPE *,' INPUT INTEGRATION(1-46) ,42-1SEC.'
ACCEPT *,INTIME
IF(INTIME.GT. 46 .OR. INTIME .LT.1) GO TO 1
TYPE *,' INPUT 1= SCAN PEAK OR 0= INTEGRATE AT PEAK POINT'
ACCEPT *, ISCINT
IF( ISCINT.EQ.1) ISCINT-6
CALL PROENT(INTIME,ISCINT)
RETURN
END !OF SETUP
SUBROUTINE QLINE
COMMON /CURPOS/ MPMTX,MPMTY,MAPERX,MAPERY,LINUM,ILINE
LINUM-1
IF(ILINE.EQ.1) GO TO 9
TYPE *,' WHICH LINE NUMBER DO YOU WISH TO RUN 1-10 ?'
ACCEPT *,LINUM
9 CONTINUE
RETURN
END
CDISPOS GETS DATA FILE AND DISPOS FILE (OPENS BOTH)
SUBROUTINE DISPOS !#6
COMMON /SCADAT/ Y(8,35)
COMMON /POSIT/ IPMTX(2),IPMTY(2),IAPERX(2),IAPERY(2),
-WAVE(2)
COMMON /CURPOS/ MPMTX,MPMTY,MAPERX,MAPERY,LINUM,ILINE
INTEGER DISNAM(8)
C WAVELENGTH FILE
TYPE *,' INPUT WAVELENGTH FILE(ie. DYO:CULINE.NEW)'
ACCEPT 101,(DISNAM(I),I-1,8)
101 FORMAT(8A2)
OPEN(UNIT-3,NAMEDISNAM,TYPE 'OLD')
READ(3,*) ILINE
DO 1 I-1,ILINE
READ(3,*) IPMTX(I),IPMTY(I),IAPERX(I),IAPERY(I),WAVE(I)
1 CONTINUE
CLOSE(UNIT-3)
LINUM-1 !INTIALIZES LINUM FOR OPTIM230
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE DATFIL
INTEGER DISNAM(8)
TYPE *,' DATA STORAGE FILE (IE. DYO:MG1.DAT)'
ACCEPT 101,(DISNAM(I),I-1,8)
101 FORMAT(8A2)
WRITE(6,102)(DISNAM(I),I-1,8)
102 FORMAT( DISK NAME FOR DATA-', 8A2)
OPEN(UNIT-4, NAME- DISNAM, TYPE-'NEW')
C WHICH LINE DO YOU WANT
CALL QLINE
RETURN !END OF DATFIL
END
SUBROUTINE HOME !#8
COMMON /POSIT/ IPMTX(2),IPMTY(2),IAPERX(2),IAPERY(2),
WAVE(2)
COMMON /CURPOS/ MPMTX,MPMTY,MAPERX,MAPERY,LINUM,ILINE
COMMON /SCADAT/ Y(8,35)
COMMON /DIRMOT/ IDPMTX,IDPMTY,IDAPRX,IDAPRY
COMMON /ABSPOS/ IAPMTX,IAPMTY,IAAPRX,IAAPRY
LOGICAL*1 QUEST,MPRINT,HOMPMT(3),HOMSLT(5)
DATA HOMPMT / '1','6,13/
DATA HOMSLT / 'M',13,'1','7',13/
QUEST-20
MPRINT-23
CINTIALIZING DIRECTION AND RELATIVE PMT AND APERTURE MOVEMENT
IAPMTX-0
IAPMTY-0
IAAPRX-0
IAAPRY-0
CALL SPEOUT(QUEST,1)
C SLIT HOME
TYPE *, 'SLIT HOME'
101 FORMAT(I3)
CALL SPEOUT(HOMSLT,5)
CALL WAIT(6000)
C PMT HOME
TYPE *, 'PMT HOME'
111 FORMAT(',4A1)
CALL SPEOUT(HOMPMT,3)
CALL WAIT(6000)
RETURN !END HOME
END
CRELSET FOR SETTING DIRECTION, RELATIVE MOVEMENT, APERXY,PMTXY
SUBROUTINE RELSET !#9
COMMON /POSIT/ IPMTX(2),IPMTY(2),IAPERX(2),IAPERY(2),
-WAVE(2)
COMMON /CURPOS/ MPMTX,MPMTY,MAPERX,MAPERY,LINUM,ILINE
COMMON /SCADAT/ Y(8,35)
COMMON /DIRMOT/ IDPMTX,IDPMTY,IDAPRX,IDAPRY
COMMON /ABSPOS/ IAPMTX,IAPMTY,IAAPRX,IAAPRY
C RELATIVE MOTOR MOVES
MPMTX IPMTX(LINUM) -IAPMTX
MPMTY IPMTY(LINUM) IAPMTY
MAPERX IAPERX(LINUM) IAAPRX
MAPERY - IAPERY(LINUM) -IAAPRY
IAPMTX- IPMTX(LINUM)
IAPMTY- IPMTY(LINUM)
IAAPRX- IAPERX(LINUM)231
IAAPRY- IAPERY(LINUM)
C SET DIRECTION
1 CONTINUE
IDPMTX-0
IDPMTY-0
IDAPRX-0
IDAPRY-0
IF
1
MPMTX.LT.0) IDPMTX-1
IF MPMTY.LT.0) IDPMTY-1
IF MAPERX.LT.0) IDAPRX-1
IF MAPERY.LT.0) IDAPRY-1
RETURN !END RELSET
END
SUBROUTINE MOTMOV !#10
C LMPMTX:QUESTX(CR)9(CR)
C 1(CR) 4(CR) 0(CR) 1(CR) 000 (CR)
C LMPMTY:2(CR) 5(CR)O(CR)1(CR) 000(CR)
C LAPERX:QUESTX(CR) 9(CR) 9(CR) 2(CR) 0(CR) 2(CR) 000(CR)
C LAPERY:10(CR) 10(CR) 0(CR) 2(CR) 000(CR)
C RUN170:QUESTX(CR) 11(CR) 170(CR)
COMMON /POSIT/ IPMTX(2),IPMTY(2),IAPERX(2),IAPERY(2),
-WAVE(2)
COMMON /CURPOS/ MPMTX,MPMTY,MAPERX,MAPERY,LINUM,ILINE
COMMON /SCADAT/ Y(8,35)
COMMON /ABSPOS/ IAPMTX,IAPMTY,IAAPRX,IAAPRY
COMMON /DIRMOT/ IDPMTX,IDPMTY,IDAPRX,IDAPRY
LOGICAL*1 QUEST,LMPMTX(16),LMPMTY(12),RUN170(9)
LOGICAL*1 LAPERX(12),LAPERY(14)
DATA
0LMPMTX
/X'13,'9',13,'1',13,'4',13,'0',13,'1',
- 0','0'',13/
DATA LMPMTY /'2',13,'5',13,'0',13,'1',13,'0','0','0',13/
DATA LAPERX /'9',13,'2',13,'0',
-13,12',13,'01,'0','0',13/
DATA LAPERY /'1','0',13,'1','0',13,'0',13,'2',13,
-10','0','0',13/
DATA RUN170/'X',13,'1','1',13,'1','7','0',13/
C ENCODE DIRECTION AND PMT/APERUTURE POSITIONS
CALL RELSET !SET UP RELATIVE MOVES & DIRECTIONS
QUEST-20
ENCODE(1,101,LMPMTX(9))IDPMTX
IDUM- IABS(MPMTX)
ENCODE3102LMPMTX13)IDUM
ENCODE((1,,101,,LMPMTY((5))IDPMTY
IDUM- IABS(MPMTY)
ENCODE(3,12,LMPMTY(9)IDUM
ENCODE(1,1010,LAPERX(5)))IDAPRX
IDUM- IABS(MAPERX)
ENCODE(3,102,LAPERX(9))IDUM
ENCODE(1,101,LAPERY(7))IDAPRY
IDUM- IABS(MAPERY)
101 FORMATII)
102 FORMAT 13))232
CALL SPEOUT QUEST,1) !REM CHANGE MOTOR COMMANDS
CALL SPEOUT LMPMTX,16
CALL SPEOUT LMPMTY,12
CALL SPEOUT LAPERX,12
CALL SPEOUT LAPERY,14
CALL WAIT(8000)
CALL
CALL SPEOUT RUN170,9)!RUN 170MOVE 4MOTORS
CALL WAIT(6 00)
RETURN !MOTMOV
END
CDATCOL DATA COLLECTION FROM ECHELLE SPECTROMETER
SUBROUTINE DATCOL(IY) !#11
COMMON /SCADATH/ Y(8,35)
LOGICAL*1 CAR(46,32)
MAXCHR-46
CALL SPECIN(CHAR(1,1),MAXCHR)
DO 1 1=1,32
C CONVERT
DECODE(11,101,CHAR(13,I))Y(IY,I)!RAW START 13 - 11 CHAR
1 CONTINUE
101 FORMAT(F11.0)
RETURN
END !END OF DATCOL
C SCAPXY FOR SCANNING APERATURE X AND Y
CTO SCAN WAVELENGTH USE APERUTURE SCAN BECAUSE APERUTURE
CIS MUCH SMALLER THAN PMT SLIT.
SUBROUTINE SCAPXY(IPRINT,ISCINT) !#12
COMMON /POSIT/ IPMTX(2),IPMTY(2),IAPERX(2),IAPERY(2),
-WAVE(2)
COMMON /CURPOS/ MPMTX,MPMTY,MAPERX,MAPERY,LINUM,ILINE
COMMON /SCADAT/ Y(8,35)
COMMON /DIRMOT/ IDPMTX,IDPMTY,IDAPRX,IDAPRY
LOGICAL*1 SCSLY(5),RUN(9),QUEST,MPRINT
DATA RUN / 'X',13'1','1',13,10','0','0',13/
DATA SCSLY
QUEST- 20
MPRINT- 26
C DO APERTURE X SCAN
CALL SPEOUT(QUEST,1)
101 FORMAT I3)
ENCODE(3,101,RUN(6))400 !RUN 400 SLIT FINE HORIZ. ,APERX
C RUN 400 SLIT HORIZONTAL
I- LINUM+2*ILINE
CALL
CALL DATCOL I)
CALL WAIT(3 00)
IF(IPRINT.NE. 1) GO TO 10
CALL SPEOUT(MPRINT,1) !PRINT OUT SCREEN
CALL WAIT(7000)
10 CONTINUE
I- LINUM+ILINE*3 !COLLECT SLIT VERT. ,APERY
IF(ISCINT .EQ. 0 .OR. ISCINT.EQ. 99) GO TO 98
C SLIT VERTICAL ONLY IF OPTIMIZING ON SCANNING ISCINT - 6
IF( Y(I,34) .EQ. 16) GO TO 98 !SKIP IF PEAKED
CALL SPEOUT(QUEST,1)
C DO APERTURE Y SCAN ECHELLE SLIT VERTICAL SCAN
TYPE *,' SCAN APERY '233
ENCODE(3,101,RUN(6))574
CALL SPEOUT(RUN,9)
CALL DATCOL(I)
CALL WAIT(2000)
IF(IPRINT.NE.1) GO TO 98
CALL SPEOUT(MPRINT,1)
CALL WAIT(4000)
98 CONTINUE
111 FORMAT(',4A1)
RETURN !SCAPXY END
END
SUBROUTINE SCPMXY(IPRINT,ISCINT) !#13
C PMT SLIT IS MUCH BIGGER THAN APERUTURE SLIT SO TO SCAN WAVE
C LENGTH USE AN APERUTURE SCAN
COMMON /POSIT/ IPMTX(2),IPMTY(2),IAPERX(2),IAPERY(2),
WAVE(2)
COMMON /CURPOS/ MPMTX,MPMTY,MAPERX,MAPERY,LINUM,ILINE
COMMON /SCADAT/ Y(8,35)
COMMON /DIRMOT/ IDPMTX,IDPMTY,IDAPRX,IDAPRY
LOGICAL*1 QUEST,MPRINT,TRA232(6)
LOGICAL*1 SCPMX(5),SCPMY(5),RUN(9)
DATA RUN / 'X',13,'11,'1',13,'0,10','0',13/
QUEST- 20
MPRINT- 26
C DO PMT X SCAN
I-LINUM !COLLECT PMTX DATA
IF( Y(I,34) .EQ. 16) GO TO 10 !SKIP IF PEAKED
ENCODE(3,101,RUN(6))585 !PMTX
CALL SPEOUT(QUEST,1)
TYPE *,' PMTX SCAN'
101 FORMAT(I3)
CALL SPEOUT(RUN,9)
CALL DATCOL(I)
CALL WAIT(4000)
IF(IPRINT.NE. 1) GO TO 10
CALL SPEOUT(MPRINT,1)
CALL WAIT(4000)
10 CONTINUE
I - LINUM+ILINE !COLLECT PMTY DATA
ENC
IF(
ODE
Y(I
U(3,101,RN(6))5.EQ.
16 )
97
GO TO 98 !SKIP IF PEAKED
CALL SPEOUT(QUEST,1)
C DO PMT Y SCAN
TYPE *,' PMTY SCAN'
CALL
CALL DATCOL I)
CALL WAIT(4 00)
IF(IPRINT.NE.1) GO TO 98
CALL SPEOUT(MPRINT,1)
CALL WAIT(4000)
98 CONTINUE
RETURN !END OF SCPMXY
END
SUBROUTINE PKMAX !#14
COMMON /CURPOS/ MPMTX,MPMTY,MAPERX,MAPERY,LINUM,ILINE
COMMON /SCADAT/ Y(8,35)
DO 3 I-1,4*ILINE
IMAX-1234
DO 1 J-2,32
1
IF(Y(I,IMAX).LT.Y(I,J)) IMAX-J
CONTINUE
CY(I,33)-IMAX OR Y(I,33)-5 IF IMAX LESS THAN 2
Y(I,33)-5
IF(IMAX .LT. 2) GO TO 3
Y(I,33)- IMAX
3 CONTINUE
RETURN !END PKMAX
END
SUBROUTINE PEAKOT !#15
COMMON /POSIT/ IPMTX(2),IPMTY(2),IAPERX(2),IAPERY(2),
-WAVE(2)
COMMON /CURPOS/ MPMTX,MPMTY,MAPERX,MAPERY,LINUM,ILINE
COMMON /SCADAT/ Y(8,35)
COMMON /DIRMOT/ IDPMTX,IDPMTY,IDAPRX,IDAPRY
C CORRECT APERUTURE AND PMT FOR NEW PEAKS
C PMTX SUBTRACT NUMBER TO GO LEFT ON SCREEN
C PMTY ADD NUMBER OT GO LEFT
C APERX ADD NUMBER TO GO LEFT
C APERY SUBTRACT NUMBER TO GO LEFT
DO 2 I-1,ILINE
TYPE *,' LINE NUMBER-',I
TYPE *,' APERX CHANGE-', (Y(I+2*ILINE,34)-16)
TYPE,' APERY CHANGE-', 2*(16-Y(I+3*ILINE,34))
TYPE *,' PMTX CHANGE- ',(16-Y(I,34))
TYPE *,' PMTY CHANGE= ',(Y(I+ILINE,34)-16)
2 CONTINUE
109 FORMAT("3(F4.0))
RETURN!PEAKOT END
END
SUBROUTINE PEAK !#16
COMMON /POSIT/ IPMTX(2),IPMTY(2),IAPERX(2),IAPERY(2),
WAVE(2)
COMMON /CURPOS/ MPMTX,MPMTY,MAPERX,MAPERY,LINUM,ILINE
COMMON /SCADAT/ Y(8,35)
COMMON /DIRMOT/ IDPMTX,IDPMTY,IDAPRX,IDAPRY
CALL PKMAX
DO 4 I-1,4*ILINE
Y85- Y(I,INT(Y(I,33)))*0.85 !85% OFHEIGHT
DO 5 J-1,32
IF(Y(I,J).GE. Y85 ) GO TO 6
5 CONTINUE
6 UE
C -1 LEFTIF(CONTIN(Y.851
10
T)-(Y.85)(CAL)/(Y.85)(CAL)-(Y.85)-1(CAL) > 1
J1-J+(Y85-Y I,J-1))/(Y(I,J)-Y(I,J-1))
DO 10 K-J,3
IF(Y(I,K).LE.Y85)G0 TO 11
CONTINUE
11 CONTINUE
C +1 RIGHT IF((Y.85)(T)-(Y.85)(CAL)/(Y.85)(CAL)-(Y.85)-1(CAL) > 1
J2- K+1+(Y85-Y(I,K))/(Y(I,K)-Y(I,K-1))
IF(J2.GT.32) J2-32
YI34- J+J2)/2 !HALF WIDTH CENTER
Y((1,,35))-
(
(J21-J1) !HALF WIDTH IN STEPS235
4 CONTINUE
CALL PEAKOT
RETURN !END PEAK
END
C OPTIM FOR FINDING OPTIMUM VALUES FOR SPECTRAL LINES
SUBROUTINE OPTIM !#17
COMMON /SCADAT/ Y(8,35)
COMMON /DIRMOT/ IDPMTX,IDPMTY,IDAPRX,IDAPRY
COMMON /POSIT/ IPMTX(2),IPMTY(2),IAPERX(2),IAPERY(2),
-WAVE(2)
COMMON /CURPOS/ MPMTX,MPMTY,MAPERX,MAPERY,LINUM,ILINE
CALL DISPOS
CALL SETUP(INTIME,ISCINT,IPRINT)
2 CONTINUE
DO 1 LINUM - 1, ILINE
CALL MOTMOV
CALL SCAPXY(IPRINT,ISCINT)
CALL SCPMXY(IPRINT,ISCINT)
1 CONTINUE
CALL PEAK
CCORRECTING PREVIOUS SCAN DATA SIGNS MAY BE A PROBLEM
CTO GO LEFT ON SCREEN APERX +,APERY-,PMTX-,PMTY+
DO 3 I- 1,ILINE
IPMTX(I)- IPMTX(I) +
IPMTY(I)- IPMTY(I) +
IAPERX(I)- IAPERX(I) +Y I+2*ILINE,34)-16)
IAPERY(I)- IAPERY(I) +* 16-Y(I+3*ILINE,34))
3 CONTINUE
TYPE *,'TO REOPTIMIZE-1, RUN OR NEW LINES-0'
ACCEPT *,10PRUN
IF(IOPRUN .EQ. 1) GO TO 2
CALL STOPOS !STORING NEW POSITIONS TO DISK
RETURN !END OF OPTIM
END
SUBROUTINE STOPOS !#18
CCORRECT APERATURE AND PMT FOR NEW PEAKS
COMMON /POSIT/ IPMTX(2),IPMTY(2),IAPERX(2),IAPERY(2),
-WAVE(2)
COMMON /SCADAT/ Y(8,35)
COMMON /CURPOS/ MPMTX,MPMTY,MAPERX,MAPERY,LINUM,ILINE
INTEGER DISNAM(8)
C REINITIALIZE PEAK LOCATIONS AWAY FROM 16
DO 4 I- 1,ILINE
Y 1,34)-0
Y I+ILINE,34)-0
Y 1+2*ILINE,34)-0
Y 1+3*ILINE,34)-0
4 CONTINUE
TYPE *,' STORE NEW OPT. POSITION 1-YES,O-NO'
ACCEPT *,IDISK
IF(IDISK.EQ.0)GO TO 1
TYPE *,' INPUT FILE NAME FOR PMT & APER POSITIONS '
ACCEPT 101,(DISNAM(I),I-1,8)
101 FORMAT(8A2)
TYPE 102, (DISNAM(I),I-1,8)
OPEN(UNIT-2,NAME-DISNAM,TYPE- 'NEW')
102 FORMAT(", 8A2)
WRITE(2,*) ILINE
DO 3 I-1,ILINE236
WRITE(2,*)IPMTX(I),IPMTY(I),IAPERX(I),IAPERY(I),WAVE(I)
3 CONTINUE
CLOSE(UNIT-2)
1 CONTINUE
RETURN !END STOPOS
END
SUBROUTINE STODAT(ISCINT,XCORR,STDEV) !#19
COMMON /CURPOS/ MPMTX,MPMTY,MAPERX,MAPERY,LINUM,ILINE
COMMON /SCADAT/ Y(8,35)
INTEGER DISNAM(8),ISAVE
C FOR INTEGRATION SCAN GET AVERAGE AND STANDARD DEVIATION
SUMX - 0.0
SUMX2-0.0
NUM-32
DO 1 I-1,NUM
SUMX- SUMX + Y(LINUM+2*ILINE,I)
SUMX2 = SUMX2 + Y(LINUM+2*ILINE,I)*Y(LINUM+2*ILINE,I)
1 CONTINUE
RNUM- FLOAT(NUM)
RNNMN1- RNUM*(RNUM-1.0)
STDEV (RNUM*(SUMX2)- SUMX*SUMX)/ RNNMN1
STDEV = SQRT(STDEV)
XCORR- SUMX/RNUM
RETURN !END STODAT
END
SUBROUTINE ST2DAT !#19
COMMON /CURPOS/ MPMTX,MPMTY,MAPERX,MAPERY,LINUM,ILINE
COMMON /SCADAT/ Y(8,35)
INTEGER DISNAM(8)
PRINT *,' 10TH, 16TH, 22ND',Y(1,10),Y(1,16),Y(1,22)
DO 2 I= 1,32,4
WRITE(4, *) Y(1,I),Y(1,I+1),Y(1,I+2),Y(1,I+3)
2 CONTINUE
RETURN !END ST2DAT
END
SUBROUTINE RUNSAM !#20
COMMON /CURPOS/ MPMTX MPMTY,MAPERX,MAPERY,LINUM,ILINE
COMMON /POSIT/ IPMTX(2),IPMTY(2),IAPERX(2),IAPERY(2),
-WAVE(2)
COMMON /ABSPOS/ IAPMTX,IAPMTY,IAAPRX,IAAPRY
COMMON /SCADAT/ Y(8,35)
COMMON /DIRMOT/ IDPMTX,IDPMTY,IDAPRX,IDAPRY
INTEGER ICHAR(40),INUM
IRUN-0 !FIRST TIME DO ALL SETUP ETC.
15 CONTINUE
CALL DISPOS
CALL DATFIL
IF(IRUN .NE. 0) GO TO 39
CALL SETUP(INTIME,ISCINT,IPRINT)
39 CONTINUE
CALL MOTMOV
32 CONTINUE
TYPE *,' 1- BACK CORRECTED ,0- NO BACK CORRECTION'
ACCEPT *,IBACK
TYPE *,' INPUT NUMBER OF MULTIPLE SCANS'
ACCEPT 111,MAXSCN
111 FORMAT(I2)237
33 CONTINUE !ANOTHER SCAN
TYPE *, 'PEAK X AND Y'
TYPE *,'CHANGE IN CONDITIONS: NEB, FLOW, PEAK X,Y '
ACCEPT 134,(ICHAR(INUM), INUM - 1,40)
134 FORMAT( 40A2
CALL P
IF(IRIA1)
)
GO TO 55!SKIP PEAK ROUTINE FOR BLANK
55 CONTINUE
PRINT 135(ICHAR(INUM),INUM-1,40)
WRITE(4,135) (ICHAR(INUM),INUM-1,40)
135 FORMAT(", 40A2)
SQSTDEV-0.0
STDEV- 0.0
RNUM- FLOAT(MAXSCN)
RNNM1- RNUM*(RNUM-1.0)
DO 3 L -1,MAXSCN
TYPE *, 'SCAN NUMBER-',L
IPRINT =0
CALL SCAPXY(IPRINT,O) !ISCINT-0 TO NOT SCAN Y
CALL STODAT(ISCINT,SIGNAL,STDEV)
CALL BACKGR 1)
CALL SCAPXY IPRINT,O)
IF(IBACK 0) GO TO 43
!CHANGES TO BACKGROUND
CALL STODAT(ISCINT,BACK,BSTDEV)
CALL BACKGR(0) !REPLACE TO SIGNAL
43 SIGBAK- SIGNAL- BACK
WRITE 5,151SIGBAK,STDEV,SIGBAK/BACK,BACK,BSTDEV
WRITE(6151) SIGBAK,STDEV,SIGBAK/BACK,BACK,BSTDEV
151
1
FORMAT(BSTD 'S-B',F12.3,'SD',F10.3,'L/B',F10.3,'BK ',F10.3,
' 'F9.3)
WRITE(4,152) SIGBAK,STDEV,SIGBAK/BACK,BACK,BSTDEV
152 FORMAT(",5(",F12.3,))
BSUM-BSUM+BACK
SUM-SUM+ SIGBAK
3 SQSTDEV- SQSTDEV+STDEV*STDEV
BAYER- BSUM
STDEV- SQRT1EDEV/RNUM)
AVER- SUM/ SUM
RLINBK- AVER/BAVER
WRITE 5,149AVER,STDEV,RLINBK
WRITE 6,149AVER,STDEV,RLINBK
149 FORMAT(/,'S-B.-',F12.3,'ST.DEV.-',F12.3,' L/B-',F12.3,/)
WRITE(5, 143)
C 143 FORMAT1',/////, 'MENU FOR CHANGING SETTINGS ',//,
1 ' SCAN 3,
2 ' SCAN AGAIN
NUMBER
2',/',/,
3 ' BLANK NO PEAK -l',/,
' SETUP ',/,
5 ' QUIT = -1')
ACCEPT *,IRUN
IF IRUN .LT. 1CLOSE(UNIT-4)
IF IRUN .EQ.-1)
)
GO TO 19 !QUIT RUN OF SAMPLE
IF IRUN .EQ.2GO TO 33
IF IRUN .EQ.3GO TO 32
IF IRUN .GT. 1GO TO 3 !BAD VALUE REENTER
IF IRUN .EQ.1GO TO 33
GO TO 15
19 RETURN !END RUNSAM
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SUBROUTINE STEPY(IYCONT,IDIRY)
LOGICAL*1 STPY(7),RDOWN,LUP,QUEST
DATA STPY / 'M',13,'6,13,'0','0',13/
RDOWN -9
LUP-8
QUEST-20
101
ENCODE((3101,STPY(5))IYCONT
FORMATI2)
CALL SPEOUT(QUEST,1)
CALL SPEOUT(STPY,7)
IF(IDIRY .GT. 0) CALL SPEOUT(RDOWN,1)
IF(IDIRY .LT. 0) CALL SPEOUT(LUP,1)
CALL WAIT(IYCONT*900)
TYPE *,'STEP Y NOW PEAK X THEN ENTER 1 WHEN DONE'
ACCEPT *,L
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE INT2D
COMMON /CONDIR/ IXCONT,IYCONT,IXDIR,IYDIR
COMMON /VAR2D/ I2DX,I2DY,IX2MAX,IY2MAX,I2D,IX2INT,IY2INT
LOGICAL*1 QUEST
LOGICAL*1 PROONE(55),INPCOD(8),RUN(9)
DATA RUN / 'X',13,'1','1',13,'4','0','0',13/
DATA INPCOD /'X',13,'8',13,'4''0','0',13/
DATA PROONE / '2','1',13,'1','2','4',
13,'6',13,'7','5',13,'2','1',
-13,'1','3','2',13,'6',13,'7', '6'13,,1,1,
-'2',,13'4',,'0'3',136',13,'7','5',13,
-2'31'13'2','3',
C 400 21 124 CALL SUB TOCOUNTER 8-0
C 401 675 BACK SOURCE MIRROR X BACK/16
C 402 21 132 INTIATES DATA ACQ. AND COUNTER-32
C 403 676 STEP 32 MIRROR MOTOR X FWD
C 404 14 5 DATA ACQUISTION INTEGRATION
C 405 2 403 DEC. COUNTER JUMP IF NOT ZERO
C 406 676 BACK SOURCE MIRROR X BACK/16
C 407 2812 FIRMWARE INTIATES RS232
C 408 23 3 DISPLAY BAR PROFILE
C 409 63 0 HALT
QUEST -20
TYPE *,' LOADING SPECTROMETER WITH 2-DCOMMANDS'
CALL SPEOUT(QUEST,1)
C INSERT P-CODE AT400
CALL SPEOUT(INPCOD,8)
CALL WAIT(2000)
101 FORMAT I1
102 FORMAT 12
103 FORMAT 13
CALL SPEOUT(PROONE,55)
CALL WAIT(8000)
C INTIALIZE TO LEFT BOTTOM
IXCONT -3 !INTIALIZE COUNTS PER STEP
IYCONT-6
IXDIR -1 !POSITIVE DIRECTION UP & RIGHT
IYDIR -1
IX2MAX...32
IY2MAX-4 !SCAN FROM MAXIMUM PEAKED UP239
TYPE *,' SETTING 32 X 4 (3.84CM (3) X BY 0.96CM (6X4) Y)'
TYPE *,' 2 STEPS FOR X ,8 STEPS FOR Y '
ISET - 1
IF(ISET.EQ.1) CO TO 3
TYPE *,' INPUT LEVELS OF X (32 STEPS-1.28 CM ), HORIZ'
ACCEPT *,IX2MAX
TYPE *,' INPUT LEVELS OF Y(6 STEPS- 0.24 CM ),VERT'
ACCEPT *,IY2MAX
TYPE *, 'EACH STEP IS EQUAL TO 400 MICROMETERS '
TYPE *,' INPUT STEP SIZE IN X DIRECTION'
ACCEPT *,IXCONT
TYPE *,'INPUT STEP SIZE IN Y DIRECTION'
ACCEPT *,IYCONT
TYPE *,' INPUT PEAKED SOURCE X'
ACCEPT *, IX2INT
TYPE *,' INPUT PEAKED SOURCE Y '
ACCEPT *,IY2INT
3 RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE STARPS
COMMON /CONDIR/ IXCONT,IYCONT,IXDIR,IYDIR
COMMON /VAR2D/ I2DX,I2DY,IX2MAX,IY2MAX,I2D,IX2INT,IY2INT
LOGICAL*1 SCMOTX(29),QUEST
DATA SCMOTX /'X',13,'9',13,'7','5',13,'1',
'1',13,'1',13,
'2',13,'1','6',13,'7','6',13,'1','1',
13,'0'13,'2',13,'1',13/
QUEST-20
I2D-3 !FLAG SET FOR RUNNING 2D SCAN
I2DX-1
I2DY-1
C CHANGE MOTOR OPERATIONS FOR 2D SCANS
C OP-75 MOT-11 DIR-0 PER- STEPX*2 CNT-16:SOURCE MIRROR X BACK/16
C OP-76 MOT-11 DIR-0 PER- STEPX*2 CNT-1:1CNT/2 STEP FWD
IXCONT*2
IXCONT*2
ENCODE 1,101,SCMOTX(26))
101 FORMACTII)
C SET UP DIRECTION AND POSITIONS FOR X & Y PMT & APERUTURE
CALL !REM CHANGE MOTOR COMMANDS
CALL SPEOUT SCMOTX,29)
CALL WAIT(4 00)
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE STEP
COMMON /CONDIR/ IXCONT,IYCONT,IXDIR,IYDIR
COGOMMOAL*1 N /VAR2D
RUN(/ 9)I2DXI2DY,IX2MAX,IY2MAX,I2D,IX2INT,IY2INT LIC,QUEST
DATA RUN / 'X',13,'1','1',13,'4','0','0',13/
C EACH STEP IS 400 MICROMETERS
QUEST-20
CALL
CALL SPEOUT RUN,9) !RUN 400 PEAK X
CALL DATCOL 1) !COLLECTS DATA FROM SOURCE X SCAN240
I2DY- I2DY+1
IF(I2DY .GT. IY2MAX) GO TO 3 !STOP AT END OF 2-D SCAN
IDIR-1
CALL STEPY(IYCONT,IDIR)
GO TO 4 !NEXT SCAN
3 CONTINUE
I2D-1 !FLAG NOT SCANNING 2-D
4 CONTINUE
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE DONE2D
COMMON /CONDIR/ IXCONT,IYCONT,IXDIR,IYDIR
COMMON /VAR2D/ I2DX,I2DY,IX2MAX,IY2MAX,I2D,IX2INT,IY2INT
C END AT PEAKED POSITION ONCE COMPLETED
IBACKY(IY2MAX-1)*IYCONT !SET BACK TO 2ND Y LEVEL
IDIR- -1 !RUN DOWN
CALL STEPY(IBACKY,IDIR) !GO UP TO START Y
IYDIR-1
IXDIR-1
I2DY-1
TYPE *, 'RESET TO INITIAL SX AND SYENTER 1 WHEN DONE'
ACCEPT *,L
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE RUN2D
COMMON /CONDIR/ IXCONT,IYCONT,IXDIR,IYDIR
COMMON /VAR2D/ I2DX,I2DY,IX2MAX,IY2MAX,I2D,IX2INT,IY2INT
COMMON /ABSPOS/ IAPMTX,IAPMTY,IAAPRX,IAAPRY
COMMON /POSIT/ IPMTX(2),IPMTY(2),IAPERX(2),IAPERY(2),
-WAVE(2)
COMMON /CURPOS/ MPMTX,MPMTY,MAPERX,MAPERY,LINUM,ILINE
COMMON /SCADAT/ Y(8,35)
COMMON /DIRMOT/ IDPMTX,IDPMTY,IDAPRX,IDAPRY
INTEGER DISNAM(8),FLAG
CALL DATFIL
4 CONTINUE
CALL DISPOS
CALL MOTMOV
CALL INT2D
TYPE *,' INPUT NUMBER OF MULTIPLE SCANS OF 2-D FOR STAT.'
ACCEPT *,IMUL2D
DO 94 MUL2D- 1,IMUL2D
PRINT *,'
PRINT *,' A NEW SET OF 2-DIM SCAN'
TYPE *,' SCAN NUMBER FOR 2-DIM SCAN IS-',MUL2D
TYPE *,' INPUT ANYTHING TO CONTINUE ONCE SETTINGS OK'
ACCEPT *,ILLLL
FLAG-1 !BACKGROUND FLAG 1-SIGNAL ;2-BACKGROUND
44 CONTINUE
PRINT *,'
IF(FLAG.EQ.1)PRINT *,' START OF TOTAL SIGNAL SCAN'
IF(FLAG.EQ.2)PRINT *,' START OF BACKGROUND SCAN'
CALL STARPS
DO 3 I- 1, IY2MAX
CALL STEP
CALL ST2DAT
3 CONTINUE
CALL DONE2D
IF(FLAG.NE.1) GO TO 16
FLAG-FLAG+1
CALL BACKGR(1)241
GO TO 44
16 CONTINUE
CALL BACKGR(0)
94 CONTINUE
TYPE *,'REPEAT FOR DIFFERENT LINE-1 OR MAIN MENU-0'
ACCEPT *,IMENU
IF(IMENU.EQ.0) GO TO 14
GO TO 4
14 CONTINUE
CLOSE(UNIT-4)
RETURN
END
PROGRAM ECMO2D !#21
COMMON /ABSPOS/ IAPMTX,IAPMTY,IAAPRX,IAAPRY
COMMON /POSIT/ IPMTX(2),IPMTY(2),IAPERX(2),IAPERY(2),
WAVE(2)
COMMON /CURPOS/ MPMTX,MPMTY,MAPERX,MAPERY,LINUM,ILINE
COMMON /SCADAT/ Y(8,35)
COMMON /DIRMOT/ IDPMTX,IDPMTY,IDAPRX,IDAPRY
CALL HOME !INITIALIZES APER,PMT AND CURPOS
9 CONTINUE
WRITE(5,101)
101
1 1- STOP
FORMAT(' MAIN MENU',/,/,/,
'
2 ' 2- RUN 2-D SCANOF PLASMA',/,
3 ' 3- RUN SAMPLE & COLLECT DATA ',/,
4 ' 4- OPTIMIZENEW LINES')
ACCEPT *, IMEN
IF IMEN .EQ. 1GO TO 12
IF IMEN .EQ. 2GO TO 5
IF IMENEQ.3GO TO 3
IF IMEN .NE. 4GO TO 9 !RETURN TO MENU IF BAD VALUE
LINUM-1
CALL OPTIM
GO TO 9
3 CONTINUE
CALL RUNSAM
GO TO9
5 CONTINUE
CALL RUN2D
GO TO 9
12 CONTINUE
END242
TITLE SPEOUT
;NAME: SPEOUT.MACFOR INPUT FROM ECHELLE TO FORTRAN PROGRAM
;Fortran called as: CALL SPECIN(CHRARRAY,MAXNUM)
.MCALL .PRINT
XSTATO-176504 TRANSMIT STAT CHAN 0= SPEC.
XBUFFOXSTATO+2 LSB OF TRANSMIT BUFFER
XVECT-304
XPSW-306
MOV
+,CHRBUF
+
MOV R5
(R )+,MAXNUM
SPEOUT::TST
MOV #0.,COUNT
;SET UP VECTORS AND PSW
MOV XVECT,SAVEC
MOV XPSW,SAVPSW
MOV #PSW,XPSW
MOV #LOOP1,XVECT
LOOP1:NOP
TSTB XSTATO
BPL LOOP1
CMPB @CHRBUF,#32.
BEQ BLANK
BR OUTCHAR
BLANK:MOVB #48.,@CHRBUF
OUTCHAR:MOVB @CHRBUF,XBUFF0
ADD #1., CHRBUF
ADD #1.,COUNT
CMP COUNT,MAXNUM
BEQ END
BR LOOP1
END: MOV SAVEC,XVECT
MOV SAVPSW,XPSW
RETURN
SAVEC:.WORD 0
SAVPSW: .WORD 0
COUNT:.WORD 0
MAXNUM: .WORD 0
CHRBUF: .WORD 0
PSW: .WORD200
.ENDSPEOUT
.TITLE SPECIN
;NAME: SPECIN.MACFOR INPUT FROM ECHELLE TO FORTRAN PROGRAM
;Fortran called as:CALL SPECIN(CHRARRAY,MAXNUM)
.MCALL .PRINT
RSTATO-176500 RECEIVE STAT CHAN. 3= SPEC.
RBUFFORSTATO+2 LSB OF RECEIVE BUFFER
RVECTO-300 INTERRUPT VECTOR
RPSW-302 PROCESSOR STATUS WORD
SKIP NUMBER OF PARAMETERS
START ADDRESS OF CHAR. BUFFER
MAXNUM OF CHARACTERS
SETS COUNTER TO ZERO
SAVE VECTOR
SAVE PSW
MOVES ZERO TO TRANSMIT PSW
LOOP1 TO XVECTOR INTERRUPT
NO OPERATION WAIT LOOP
CHECK FOR OUTPUT CHARACTER
BRANCH TO LOOP1 IF NO CHAR.
COMPARE WITH A SPACE
CHANGE BLANK TO A ZERO
IF NOT OUTPUT TO ECHELLE
REPLACE BLANK BY ZERO
PLACE CHAR. IN CHARBUF
INCREMENT TO NEXT CHARACTER
COUNTING NUMBER OF READS
CHECK FOR END OF INPUT
STOP IF ALL CHARACTERS ENTER
ELSE GO OUTPUT NEXT CHARACTER
RETURN VECTOR ADDRESS
RETURN PSW STATUS
RETURN TO FORTRAN CALLING POINT
SAVE VECTOR AND PSW
;FOR FLAGGING ALL CHARACTERS ENTERED
;MAXIMUM NUMBER OF CHARACTERS TO READ
;ADDRESS OF CHARACTER BUFFER
;PROCESSOR STATUS WORD BIT 7 LEVEL 4
SPECIN::TST
MOV
MOV
MOV
MOV
MOV
CONLOP: ADD
ADD
CMP
BGT
R5 +,CHRBUF
(R )+,MAXNUM
#46.,MAXNUM
#0.,COUNT
CHRBUF,ENDADD
#46.,ENDADD
#1.,COUNT
#32.,COUNT
CONLOP
SKIP NUMBER OF PARAMETERS
START ADDRESS OF CHAR. BUFFER
MAXIMUM ADDRESS STORED HERE
MAKING SURE MAXNUM = 46
COUNTER FOR 32 SCANS
ADDRESS OF START & END
ENDING ADDRESS OF ARRAY
INCREMENT COUNTER
IF COUNT .GT. 32 STOP
ADD ANOTHER MAXNUM TO CHRBUFMOV RPSW,SAVPSW
MOV RVECTO,SAVEC
MOV PSW,RPSW
MOV #LOOPLRVECTO
LOOP1:TSTB RSTATO
BPL LOOP1
MOVB RBUFFO, @CHRBUF
ADD #1., CHRBUF
CMP CHRBUF,ENDADD
BGE END
BR LOOP1
END: MOV #O.,RPSW
MOV SAVEC,RVECTO
MOV SAVPSW,RPSW
RETURN
ENDADD: .WORD 0
COUNT:.WORD 0
SAVEC:.WORD 0
SAVPSW: .WORD 0
PSW: .WORD 200
MAXNUM: -.WORD 0
CHRBUF: .WORD 0
.ENDSPECIN
SAVE PSW
SAVE VECTOR ADDRESS
SETTING UP PROCESSOR STATUS
MOV ADDRESS TO RVECTOR-300
CHECK INPUT BUFFER
BRANCH TO LOOP1 IF NO CHAR.
PLACE CHAR. IN CHARBUF
INCREMENT TO NEXT CHAR
CHECK FOR END OF INPUT
STOP IF ALL CHARACTERS ENTER
ELSE GO GET NEXT CHARACTER
NO PRIORITY
RETURN TO VECTOR INTERRUPT
RETURN PSW
RETURN TO FORTRAN CALLING POINT
ENDING ADDRESS OF INPUT
COUNTER FOR 32 SCANS
;LEVEL 4 PRIORITY PROCESSOR STATUS
;MAXIMUM ADDRESS FOR ENDINS SPECIN
;ADDRESS FO CHARACTER BUFFER
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E. PDA Wiring Diagram and Connections
Because the PDA clocking signals are easily coupled to
other signals, the clocking signal lines are isolated from
interfering with the other signals by grounding wires on both
sides of the PDA clocking signal (pins 9,10,13,14).An RS-232
flat 25-wire cable was used from the PDA extension mount to the
RS-232 connection. After the RS-232 connection, another 25-wire
cable was used to connect the PDA evaluation circuitry to the
PDA extension mount.The wires were soldered to the PDA
extension chip socket and a 22-pin socket mount connected to the
extension cable to the PDA evaluation board.Two strain reliefs
are used on the PDA mounting board and before the RS-232
connection. Between these two points one inch of wire cable
slack is used for allowing the PDA to turn from the horizontal
to the vertical position.Table A-5 shows the wiring scheme
used for extending the PDA away from the PDA evaluation board
and the power connections for the PDA evaluation board.Table
A-6 shows the wiring scheme used to connect the PDA evaluation
board signals to the PDA trigger board.245
Table E-1. PDA extension wiring
PDA
Pins
Ribbon Cable
Color - Line Number
PDA
Pins
Ribbon Cable
Color - Line Number
1 Green Ll 12 Purple L19
2 Green L11 13 Black L6
3 Yellow L12 14 Gray L8
4 Orange L13 15 Blue L20
5 Red L14 16 Green L21
6 Brown L15 17 Yellow L22
7 Black L16 18 Orange L23
8 White L17 19 Red L24
9 Yellow L2 20 Brown L25
10 Red L4 21 Ll,L3,L5,L7,L9(ground)
11 Gray L18 22 not connected
Power Connection to PDA from Power Supply
PDA
Evaluation
Pin
Color
A & 1
B
16
Red
White
Black
Copper (Bare)
Power
Supply
Values
+5 V
-15 V
+15 V
Ground
Table E-2. PDA Trigger Board Connections
PDA
Evaluation
Pin Describe
PDA
Trigger
Pin Describe
+5V (on/off) F Computer logic (on/off)
+5 Volts 17 Power for Board
V Start Out H Reset D-Flip/Flop
T Even EOL D StopD-Flip/Flop
S Even Sample R Even Clock Trigger
R Odd Sample P ODD Clock Trigger
16 Power Ground 5 Ground for Board246
F. Motor Wiring Diagram
1. PDA Wavelength Dial Motor
A Hurst (Princeton, ID) 1 RPM model PC-DA-1 reversible
synchronous motor was used to scan the PDA monochromator dial.
For each revolution of the motor the dial reading changed by 10
units.Figure F-1 a) shows the wiring diagram used for the
motor.A switch is used to choose the wavelength scanning
direction and to start motor scanning.
2. Time Resolution Spinning Mirror Motor
A Hurst (Princeton, ID) 20 RPM model A synchronous motor
was used to rotate the spinning mirror of the time resolving
spectrometer.Figure F-1 b) shows the wiring diagram used for
the motor.A gear ratio of 80/64 (motor/mirror) would produce a
spinning mirror rate of 25 RPM.247
a).WAVELENGTH DRIVE MOTOR
COLOR CODE WIRE
Y YELLOW
B BLACK
R = RED
G . GREEN
W WI-1TE
BLBLUE
PC-DA-1
b).SPINNING MIRROR MOTOR
STAND
OFF
k GROUND CHASIS
WIG
B
AC PLUG
2
3
OFF ON LOW HIGH
START/STOPWAVELENGTH
DIRECTION
EL
SPINNING
MIRROR
MOTOR
R MODEL
CAP . 0.25 mfd
25 RPM
Figure F-1.Motor Wiring Diagrams.a)PDA aonochromatro dial
motor.b) PDA time resolution motor.